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A bstract
The helical vacuum potential energy contribution is formulated in detail for the straight 
helical plasma MHD stability code PEST25. The formalism uses a Green’s function 
method to express the vacuum potential energy in terms of the plasma displacement on 
the plasma surface, and is similar to that used by HERA, the main difference being that 
complex exponentials are used as basis functions instead of finite elements. The vacuum 
energy subroutines are then encoded (see appendix F for the FORTRAN source listing) 
and installed in PEST25.
A semi-analytic solution is then found for the stability equation of a constant current (ie 
flat current profile) cylindrical plasma, using the PEST2 type kinetic energy normalisation. 
The spectrum of unstable modes is then contrasted to that of the unstable spectrum for the 
usual (physically more realistic) normalisation. When using PEST2 type normalisation it 
is found that the spectrum of unstable modes has a cusp like feature when the wave vector 
of the mode is perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field. Moreover, the eigenvalue 
at this cusp is the same for all the radial modes. In the free boundary case, only the first 
radial mode is significantly altered from its fixed boundary counterpart.
The analytic eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for this cylindrical plasma axe compared 
to results obtained using PEST25 for both the fixed and free boundary case. The good 
agreement confirms that the PEST25 fixed boundary code and the installed vacuum sub­
routines are working correctly.
A straight heliac equilibrium is obtained using HASE, and this equilibrium is converted 
to a format readable by PEST25 using the HERA1 module, the MAP25 code and some 
additional coding. The m = 1 unstable spectrum is obtained for the first radial mode 
of this equilibrium for both the fixed and free boundary plasma. The same cusp-like 
feature is observed in this spectrum as was seen in the analytic cylindrical equilibrium 
case. HERA is then modified so it uses the same KE normalisation as PEST25. The fixed 
and free boundary unstable spectrum of the equilibrium is then obtained using HERA. 
The excellent agreement between these two codes for this more general equilibrium is 
strong confirmation that PEST25 may be used with confidence for both fixed and free 
boundary stability calculations.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
“The objective of the controlled thermonuclear fusion program is to heat a gas composed 
of light elements to a temperature considerably hotter than the centre of the sun and to 
confine this hot plasma long enough for the resulting nuclear reactions to produce more 
energy than was consumed” (Bateman, 1978).
The earliest attempts at confining a plasma were with a linear magnetic field with two 
magnetic mirrors at the ends forming a magnetic bottle. Charged particles gyrated along 
magnetic field lines, bouncing between the two regions of greater magnetic field intensity. 
The scheme was thought to be capable of holding plasmas with relatively high ß values 
(where ß is the ratio of plasma particle pressure to the magnetic pressure of the confining 
magnetic field) (Glasstone and Lovberg, 1960) but the early optimism of the 50’s was ill- 
founded, as experiments were plagued with global plasma instabilities (Bromberg, 1982). 
The solution to the problem of MHD global instability was demonstrated by Ioffe (Teller, 
1981). With this problem solved, it became apparent that such an open ended device was 
an unlikely candidate for a reactor concept because of the loss of low pitch angle particles 
through the ends.
The problem of these particle losses in the mirror machine is overcome when using 
a toroidal magnetic field, where magnetic field lines form nested toroidal surfaces. The 
TOKAMAK is an axisymmetric device with a toroidal equilibrium magnetic field supplied 
by external field coils. A toroidal current is induced in the plasma by a pulse of current 
through transformer action. The toroidal current produces a poloidal magnetic field, which 
gives the plasma an equilibrium in the metal toroidal vacuum vessel (due to compression 
of the equilibrium magnetic field lines if the plasma column moves towards the wall). In 
modern tokamaks, the equilibrium is maintained through feedback coils so that a highly
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conducting shell is not necessary for an equilibrium. Betas obtainable are only of the order 
of several percent, so that the applied magnetic field in a possible future reactor is not 
used so efficiently. In toroidal machines, the toroidal current which creates the confining 
poloidal magnetic field can make the plasma deform helically (a kink instability). The 
most unstable modes driven by a pressure gradient are ballooning modes and interchange 
(Merrier) modes while those driven by current axe kink modes. Roughly speaking these 
two types of modes may be classified as local and global modes respectively. It is possible 
for pressure gradients and currents to drive internal modes with no appreciable plasma 
displacement on the plasma surface. These also cause bad confinement due to particle 
losses (through particle transport). The Merrier mode is referred to as an interchange 
instability since an interchange trial function is used to give an unstable eigenvalue in the 
variational treatment of plasma stability (an interchange trial function is a displacement 
function constructed so that two tubes of flux exchange places) (Freidberg, 1982). These 
instabilities may be understood in terms of a one fluid model of the plasma, as described 
in the next section.
Stellarators are toroidal confinement devices which do not rely on a plasma current 
to help create a confining magnetic field. These devices, which use complex external coil 
configurations, had received little attention in the 1970’s. One reason was the difficult 
engineering problems associated with constructing the complicated coil configurations. 
Only in the last few years has attention turned again to stellarators as a serious alternative 
to tokamaks for fusion energy. They have several advantages over the tokamak: there 
is no necessity to drive a toroidal current, either by pulsed transformer action or RF 
current drive, and they promise to be MHD stable at higher betas. On the other hand, 
tokamaks have had the advantage of decades of experimental and theoretical investigation 
(despite stellarators having a longer history than tokamaks). Stellarator fields are fully 
three dimensional, unlike the nested axisymmetric toroidal magnetic surfaces of tokamaks, 
though the stellarator field may be modelled by a two dimensional helically symmetric field 
in the limit of large aspect ratio (toroidal radius divided by average plasma radius).
Computers have only recently become powerful enough to make fully three dimensional 
calculations possible. All the evidence so far suggests that toroidal effects are very signif­
icant, and that bending a helical magnetic field into a toroid is detrimental to stability. 
Nevertheless, obtaining accurate results even in the helical limit is a challenging task.
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1.1 Ideal MHD
The theoretical study of plasmas in containment devices of even the simplest geometry 
require gross simplifications in the plasma equations. Usually, the ideal MHD equations 
are used for investigation of plasma equilibrium and stability in realistic geometries, while 
studies involving additional physics are applied to simpler slab or cylindrical geometries.
The ideal MHD equations are (Freidberg, 1982):
! + v . „ v = ° (l.i)
dw
p—  = J  x B -  Vp 
H dt y
(1.2)
oII (1.3)
E + v x B = 0 (1.4)
__ dB
V X E = - ^
(1.5)
V x B = J (1.6)
V.B = 0 (1.7)
where d/dt denotes the convective derivative (given by + v.V ).
The equations describe the plasma as a single fluid with interactions of short wave­
length and high frequency neglected. They may also be derived from the Boltzmann 
equation for each plasma species and the Maxwell equations (Freidberg, 1982. Boyd 
and Sanderson, 1969). Despite the many simplifying assumptions, experience has shown 
that the ideal MHD model accurately describes the macroscopic behaviour of plasmas of 
interest to fusion research (Freidberg, 1982).
Equation 1.1 is the continuity equation (a statement of conservation of mass), which 
expresses how the plasma motion alters the mass density. The pV.v term may be separated 
from the V.pv term and moved on to the right hand side of this equation represents the 
effect of compression. If this term were set to zero, then the density of the fluid element 
would never change.
The macroscopic flow velocity v may be defined in terms of velocities of the individual 
plasma species as (Bateman, 1978)
v  := -  m anav a
P a
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Equation 1.2 is the momentum conservation equation for an inviscid conducting fluid. 
This equation assumes that locally, there is negligible variation in the B field, ie that 
the particle gyroradius is small compared to the scale length of the variation in this 
field. There is no electrostatic force on the fluid element because of the charge neutrality 
approximation, which is a consequence of the assumption that the scale length of the 
plasma is much greater than the Debye length.
Equation 1.3 is the adiabatic equation of state for the plasma. Thermal conductivity 
is assumed negligible. The adiabatic constant 7 is the ratio of the specific heat at constant 
pressure to that at constant volume (Boyd and Sanderson, 1969). For an ideal gas with 
three degrees of freedom 7 = 5/3.
Equation 1.4 is a statement of Ohm’s law with infinite conductivity. Infinite conductiv­
ity in Ohm’s law means that the fluid elements move as if they are frozen to the magnetic 
field lines. Introducing resistivity allows the field lines to break and reconnect (Bateman, 
1978).
Equations 1.5 to 1.7 are Maxwell’s equations valid for MHD time scales. Displacement 
currents have been neglected in equation 1.6 because of the assumption that the phase 
velocity (Alfven velocity) is much less than the speed of light.
The ideal MHD assumption of negligible heat conductivity in equation 1.3 is only 
reasonable perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. The more valid assumption of infinite 
heat conductivity along magnetic field lines gives rise to the perpendicular MHD equations 
(Freidberg, 1982). However, the two models often give similar results when the field 
perturbations are nearly incompressible, V.v = 0 (Freidberg, 1982).
Using equation 1.6 and 1.7 and setting the left hand side of equation 1.2 to zero, the 
equilibrium magnetic field consistent with the external field coils in a plasma confinement 
device may be calculated. After calculating the equilibrium field, the ideal MHD equations 
may be used to find if there are any unstable modes in the plasma. This is done by adding 
an arbitrarily small time varying field with time dependence exp(iu/2) to the equilibrium 
magnetic field. These linearised equations may be written in the form of an eigenvalue 
equation
-  pJt, = F(f) (1.8)
where Re{£(r) exy(iut)} is the displacement vector for the fluid element and F is a Her- 
mitian time independent partial differential operator (Bernstein et al., 1958) so that the
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eigenvalues u 2 are real. If the lowest eigenvalue is negative, then there are ideal MHD in­
stabilities: displacements in the plasma will grow exponentially, at least until the linearity 
approximation breaks down. For every growing mode, there will also be an exponentially 
decaying mode which, for the purposes of stability analysis, are usually ignored altogether. 
Positive eigenvalues represent oscillatory modes in the plasma. When boundary conditions 
simulating an antenna current are imposed, the equation 1.8 may be used to calculate the 
antenna impedance. Peaks in the impedance versus frequency graph indicate resonant 
frequencies in the plasma. A more realistic model including dissipative effects is used in 
RF heating and current drive studies.
Two computer codes that use the ideal MHD equations to calculate plasma stability are 
PEST (Grimm, Green and Johnson 1976. Manickam, Grimm and Dewar 1981. Grimm, 
Dewar and Manickam 1983. Dewar, Monticello and Sy 1984) and ERATO (Gruber, 
Troyon et al 1981. Merkel 1982). Originally written to deal with the two dimensional 
axisymmetric toroidal configuration, both have been modified to treat helically symmetric 
plasmas. The approximation of helical symmetry is applicable to the large aspect ratio 
limit of stellarators. These codes will be described in more detail in the following sections.
I use emu units in the equations here in this section as well as throughout the rest of 
this thesis.
1.2 P E ST  equilibrium
The PEST equilibrium code solves the elliptic partial differential equation for the flux 
function ip(X, Z)  of a toroidal plasma using finite difference methods within the plasma 
and a Green’s function formulation to treat the vacuum (Johnson et al., 1979). The 
tokamak equilibrium equations are
Vp = J  x B (1.9)
J  =  V x B (1.10)
V.B = 0 (1.11)
The resulting equilibrium B field and current J  form nested toroidal surfaces. On 
these surfaces the scalar pressure, p is constant. Each surface may be identified by the 
poloidal magnetic flux through a surface joining the magnetic axis with a constant 0  line 
on the magnetic surface.
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0  =  J  B.VGdr (1.12)
where 0  is the poloidal coordinate used by PEST.
The magnetic field vector may be expressed in terms of the toroidal angle 0 , the flux 
0  and the externally applied toroidal magnetic field g(ip) (Johnson et al.,1979, Grimm et 
al, 1983).
B = V0 x V 0 +  #(0)V 0 (1.13)
Equation 1.13 is the magnetic field representation which is used in the PEST1 stability 
code (this differs from the field representation of the next equation by a factor of RB q). 
The more general representation which may be used for both toroidal and helical geometry 
as used in PEST25 is
B = Ihu x V 0 4- lhg(ip)u (1.14)
where l specifies the symmetry group of the equilibrium with regard to rotations about 
the z axis, h is the helical pitch of the equilibrium and
l i  -|- hr24>
(1.15)/2 + h2r2
is the helical symmetry vector, g(tp) and p('ip) are surface functions, dependent only on 
the magnetic flux surface value, p is the scalar pressure of equation 1.9 and g is a function 
that may be related to the safety factor q.
Equation 1.13 may be derived from 1.14 by taking l = 1 and h —*■ oo. To visualise this, 
imagine the compression of a single coil of a helical spring. If we take the cross section in 
the 0 = 0 plane to be fixed, as the coil is completely compressed the ends of the coil join 
continuously and the coil becomes a toroid.
The equations 1.9 to 1.11 may be used to derive the Grad-Shafranov equation for 
plasma equilibrium, which can be solved given two out of the three profiles y(0), p(0) 
and q(ip). Alternatively, given the constraint of zero net current in the z direction, only 
the pressure profile need be specified. This last option would be useful in describing a 
two dimensional approximation of a three dimensional toroidal current free stellarator 
equilibrium.
The equilibrium code of Delucia et al has been modified for helically symmetric plasmas 
(Dewar, Monticello and Sy 1984). It has been further modified so that the equilibrium
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may be specified by an externally applied field from a helical solenoid rather than by some 
arbitrary analytically specified plasma surface (Gardner, 1986).
The equilibrium is solved as a free boundary problem. The code consists of an inner 
and an outer loop. The inner loop solves the elliptic differential equation for some specific 
plasma vacuum interface, defined by the magnetic surface tp — rpi . The outer loop 
calculates a new plasma vacuum surface for the next iteration using a horizontal limiter 
to define the value of the outer flux surface (Johnson et al., 1979).
The original PEST equilibrium code solves the Grad-Shafranov equation using a rect­
angular grid in a constant <p plane (<£ being the toroidal angle). In some cases, the finite 
difference approximation used may not be accurate enough, introducing a truncation er­
ror greater than the iteration tolerance of the outer loop. This may be the case if the 
equilibrium has a large beta so that the magnetic axis shift is comparable to the plasma 
radius. An equilibrium code using a coordinate system based on the magnetic field lines 
overcomes this problem (Delucia et al., 1980).
The equilibrium code modified for helical symmetry, called FEQ25 is used in con­
junction with FMAP25 which maps the equilibrium into coordinates used in the stability 
calculations and outputs the relevant equilibrium parameters to a file, METDSK. The 
program BAL25 tests the equilibrium for ballooning and interchange stability. The global 
stability program for toroidal plasmas, PEST2 has also been modified for helical plasmas, 
as PEST25. This program also uses METDSK as an input (Dewar, Monticello and Sy, 
1984).
The ballooning mode spectrum is obtained by mapping the equilibrium magnetic flux 
surface to a coordinate grid in which the magnetic field lines are straight. Then, linearized 
ideal MHD equations are used to obtain the eigenvalue equation 1.8. The equation is 
solved without the periodicity constraints of the toroidal surface, so that each eigenvalue 
is infinitely degenerate, obtaining an infinite set of linearly independent solutions. A 
linear combination of these solutions is obtained which satisfy the periodicity (Dewar and 
Glasser, 1983).
1.3 The PEST global stability code
The PEST1 global stability code was created over ten years ago. Since then, the PEST2 
global stability code was also created and has since undergone many modifications. In the 
PEST codes, the spectrum of global modes is found by making the Lagrangian
7
L = u > * K ( C ,S ) - 6 W ( C , t ) (1.16)
stationary with respect to variations of the fluid element displacement vector, £ . The 
kinetic energy functional K  is given simply by the volume integral over one period length 
of the plasma
The potential energy functional 6W  consists of many terms, depending on the details 
of the model used.
In PEST1, the displacement vector £ is replaced by a linear combination of expansion 
functions, resulting in an eigenvalue matrix equation. The coordinates and projections of 
£ have been chosen so that the sound modes, shear Alfven waves and fast magnetosonic 
modes are well represented (Grimm, Greene and Johnson, 1976). The projection of £ 
parallel to B is represented by a step function expansion while the two other components 
are represented by tent function expansions. This choice of expansion function set, where 
the continuity class of the finite elements for the £y component (parallel to B) is one order 
lower than the others, allows the slow wave to separate from the other branches by allowing 
V.£ to be well represented throughout the domain of the plasma rather than at discrete 
points determined by the positioning of the finite elements. The concept of “spectral 
pollution” is described in detail by Gruber and Rappaz in their account of the ERATO 
global stability program (Gruber and Rappaz, 1985). The choice of an inappropriate 
basis function set leads to spurious eigenvalues when there is an accumulation point in the 
spectrum.
One main difference between the two stability programs is the functional dependence of 
the basis functions on the 9 (or x ) coordinate. ERATO uses functions which are finite in 
both x and 5 = dimensions while PEST uses a complex exponential dependence
on the 9 coordinate. The resulting matrix equation for ERATO is consequently sparse. 
However, the matrix equation created by PEST is more easily solved since a much smaller 
number of complex exponential basis functions is required to represent the 9 dependence 
of the solution than if elements with compact support in both dimensions were used.
In the PEST2 stability program, the extremisation of equation 1.16 is done analytically 
over two of the three components of £, reducing the number of equations 1.18 from three 
to one (Manickam, Grimm and Dewar, 1981). The eigenvalue matrix equation is solved
(1.17)
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to get the eigenvector representing the remaining component, £.V ^ . The eigenvalues are 
not actual growth rates since a non physical density tensor has been used to achieve the 
analytic minimisations. The modified KE matrix becomes
K  =  \  J  pU V V -  f  dr(1.18)
This has the disadvantage that growth rates and eigenfunctions from this program can­
not be compared with other stability programs using the usual KE term of equation 1.17. 
However, in most cases when studying plasma stability, only the marginal points (where 
J 1 crosses zero) are required. The marginal points for the different modes remain un­
altered by this model kinetic energy. The marginal points can actually be found more 
easily because the slow magnetosonic branch is eliminated ( V.£p e sT2 = 0 ) and the shear 
Alfven continuum branch is displaced upwards away from the u 2 = 0 by this treatment 
(provided the plasma is interchange stable), allowing interpolation between points from 
both sides of the axis. Most importantly, the rank of the matrix equation is reduced to 
one third resulting in a massive gain in computational speed and accuracy.
In the future, PEST2 will be extended to study resistive MHD by a boundary layer 
calculation in the limit of large magnetic Reynolds number (resistive time/MHD time 
large). PEST2, with its model KE normalisation, can be used to calculate the ideal MHD 
Euler-Lagrange equation between the resistive boundary layers (Manickam, Grimm and 
Dewar, 1981. Glasser, Greene and Johnson, 1975).
Fixed boundary stability (where there is a conducting wall on the plasma surface) is 
tested by leaving out the finite elements on the plasma surface so that the solution vector 
automatically satisfies this boundary condition. In the case of a vacuum surrounding the 
plasma, the finite elements on the plasma surface are included in the 6W  matrix, and 
another matrix, 6WV is added to the matrix equation. This 6WV is calculated in PEST1 
and PEST2 using a Green’s function method which allows for the inclusion of a conducting 
wall at a finite distance from the plasma surface. PEST2 has been modified for helical 
plasmas as PEST25. The biggest task in this modification is the installation of the 6WV 
matrix for a helical vacuum, which is the main subject of this thesis.
1.4 T he ERATO  global stab ility  program
One big advantage that ERATO has over PEST is that it is well documented (Gruber, 
Troyon et al 1981. Gruber, Semenzato et al 1981. Gruber and Rappaz 1985).
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ERATO extremises 1.16 with the kinetic energy functional 1.17 using basis functions
for £ which are finite in both dimensions. The coordinates used are s = ^fp/fjJaurf and X, 
where x is a 2tt periodic function chosen so that the Jacobian J  is given by
. /  =  r  _  « W  2ivy, x vx| y>)
The finite elements are constant or have linear dependence on the s and x coordinates 
depending on the order of the derivatives with respect to these two variables in such a 
way as to avoid spectral pollution.
Because the basis functions are finite in both dimensions, a very large number are 
required to accurately represent the solution. The eigenvalue in the limit for zero mesh 
size can be estimated by setting NPSI=NCHI+1 to three different values (where NPSI and 
NCHI give the number of finite elements in each dimension), and extrapolating to zero 
mesh size. Provided the eigenvalue solver converges to the same solution for the three 
different mesh sizes, the eigenvalues should fall on a straight line when plotted against 
1.0/NPSI**2 . Extrapolation to zero mesh size fails however, if the eigenvalues are in a 
stable region where there is a continuum in the spectrum.
Note that the computational grid coincides with the position of the finite elements. 
Likewise, in PEST, in the rfj direction, the computational grid coincides with the position 
of the finite element tent functions. In the 9 coordinate however, the number of grid points 
used by PEST will be independent of the number of Fourier modes used, and will be a 
power of 2 (so that the FFT algorithm can be applied most efficiently when required).
Two alternatives have been used in calculating the SWV matrix in ERATO. The first 
is a Green’s function method (Merkel, 1982). The second is by treating the vacuum as a 
pseudoplasma. The second method has some advantages over the first; it is much easier 
to code, and the convergence behaviour will be similar to that of the plasma. The Green’s 
function method will be used for calculating the 6WV matrix for the helical vacuum of 
PEST25. Convergence will not be a problem for the calculation of the 6WV for PEST25 
since PEST25 uses the complex exponential basis in the 9 direction. This will give a 
converged result with a relatively small number of basis functions.
The ERATO global stability code for toroidal plasmas has been modified for straight 
helical plasmas as HERA (Gruber and Rappaz 1985, Gruber et al 1981). The HERA 
stability code will be used in this thesis as one check on the performance of PEST25 and 
the helical vacuum subroutines.
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C hapter 2
Form ulation o f 6WV for helical 
P E ST 25
A Green’s function method will be used to calculate the 6WV matrix contribution for the 
vacuum potential energy in helical geometry for PEST25. The helical vacuum subroutines 
in HERA include the effects of a conducting wall with the same shape as the plasma 
surface, but enlarged by some factor entered via the NAMELIST input in the code. In 
the addition of the vacuum matrix into PEST25 as described in this chapter, no attempt 
will be made to include the effects of a conducting wall. Rather, the wall will be taken to 
an infinite distance from the plasma surface so that four out of the six matrices that are 
required for the resulting matrix equation will tend to zero. The addition of these extra 
terms due to the contribution of a wall at a finite distance from the plasma surface may 
be easily included into the code at some latter date since the calculations for these extra 
terms is similar to those already in place.
In this chapter, there will be frequent reference to the paper by Merkel on the 6WV for 
the HERA stability code (Merkel, 1982) and to the paper by Barnes and Cary on a sharp 
boundary model for straight stellarators (Barnes and Cary, 1984) since both go into the 
calculation of the helical Green’s function integrals in some detail. The following sections 
will highlight one of the main differences between the two stability codes PEST25 and 
HERA, the choice of basis functions. As mentioned previously, ERATO and its helical 
version HERA use expansion functions which axe finite in extent in the x  direction, while 
PEST uses expansion functions which have a complex exponential dependence on 9. In 
this respect, the formulation of the SWV for PEST25 will be much more similar to that 
used by Baxnes and Cary.
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2.1 T he form of the eigenvalue m atrix equation in PE ST25
The eigenvalue matrix equation which is set up by PEST25 and then solved by an iterative 
eigenvalue solver is of the form
SW V « = U)2 K E V «
where, in the free boundary case
(2. 1)
SW  =  6W„ +  SWV (2.2)
where the encoding and verification of the 6WV matrix has been a substantial part 
of this project, so PEST25 now has a switch for fixed/free boundary stability. Fixed 
boundary stability is calculated by only using 6WP, the potential energy contribution due 
to the plasma. The fixed boundary switch excludes the finite element expansion functions 
on the plasma surface so the boundary condition V^.£atiry = 0 is automatically satisfied. 
The form of the 6W  and KE matrices is real symmetric block tridiagonal as can be seen 
below;
6W ,K E (2.3)
The matrices are real because the plasma equilibrium cross section which PEST reads 
as input is required to have up-down symmetry (an equilibrium which lacks this symmetry 
because, for example, it models the presence of a single sided divertor, will give complex 
Hermitian matrices). The block tridiagonal form is due to the finite extent of the basis 
functions in the direction. Matrix elements formed by the inner product of basis 
functions with the same ip tent function dependence will contribute to the diagonal blocks 
while the inner products of adjacent tent functions will contribute to the off diagonal 
blocks. All other inner products make no contributions to the matrices since the tent
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functions do not overlap. One obvious advantage of finite elements is that the matrix 
equation can be solved quickly using special algorithms written to take advantage of the 
block tridiagonal form (see, for example Gruber,1980).
In HERA, the finite extent of the basis functions in the x  direction results in the 
subblocks being sparse. As mentioned earlier, a very large number of finite elements 
in the x  direction is required to represent the displacement in the HERA code, so the 
matrices are very large. There are alternative methods of ordering these finite elements 
to alter the form of the matrices, the optimal ordering strategy being determined by a 
number of factors including the vectorization methods of the computer and the speed of 
10 operations when reading from and writing to disk (Gruber and Rappaz, 1985, pl45).
In PEST1, the matrices did not have as simple a structure as in equation 2.3 because 
the eigenvector represented three components of £ rather than the scalar (Grimm,
Greene and Johnson, 1976).
The 8WV calculated by PEST25 presently used represents the potential energy con­
tribution due to a toroidal vacuum surrounded by a perfectly conducting shell at some 
arbitrary (not necessarily infinite) distance from the plasma surface. The 8WV matrix is 
zero everywhere except on the last diagonal block, since the vacuum potential energy is 
dependent only on the plasma displacement on the plasma surface. The switch for fixed 
boundary calculations excludes the finite elements on the surface (which are actually half 
tent functions, not full tent functions) by setting the last sub/super diagonal block to zero 
and the last diagonal block to the identity matrix [I] in both the 8W  and KE matrices. 
This will result in the correct eigenmatrix equation for the fixed boundary solution, but 
also with m  eigenvalues at u 2 = 1 where m  is the dimension of the subblock (the number of 
complex exponential functions in the 9 direction). The free boundary stability in the case 
where the conducting wall is very close to the plasma surface, should give a result similar 
to the fixed boundary result. In the limit as the conducting wall approaches the plasma 
surface, 8WV —► oo so that the size of the surface components of the matrix eigenvector 
(and hence V0.£) will be forced to zero.
2.2 Form ulation o f th e 8WV m atrix
The contribution to the potential energy in the vacuum due to the magnetic field pertur­
bation over one helical period, the distance in the z direction A z = ^  is (Merkel, 
1982)
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(2.4)SWv = -  [  (SB)2dV
2  J&Z
where the volume integral is taken over the entire volume outside the plasma between two 
planes perpendicular to the z (cylindrical coordinate) axis and separated by the distance 
Az . The perturbed magnetic vacuum field satisfies
V.<SB = 0 (2.5)
V x £B = 0
and the boundary conditions are
(2.6)
on the shell, and
n.<$B = 0 (2.7)
n.<5B = n.V x ({ X B) (2.8)
on the plasma surface, where B is the equilibrium magnetic field on the plasma surface 
and n is the unit normal vector pointing into the vacuum. The vector field satisfying 
equation 2.5 may be described by a scalar potential field $  by the equation
SB = V $ (2.9)
where $  satisfies the Laplace equation
V2$ = 0 ( 2. 10)
The boundary conditions become
s- (2.11)
on the shell and, on the plasma
—  = V X ( {  X B).n ( 2. 12)
Green’s first and second identities for a volume V bounded by a surface S  (Courant 
and Hilbert, 1962, page 253) are
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(2.13)/  V u.V vdV  + f  vV 2udV -  [  v ~ -d S  
Jv Jv Js on
j v (uV 2v -  v V 2u)dV = -  (2.14)
where u and v are two scalar quantities which are piecewise smooth, and n is the distance 
along the unit normal directed out of the volume V. Equation 2.13 assumes and their 
first and second derivatives, as well as the second derivative of u, are continuous in V and 
u and its first derivative are continuous on S. Equation 2.14 assumes continuity of the 
first derivatives of u and v in S  and of the first and second derivatives in V .
Substitution of u = $  and v = in equation 2.13 gives 6WV in terms of a surface 
integral
1 rsw v =  - -  /  *■'— dS (2.15)
2 J&z an
where the normal here points into the vacuum.
In arriving at the 8WV contribution, we first need to find $  in terms of , which can 
be related to the components of the plasma displacement vector on the plasma surface 
through equation 2.12 . Green’s second identity 2.14 will be used to relate $  to To 
do this, we need the Green’s function, defined as
G (ry )  = i r b i  (2-16)
so that
V'2G (r ,r /) = -47T<5(r — r') (2.17)
Setting u = G (r ,r /) and v = $ (r) in equation 2.14 and using 2.10 gives a surface 
integral equation for $ (r)
$ ( r )  =  i / i
+oo
p lasm a,z ' — — o o dn’ On'
dS'
- - i f2tt J  Jsh
dG( r , r 0 $(r,)d5' (2.18)
1 sh e ll,z '= —oo d n 1
where r  is either on the plasma vacuum interface or the shell, and n is directed out of the 
plasma (and into the volume of integration).
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Note that in the above equation, the coefficients in front of the integrals are because 
the point r is taken to lie on one of the boundaries (the plasma vacuum interface or the 
shell). If the point r were to lie within the vacuum rather than on the surface, the volume 
integral on the left hand side of equation 2.14 would be 47r$(r). However, since the delta 
function in this volume integral lies on the surface 5, its value is only 27r$(r). The half 
contribution of the volume integral when the delta function is on the surface of the volume 
may be derived by deforming the surface of the volume infinitessimally in two ways. One 
way to include the delta function entirely, and the other to exclude it. When it is excluded, 
the volume integral becomes zero. For the infinitessimal region about the delta function, 
the integrand may be considered as being symmetric, so when this infinitessimal region is 
cut in two by the surface S the volume integral contribution is exactly half.
More generally, the volume integral of any function multiplied by a delta function 
where the delta function singularity lies on the surface of the volume will evaluate to half 
the value of the function at that singularity, so
where r' lies on 5, the surface defining the volume V. To prove this formally, change to 
(x ,y , 2 ) coordinates and describe the surface S in the neighbourhood of r' by z —
Since r' lies on 5, z' — and
(2.19)
J J z > f { x , y )
( 2.20)
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This line of argument is somewhat heuristic, since one could say that integrals such as 2.19 
and 2.20 where the delta function singularity falls on a limit of integration are not well 
defined quantities. For a more complete discussion, see Jaswon and Symm, (1977) or for 
a more rigorous mathematical proof, Kellogg (1929).
After restricting r to be a point either on the plasma surface or the shell, Merkel is 
then able to get two coupled integral equations for $ p(xp) and $ 3(x3) . He then manages 
to convert the integral equations to two coupled matrix equations. The end result is a 6WV 
matrix which, when pre and post multiplied by the plasma displacement vector on the 
surface and its complex conjugate, gives the actual vacuum field energy. Merkel arrives at 
this matrix by solving the two coupled matrix equations. The 6WV for the helical vacuum 
we have installed in PEST25 is for an infinite vacuum (wall at infinity) so the last integral 
of equation 2.18 tends to zero. The variable r can then be restricted to lie on the plasma 
surface, and the equation can be converted to a single matrix equation which is consistent 
with Merkel’s. Most of the details for the more general finite vacuum case (the calculation 
of the Green’s function integrals and their derivatives and matching conditions at the 
plasma vacuum interface) also have to be taken care of in the infinite vacuum case, so the 
computer code would be easy to modify for the more general problem, at some later date.
2.3 Param eterisation  o f th e plasm a surface in helical co­
ordinates
Merkel uses the helical coordinates (r, £,z) where £ := <f> — hz to describe the plasma 
surface in a constant 2  plane in terms of a curve parameter x
r =  r„(x)
C =  Cp ( x )
0 < x < 2x
where x is arbitrary throughout most of the analysis. Finally, x is identified with the x 
coordinate of HERA on the plasma surface. Barnes and Cary choose a curve parameter 
t which makes the quantity A  constant, where A  is given as the magnitude of the vector 
normal to the plasma surface defined by (see figure 2.2).
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yFigure 2.1: r(0) and ((0) as 0 < 9 < 2x describes the plasma surface in the z = 0 plane. 
The vector n points out of the plasma, and is normal to the plasma surface. The vector 
Off points out of the page.
dr? dr? 
dt dC
(2.22)
In the case of PEST25, the curve parameter must be identified with 9 used by PEST25 so 
that the complex exponential basis functions on the plasma surface will match those used 
to represent $  from PEST25. The plasma surface coordinates axe stored in the input file 
METDSK in equal increments of 9. In fact the mapping program MAP25 which creates 
METDSK has the option of various choices for the 9 coordinate (Hamada coordinates, 
“equal arc ” and “PEST” Jacobians are just three possibilities).
Figure 2.1 shows a parameterisation of a typical straight helical plasma surface in the 
z =  0 plane. Figure 2.2 shows a straight helical plasma with the z axis as the helical axis, 
and the sense of the rotation corresponding to a positive value of h.
The plasma surface is parameterised by the two variables, 9 (as used in PEST25 to 
describe the plasma cross section in the z = 0 plane) and z. A point on the plasma surface 
r3, is given in orthogonal (x , y , z ) coordinates as
18
Figure 2.2: The helical plasma on cartesian coordinate axes. The mid axis, £ = <f> — hz = 0 
on the cross section rotates anticlockwise as z increases when looking at the x y plane from 
above.
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r3 = r(9) cos[£(0) + hz}± -f r(9) sin[£(0) + hz]y + zz (2.23)
or alternatively, in cylindrical coordinates as
r3 = (r, 4>, z) = (r(0), ((0) + hz , z) (2.24)
The unit normal vector pointing out from the surface described by 2.23 or 2.24 is
n -  n
~  M
where
(2.25)
n -  ^Ts x d r s
z f i x e d  f f f i x e d
so that
(2.26)
dS
|n| “  d9dz (2.27)
u = ^  = (r, £, 0) = rf + r£</>
z f i x e d
(2.28)
= (0 ,/i,l) = rh<i> + z
° Z O f i x e d
(2.29)
where r and £ denote derivatives of r and £ with respect to the curve parameter 9, and 
r, <£and z are the orthogonal unit vectors at the point r3 in the cylindrical coordinate 
system. Equation 2.28 is the helical symmetry vector, which has the property (Gardner 
1986)
u.VF(r,  £) = (u.Vr)drF  +  (u.V£)dcF  = 0 (2.30)
where F(r ,Q  is any scalar helically symmetric field.
The normal pointing out of the plasma, n is obtained by taking the cross product
of 2.28 and 2.30 to obtain
n = rr£ — 4>f +  z rrh (2.31)
|n |2 = (1 +  r2h2)r2 + r 2£2 (2.32)
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In cylindrical coordinates, the V operator is given by
V = f — 
”  dr
1~ d A d
H— 4>~ä ~7 + z—
<t>,zfixed r  OtP r^zfixed r,4>fixed
(2.33)
The normal derivative operator in cylindrical coordinates is obtained by dotting 2.31 
with 2.33
n.V = i - n .V  = -  1-------------  (  r c | -
l“l i/(l + h ^ I
r d
<t>,zfixed r
-\-rrh-^~
r ,z fixed  r,f> fixed
(2.34)
The partial derivative operators in equation 2.34 must be converted to helical coordi­
nates
d_
dr
d_
d(f>
4>,z f ixed
r,z f ixed
d_
d r £,z fixed
r,z f ixed
d d + dC d_ d
dz r,4>fixed dz rX fixed  dz d( r,z fixed r£ f ix c d
(2.35)
(2.36)
(2.37)
r,z fixed
Substitution of equations 2.35, 2.36 and 2.37 into equation 2.34 gives the normal deriva­
tive operator for the helical coordinate system.
n.V = . ...... 1 ( rc j~  -  (1 + r2fl2) ~ 4 p  +  (2-38)
^(1 + + r2C2 1 9r T 9< 9z >
In a later section, the operator will be used to calculate the normal derivative of the
Green’s function.
2.4 Form ulating th e m atrix equation using helical coordi­
nates
We look at one Fourier component of $(r) ,
#(r) = $(r,C)e,fc* (2.39)
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where fc, the wavenumber in the z direction will be related to the wavenumber variable n 
of PEST25 in section 2.6 . Substituting equation 2.39 into equation 2.18 and integrating 
in the z variable gives
*(«) =  h  L  "  G^ ’ * » ' ) }  M  (2-40)
where the r argument is taken to be on the plasma surface within the z = 0 plane and 
has been replaced by 9 (as used in PEST25).
Here, Gk is the Green’s function in helical coordinates multiplied by exp(ikz) and 
integrated between the limits z =  ±oo;
Gfc(M') := Gjb(rW,CW,K^).C(0)
roo
Gk(r, : = /
J  z= —c
etkzdz........... .............................. ..................  (2.41)
\JtI 2 +  t12 — 2rr‘ cos(£ — (J -f hz) -f z2
and the superscript N  denotes that the functions have been operated on by the normal
derivative operator in helical coordinates, so
roo
G%:= _z>n'.V'G(r, r')
J  — oo
■ihkr'r' +  t'Q'—  -  (1 + rn 2) p ^ 7  ) G» (2.42)
<bN(0)e,k*d8dz := &.V($(r, ()eila)dS  (2.43)
where r' and £' are the derivatives of r and £ with respect to 9 evaluated at 9 — 9'.
We will leave the expansion of $ N in terms of the PEST25 half tent expansion functions 
to section 2.7 . For now, we will convert the integral equation 2.40 to a matrix equation 
by expanding $  and $ N in complex exponentials of 9 ;
I m a x
$(9) = ^ 2  exp (i/0)
l — l m i n
I m a x
$ N(0) = ^  ai exp (U0)
l — l m i n
(2.44)
(2.45)
The functions $ N(9) and 4>(0) can be described approximately by the finite length 
(matrix) vectors [a] and [b] . Merkel uses a finite element expansion for these two functions
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so they can match up with the finite elements of HERA on the plasma surface. The 
complex exponential expansions, equations 2.44 and 2.45 give an accurate representation 
with only a small number of basis functions.
Substitution of equations 2.44 and 2.45 into 2.40 gives
E b> exP ( iW) =  2^  £ l 0 9*> E b' exP(«»') -  < ? * ( « , J 2  a, exp(i/0')}
(2.46)
Multiplying by exp(—il'9) and integrating with respect to 9 gives
1 *m a x  *2  IT
2x6,< =  —  Y  b, /  G?
27T 7ö=o 7ö'= o
* — ‘m in
- ^  E aiJ 2’ G  Gk(9,9')(2.47)
l—lmin
The limits on the summations in equation 2.47 are chosen to coincide with the max­
imum and minimum mode numbers of the expansion functions used in the plasma. In 
practice, 30 expansion functions is more than adequate to give an accurate result. Equa­
tion 2.47 can be written as a matrix equation
where
(2.48)
I r 2-k r 2-ir
A n  = - r ö l  /  G ^(9,9’) (2.49)
Je=o J9'=Q
1 r2iv r 2tt
Cm =  /  /  Gk(0,9')exv(iW ' -  U'9)d9'd9 (2.50)
47tj J e = o  J e ' - o
The two dimensional Fourier transform integrals 2.49 and 2.50 can be calculated 
efficiently with a Fast Fourier Transform. The FFT subroutine will require an array of 
elements (9i,9i>) to calculate [A] and Gk(9i,0i>) to calculate [C] , where the 0/ are points
on the plasma surface which are equally spaced (ie equally spaced in the 9 coordinate used 
by PEST). The input file METDSK provides 128 of these equally spaced mesh points on 
the plasma surface. The power of 2 is convenient since the FFT requires a power of 2 
and the accuracy of the FFT calculations may be tested by using 32, 64 and 128 of these
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mesh points. One expects the accuracy of the integral evaluations of 2.49 and 2.50 to 
improve with the number of mesh points, but since the number of mesh points will usually 
be greater than the number of basis functions (where the number of basis functions is 
Imax — Imin 4- 1 ) the FFT will return extra matrix elements Am > Cm which are discarded. 
The inaccuracy of these FFT’s will result in the final 6WV matrix being very slightly 
asymmetric. Note that in HERA the number of finite element basis functions is necessarily 
equal to the number of mesh points. In PEST there is no such restriction (at least in the 
9 direction). In either case, the calculation of the matrix elements is not such a simple 
matter. The integrated helical Green’s function Gjt(r, £, r \  £') has a logarithmic singularity 
as r, (  —► r ' ,( '  which has to be treated in a special way. Even when the two points are 
not close together on the plasma surface, the expansions for Gk and G% which have to 
be summed, converge very slowly. This involves subtracting an analytic asymptotic form 
from each term in the summations, summing the asymptotic forms analytically and then 
adding them back to the sums. This all requires a great deal of algebra and there is a lot 
of room for error. Consequently, the tendency for this asymmetry in 6WV to vanish with 
an increasing number of grid points will be an important part of the program verification.
2.5 T he G reen’s function series for Gk and
Direct calculation of equations 2.41 and 2.42 by numerical integration is not a feasible 
option. The integrand of equation 2.41 approaches exip(ikz)/z as z —* ±oo and two 
periodicities are introduced by h and fc, so a direct numerical integration would converge 
slowly and erratically. The method to be used to calculate Gk and G% will be the same 
as that used by both Merkel and Barnes and Cary: they will be expanded into series 
of products of Bessel functions. The expansion of the point charge Green’s function in 
cylindrical coordinates is (Jackson, 1962 page 86)
I 1 ° °  roo
7------ 7? = -  /  e x p -  <j/)}Im(\k\ r<)A'm( \k\ r>) exp{ifc(z -  z')}dz (2.51)
r ■—* r 7T j —001 * m=—00
where r> := m ax(r,r ') and r< := min(r, r') .
Substituting the helical coordinate, £ + hz = 0, making the substitution k —► k — mh, 
then taking the exp(ifcz) Fourier component gives
^ ( r ,C ,r ',C ')  = 2 2  exp{im(C -  \k -  mh\)Km(r> \k -  mh\) (2.52)
m =  —00
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OO /  • /  r\ \
G k( r, C r',C) = 2 exP{,'m(C — C')}- ( —fhfcfV — im (l 4- r^h2) 1-- +  r'£— J
m =  —  c * \  '~ o o
4 n ( r <  |fc -  m/i|)üTm(r> |Ar -  mh|) (2.53)
Note that G*. has a logarithmic singularity as r , (  -► r7,^ .  Also note that G% is 
discontinuous at r = r7. When the two points on the plasma surface are close together, the 
sums 2.52 and 2.53 converge very slowly. Numerical evaluation of the Bessel functions of 
high order (over |m| ~  100) can be difficult because of overflow and precision problems. As 
the number of mesh points on the plasma surface increases, these problems are exacerbated 
since Gk and G% have to be evaluated for r and r7 closer together so that Bessel functions 
of higher order have to be calculated for an accurate result.
For large |m|, the Bessel function product in equation 2.52 may be expanded in powers 
of r^ -r . The r^ -r term is subtracted from each term of the series 2.52 so that the terms|m | |m|
will tend to zero as •— to give a faster rate of convergence.
The series of terms may be summed to infinity analytically, and added back. In the 
series 2.53, analytic terms -j^ and will be subtracted from the Bessel product since a 
term proportional to m  is introduced by the normal derivative operator. This method is 
often used for accelerating the convergence of series and numerical integrals. In particular, 
it has been applied to the series for the helical Green’s function integral by Merkel, Barnes 
and Cary, and Gardner (Gardner, 1986).
From my experience, the convergence of the altered sum with terms that behave like 
■j—y still converges slowly when r and r7 are are very close. However, since the analytic 
form for the sum of the jAj terms has already been taken care of, the terms in the summa­
tion are several orders of magnitude smaller, so this scheme effectively adds several extra 
decimal places to the accuracy of the final result for a given number of terms summed. 
Table 2.1 demonstrates this. A tabulation such as this is a good check that the ^  and 
asymptotic terms have been properly calculated, since there is a lot of room for error 
in the algebra. Incidentally, if we use the incorrect expressions for these terms we still 
have series that converge to the correct result. They will just converge more slowly.
The asymptotic terms may be obtained from (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1970, page 
378)
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m ■Mil “  rn\)Km(\l -  rn\) to order ^ % error to order —by
|m |
% error
10 3.71444896E-02 3.53553444E-02 4.8 3.71231101E-02 5.7e-2
20 1.81226581E-02 1.76776722E-02 2.4 1.81196108E-02 1.6e-2
30 1.19824708E-02 1.17851123E-02 1.6 1.19815283E-02 7.8e-3
40 8.94971564E-03 8.83883610E-03 1.2 8.94932076E-03 4.4e-3
50 7.14198500E-03 7.07106665E-03 0.9 7.14177638E-03 2.9e-3
60 5.94177842E-03 5.89255616E-03 0.8 5.94165921E-03 1.9e-3
70 5.08690998E-03 5.05076349E-03 0.7 5.08683920E-03 1.3e-3
80 4.44708392E-03 4.41941619E-03 0.6 4.44703549E-03 1.0e-3
90 3.95022705E-03 3.92837077E-03 0.5 3.95019352E-03 8.1e-4
100 3.55323264E-03 3.53553472E-03 0.4 3.55321239E-03 5.7e-4
Table 2.1: The arguments in the Bessel functions correspond to h = k =  1 , r  =  r' = 1.
where
— mrj M OK m{mz) ~  i / - ^ ---- ------- - <! 1 +  £ ( - 1 )*— k
K } V 2ro(1 + Z2 ) i \  ^  } mK
t :: VTT
(2.54)
r] := \ / l  + z2 + log
z
i + VTTTi
Uo(t) =  1
«1 (0
3 1 -  5 13 
24
M O  =
81i2 -  462t4 + 385<6 
1152
Making the substitution m z< = r< \k — mh\ and m z> = r> \k — mh\ into equation 2.54 
gives (for m / 0 ) ;
I m(\k -  mh\ r<)Ürm(\k -  mh\ r>) \V f^r> \m\
i ,____  u\™\ 1
+ 2 V ^ a , - ^  + 0 ( ^ )  (2.55)
where
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er — sign(m)
and
u
T  — i
< 7 ^
T  = 1> y/T+h
r< 1 +  y /l  + h2r2 
r> 1 + ^ 1  + h2r \
exp j\/l + h2r \  -  y jl + h2r> j
A y /l + h2r> -  \J l  + h2r \  |
(2.56)
(2.57)
(2.58)
3T< -  52^ k2T< 3T> -  5
24 2h2 ~ 24
k2T> , kh , . . . .
+ Y Y  ±  T (r>T> + r
2 /t >2 i _2 rj~i2 ^ (2.59)
Barnes and Cary also subtract from the m  = 0 Bessel function product a logarithmic 
term;
/o ( |fc |r< )tfo ( |fc |r> )« iV T ^ V lo g u  (2.60)
Merkel argues that the singularities in Gk and at r = r7 do not depend on so he 
sets k = 0 to get a simpler result. However, when r ^  r7 , the asymptotic term matches 
the Bessel product more closely when the k dependence of equation 2.58 is included, as 
shown in table 2.2 .
Using the power expansion for the natural log function,
CO m
-  log(l -  z) = ]T  —  (2.61)A—\ mm = l
The analytic sum to infinity of the ^  terms may be found by using the substitution 
z =  u e * ( C “ 0 .  The convergence could be further improved by subtracting a - p -  term but 
the extra effort is too great to warrant this. Firstly, there is no simple analytic expression 
for E m = l j“ pr • This sum would have to be calculated by some numerical scheme. The 
sum Ylm=i would converge slowly and require many terms if z «  1, but at least the 
terms do not involve Bessel functions. More importantly, there is little point in doing this 
if the high order Bessel functions still have to be calculated for G ^  . As we will soon
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7 7 1
/ m(|l -  m\ r<) 
X
Km{|1 -  m\ r>)
to order
| m |
excluding 
k term
to order r^ r 
| m |
including 
k term
t 0  order R
excluding 
k term
to order 7 - 7 7  
| m |
including 
k term
20 3.146814 3.112302 3.068597 3.190862 3.147157
40 2.735802 2.739731 2.701260 2.774309 2.735838
60 3.197886 3.215686 3.170529 3.242742 3.197586
80 4.213811 4.246114 4.186488 4.272909 4.213283
100 5.928124 5.980510 5.896528 6.010702 5.926719
Table 2.2: The arguments in the Bessel functions correspond to h = k = 1 , r = 0.99, r' = 
1.01 . The quantities in this table have been multiplied by 100. Retaining the terms 
involving k will give a more accurate asymptotic expansion.
see, the calculation for the analytic part for G^ is complicated enough as it is without 
considering the term in the Bessel function product!
The scheme will be written down explicitly for Gk
oo
Gk =  H+  £  (2-62)
m = —oo
where
Qm
and
2/m(r< \k -  mh\)Km(r> \k-  mh\) -  m ^  0
2/0(r<|fc|)ür0(r> |f c |) - v T ^ : io g u  m = 0
(2.63)
log« -  Alog(l -  z) -  “ log(l -  z*) (2.64)
where z = u exp{i(£ — £')} . The summation in equation 2.62 is calculated up to |m| ~ 100, 
and the partial sums are used to estimate the sum to infinity. The algorithm used to do 
this is described in appendix A.
The evaluation for G% is much more complicated! The normal derivative operator is
introduced into the summation in 2.62 and the 7 - 7 7  term is included in the analytic part.
|m |
The normal derivative operator acting on the analytic form of the Bessel function product
will give terms of order tr
|m| R and R The -Tr terms can be discarded. The 7 -^H  M
and j^j terms are again summed to infinity analytically and added back to the equation. 
Summing the ^ 7  terms to infinity requires the sum of a geometric series,
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1 - z £m = l
(2.65)
I will now try to do the algebra systematically and in more detail. This will require 
the introduction of more symbols (using notation similar to Barnes and Cary);
1 du . y /l + h2rJ2
D u  =  =  s lS n  x ---------- 7--------u o r  r ( 2.66)
1 d \  . hkr'
Dx =  x d ?  = -Slgn x 7TTW? (2.67)
D j
1
x / T ^ T y d r '
Vtvf;  = - ftV2
2(1 + h2r')
( 2.68)
where
I k — mh\
4 ( r <  -  mh\)Km(r> |fc -  mh\) r' = r<
Im(r< \k -  m h D K 'n ^ lk  -  mh\) r‘ -  r>
sign = <
1 r' < r
— 1 r’ > r
(2.69)
The normal derivative operator of equation 2.42 can be used to construct G ^  from Gk 
and its derivatives with respect to r' and . For the radial derivative, we have
dGk (2.70)
Qr'm. — ^
2wp -  V T ^ A 'u M  x + Dr±2^+22Dsi) rnj io
2w0 -  y/T^T^{Du + Dt \o%u) 
and for the derivative in the £' variable
m — 0
(2.71)
dGk
9 i?  = HC +
(2.72)
<7C'm = -2 irn ImK m + i ^ / T ^ . X ’ u ^  X (<r +  — )m
The analytic summations are
(2.73)
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(2.74)
Br- =  >flZr;{D.(i  + &  +  i & )
-{■Dt  log u — (Dt  + D \ + a+Du)Alog(l -  z) 
~{D t  -  Dx + a_£>„)ilog(l -  z*)}
HC = - iV T T ? ;  (y^y -  J T ^ T -  -  Xa+ log(l -  z) +  A-1 a_ log(l -  z”))  (2.75)
These derivatives may be combined to get
Gk (r,C»r',C )  = -ihkr'r 'G k -  y ,( l + r'2h2) ^ -  + r' C ^ r  (2.76)
2.6 Fourier transform  of th e logarithm ic singularity
The logarithmic singularity of Gk at 9 = 9' is contained in H  , the analytic sum. Diagonal 
elements of the Green’s function integral matrix (?*(#;, #t') will be singular since Gk must 
be evaluated at 9 — 9' for these elements. This singularity is removed by subtracting from 
the Green’s function integral matrix a function of 9 and 9' which has the same singular 
behaviour, so that diagonal elements will be finite. This singular function can be Fourier 
transformed in one dimension analytically and in the other numerically, before being added 
back to the Fourier transformed Green’s function integral matrix. To do this, we first need 
to expand equation 2.64 in terms of 9 — 9' . Using
A = 1 -  D\r'{9 -  9') + ... (2.77)
u = 1 -  Dur'{9 -  9') + (2.78)
l
:{1 + DTt\ 9  -  9') +  ...}
y/l + h2r'2
we may expand equation 2.64 about rf. First, we need to expand the log terms;
(2.79)
(1 -  z)( 1 -  zm) = 1 +  u2 -  2ucos(C -  CO = D2urn {9 -  9 ' f  + (C -  CT + ■■*'\2
D \ra +  C'2] (9 -  0')2 +
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(2.80)( 9  -  o' ) 2 + . . .
where
A (1 + /i2r'2)r'2 + r V
1
2 (2.81)
log(l -  z) +  log(l -  z*) =  21og A /r ' +  21og |0 -  9'| (2.82)
l°g(l -  *) -  log(l -  **) = log
= log
(1 -  2):
( l - z ) ( l - Z * )  
We expand the log term 2.83 about t — t‘ using
(2.83)
z = 1 + a{9 -  e') + 6(0 -  O')2 + ... (2.84)
To find that this term tends to a constant value as 9 —► O'. It will not contribute to the 
singularity in H and the contributions it will make to Hri and will cancel out when 
they are substituted into the normal derivative operator.
Using equation 2.82 we can extract the singular behaviour of H at r = r';
H~  “ T T + W ?  {2 loS 7  +  2 10§ ~  ^  } (2-85)
We change the argument of the log so that we can express H  by the same singularity 
but also with the required periodicity.
H ~  — 1
VT + h2r'2
2 log — + log 4 + 2 log
T
0 - 6'
(2.86)
The log I sin | function of equation 2.86 which has the required singular behaviour is 
subtracted from all the off diagonal elements of the Green’s function integral matrix before 
the two dimensional FFT is applied. For the diagonal elements I used
' V T T P ^ {21og£  + log4} + G~3 (2'87)
where G reg is an average of four off diagonal elements minus their analytic asymptotic 
sums,
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Greg = [ G k ( 0 l , 0 l - l )  ~  + G k ( 9 l , 9 l + l )  -  jfiT/t/+i +
( 2 .88)
Gk(0i-u9i)  -  Hi - 1,/ +  Gk(0i+i,0i) -  Hi+i j]/4  
The log I sin | function must be Fourier transformed separately. It is Fourier trans­
formed in one dimension analytically and in the other using the FFT subroutine. Numer­
ical inaccuracy will result in the transformed matrix being slightly asymmetric. In the 
program, this asymmetry is removed by adding the transposed matrix and dividing by 2. 
We use the definite integral (Peirce, 1929)
[  v ^ dx = [  2 Iog(sin0)d0 =  — log 2 «  —1.08879 (2.89)
Jo a/ 1  — x 2 Jo 2y/\
and the definite integral (Dwight, 1961)
r -  ~i 2 X
/ log(| sinx|)cos2nxdx = -----
Jo 4 n
The transform of the log | sin | term to be added is
(2.90)
1 r27r y2* 2
4x2 Jo Jo >/l +  h2ra log
0 - 0 '
exp(U0' -  il'9)d0d0'
where
J _ Si f 2'  2exp(»7(iK-«/'9') m< 
4x2 f Jo‘=o a/ 1  + h2r'2
(2.91)
and
6i> exv ( -u 'o ')  = C  
Jo
log
9 - 9'
exp(—il'9)d9 (2.92)
6i>
-2 x  log 2 V = 0
- m  l' * 0
(2.93)
Equation 2.92 can be derived from the definite integrals 2.89 and 2.90 .The integral of 
equation 2.91 is done numerically using the FFT subroutine.
The matrix of elements of must be treated in a similar way. It is apparent from 
equation 2.74 and 2.75 that there will be a logarithmic singular term at 9 = 9 ' .  The 
singularities in Hri and H will cancel when these expressions are substituted into 
equation 2.76 . The derivation of a periodic function with the same logarithmic singularity 
will be somewhat more complicated than the derivation of equation 2.86 and will involve 
r' and the second derivatives of r' and £' with respect to the curve parameter 9.
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First, we need to find the coefficients of the power expansion 2.84 for z;
du ( d r ’ I d V  , 2 \  1 9 V 2 fln2 .
C -  C  = C'(* -  »') + -  *')2 + -
exp[i(C -  C')l = 1 + «C' (» -  o  + |c'(0 -  #')2 -  5 {c2(* -  <n2 + •••} + ...
hence
z := uexj>[i(£ — £')] = 1 + a(ß — O') + b{0 — O')2 + •••
i  +  ( * -  * )  \*  - A  + ( 0 -  <n2 { - — r n  -  i —f  + ic' - c -J + t  > \ 2 9 r 2 r  2 9 r ' + 2 ;  2^ K dr*
where
du •/ , •%! 
a - ~ g P T + ^
b = X- d— t « 
2 d r '2
a*a =  C'2 +
du 2 A 2 
r
dr' r /2
Now to expand the (1 — z) 1 terms in Hr> and H
z z* a +  a* 1 6 +  6* . a + a*
+  -------r  =  - 2  -  , lo „ xi ~  -TTT- +  {ob* +  a b)— ~1 — z 1 — z* |a |2 0 - 0 '  I a|2
a -  a* 1 6 — 6* a -  a*
+ -T-T5- -  (afc + a f t)-n r1 -  z 1 -  z* |a |2 (6 -  O') \a\2
Using the expansions 2.77, 2.99 and 2.100
A z
1 — z
1 z* \  6 - 6 *
\ l  — z*)  ~  A 2lr 12
(a*6+a6*)
a — a* 
A4 /  r /4 +
a -  a* 1 ,a  + a*
A2/r '2 ( 0 - 0 ' y  XT A 2/r '2
(2.94)
(2.95)
(2.96)
(2.97)
(2.98)
(2.99)
(2.100)
(2.101)
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/ A z  1 z* \  
\1  — z"*~ A 1 — z*J - 2 -
b+ b*
A2/ r '2 -F (a*b + ab*)
a -f b* 
A4/r '4
From equation 2.97,
a +  a* 1 
A2/r'2 ( 0 - 0 ' )
- D xr'
a — a* 
A2 / t12 
( 2 . 102)
(a +  a*) (2.103)
(a -  a*) = 2 (2.104)
First, we confirm that the j ^ p  singularities in Hri and H cancel out when they are 
substituted into 2.76.
fV( 1 + h2r12)iT
a 2 9 e>
+ r '3f 'T 'D ur' 1
A2 9 - 9 ’
Substitution of the A 4 terms into equations 2.74, 2.75 and 2.76 gives
. o ___ _ f (a — a*)(a*b + ab*)
77(1 + h2rf2)(iT')![- A4 / r /4
i ^ i r r i n  j + a&*)(a + a1*)+r Q T  Du
A4/r'4
= 0
The constant terms involving Dt  also cancel out in the substitution into 2.76;
{l + h^ ) t i T ’DTr'[^}
+r'C'T'DTr'D „ {-?± £
= 0
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The rest of the constant terms at the singularity when substituted into the normal 
derivative operator 2.76 give;
f V ( l  + /i2r /2)*T'
6 - 6*
A2 +  D \ t'
a  +  a * l  
A2 J
+r°CT'Du -  3  - f> + 6* r12 A2 - D xf'
a — a
T 5"
= - r 'i 'T 'D u
+ T  |(x  +  h2rn )r'r'i(b  -  6”) -  + b’)
+(1 +  h2r'2)rn r'iD \(a  + a”) +  -  a*)}
This constant term contains Du and D \ both of which are discontinuous at 9 — 9'. 
However, the discontinuities will cancel out. It is essential to add the log u term of equa­
tion 2.63 to H  to get this cancellation. The constant term may be simplified with the help 
of the equations;
(2.105)
6 -  6* =  iC -  2 « ‘^ r ' (2.106)
So the constant term becomes
Du ll - r 'i 'T , - ^ T l3C'(b + b-)
+ T  {(1 +  /i2r ,2)fV i(6 -  &*) + (1 + h2rr2)r'r'iD xr \a  + a )  + r'3f'C,'{-DuDx)(a -  a*)} 
Using these two equations;
DUD \ = —hk (2.107)
d2u 1 +  h2r2 . 1
9 ^  = 72 + Slgnr V l  + h 2r 2
the constant term becomes;
(2.108)
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+ ^ 2  j ( l  + h2rn )r'r'i (it!  -  2X'jjjA + (1 +  h2r'2)r'V 2t(-.D A.Du) + r’3r'C22ihk
~ ( (^  T' ~  ^  + h^ 7 '  + ^ hV i + aM  " ^
^ { ( l  +  />2r'2)r'r'(-C' + 2CI'„r')
+(1 -f h 2r,2)ir,3rf2hk + 2ihkr/3r'£'2^
= CT'DU j - r '  +  T  (2(1 + h2r/2)r,2r/ -  (1 + fc2r '2) f 'V  + r^f'2) \
+•^2 {r '( 1 + h2rrl)(Cr' -  C'r) -  (V2 
+2^/l/:r,f , r^'2 7^2 + (1 +  /i2r,2)r'2  ^|
= ^ 2  {r'(! + /i2r,2)(C,r/ -  C'r') -  r'2C'} + 2iT'hhr'r' (2.109)
Now we consider the logarithmic singularity. First, note that as * S';
Urn o± = ±hkrnT12 (2.110)
r —►r/
looking at the log terms of the type shown in equation 2.83. The only apparent 
contribution at 9 = 9' will be from Hr>. This contribution in fact tends to zero:
r'Q'T'(—D \ -  a+Du)log (y -—p )
=  0
The logarithmic singularity will be due to terms like that of equation 2.82. Substitution 
of these terms into the normal derivative operator gives;
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{ ih kr 'r 'T 1 -  £ (1  + h2rl2)( - iT ') ( -a + )  +  r'C'T'(-Z>t ) |  [log(l -  +  log(l -  **)]
2(1+ i ) f 1108(1 _ 2 ) + 1 °g( 1 “ Z‘ )1 (2-1U)
Combining equations 2.109, 2.111 and 2.86, the asymptotic behaviour of the normal 
derivative is
{ r '( l  +  h2rn )(i'r ' -  fV )  -  r '2C'} +  2
h2r /2C  f A
H------------------3- { 2 log — + log 4 + 2 log
2(1 + hV2)§ I  r '
The log I sin | function of 2.112 is subtracted from all the matrix elements G% and the
2 dimensional FFT is done separately on this log | sin | function and the G^ matrix. For
the diagonal elements of the G% matrix before the FFT algorithm is applied, I used
r_
A 2
{ r '( l  + h2rn )( t 'f ' {'r') -  r'2C'}+2iT 'hkr'r' + ^ ^ 1 { * * * $  +  log4} + GNreg
where
G?'9 =  [G ^-, -  +  Gft+1 -  H fi+1 + G t u  -  a t u  +  G ftw  -  B & u V 4 (2.113)
2.7 M atching to  PE ST25
The (matrix) vector 4>iV must be expressed in terms of the PEST25 representation of 
on the plasma surface. Equation 2.43 expresses $ N in terms of $
$ Neikzd9dz = n .V ($(r, Qeikz)dS (2.114)
I have used the symbol (  := <f> — hz throughout this chapter to be consistent with the 
notation used by Merkel. This could be a source of confusion since this same symbol is 
used elsewhere (Dewar, Monticello and Sy, 1984) to represent the ignorable coordinate in 
PEST25. In this last section, the ignorable coordinate for PEST25 will be denoted by (p 
to avoid this confusion. Also, remember that the symbol 9 used in equation 2.114 is the 
PEST25 coordinate which is used in place of the arbitrary curve parameter x  that Merkel
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uses in his analysis. The function $(r, £) on the right hand side may be considered as a 
function in the z — 0 plane if £ is fixed to £ = <fr. Likewise, it is easiest to think of the 
left hand side as being restricted to the z — 0 plane so that 9 = 0 on the mid plane of the 
helical plasma cross section (where 9 is the PEST25 coordinate which also twists helically 
in the same fashion as the helical coordinate £ used by Merkel). The ignorable coordinate 
of PEST25 is given by
£P = hz -  q6(ip, 9) (2.115)
The Jacobian J  used by PEST25 may be related to cL9, dz and dS of equation 2.114 
as follows,
dV  = J zdtyd9dz — dSdn — dS 
Note that (Dewar, Monticello and Sy, 1984)
1
|vy>|
J z  = Vip.V9 x V z
(2.116)
VV>.V0 x V£p
equation 2.116 and 2.117 together give
h j
dS = h j  dipdQdz
h\Vi'\JdBdz
so therefore
d9dz
h\Vi>\J
(2.117)
(2.118)
(2.119)
The boundary condition on the plasma surface, equation 2.12 will be repeated here;
= V x (( x B).n ( 2.120)
Multiplying both sides by |V ^ |, we get
= V^.V x (( x B) = V.[(f x B ) x V ^ ] | ( x  B.V x 
on
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V-(Bfp) -  V .(£B.V^)
= B.Vf„
where fp := £.V-i/>
The B.V operator is given by (Dewar, Monticello and Sy, 1984)
B.V = 1_
J
acts on the PEST25 scalar displacement,
(2.121)
( 2.122)
to give
£p = ^2 ci exP[*(^ -  nCp)] (2.123)
i
B.Vf„ =  £  t^jnq) exp[.(w _  ^ }] (2.124)
l J
where n is the mode number used in PEST, restricted to integer values in the toroidal 
case, but having no such restriction in the PEST25 straight helical plasma stability code. 
Equations 2.121 and 2.124 together give
I ' exP[*(w -  <p)] (2.125)
Equation 2.114 and 2.119 together give
dn
$ N(6)e'kz
(2.126)
h\V1>\J
Equation 2.125 relates the variables used in PEST25 to the physical quantity |V ^ ||^  
while equation 2.126 relates the physical quantity to the quantity 4>jV used in the 
vacuum calculations and the PEST25 Jacobian J .
The variables 4>(0) and $ N (9) are expanded as a series of complex exponentials in 
equations 2.44 and 2.45. These expansions are repeated here.
I m a x
$(0) = ^  61 exp(iW)
I m i n
I m a x
$ N(0) = ^  a/ exp(il9)
(2.127)
(2.128)
The coefficients in the summations of equations 2.127 and 2.128 are represented as two 
vector arrays in the helical vacuum subroutines, [a] and [b]. The solution of the matrix 
equation 2.48 gives [b] in terms of [a]
o - l • m
b = A - I C a (2.129)
which is the solution of the matrix equation derived by Merkel when the conducting wall 
is an infinite distance from the plasma surface.
The vacuum contribution to the potential energy, 8WV is given by equation 2.15 and 
repeated here.
In matrix notation,
(2.130)
SWV =
(2*)2
h
p - l r r i
A - I c a
•  a
(2.131)
The column vector [a] must now be expressed in terms of the column vector [c] which 
represents the PEST25 scalar displacement £p in equation 2.123. We do this by using 
equations 2.125 and 2.126 ;
$ N(0)etkz = ^ 2  ciih(l -  nq)ex])[i(W — n£p)] (2.132)
l
Looking at the the z dependence in this equation gives
exp (ikz) = ex-p(-inhz) (2.133)
Substitution of equations 2.128 and 2.115 into equation 2.132 gives
y :  a\» exp(il"9) = ^  cji/i(/ -  nq) exp{ in q S ^ ,  0)} exp(z70) (2.134)
/" /
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To get the column vector components, we multiply equation 2.134 by exp(—il'9) and 
integrate with respect to 9 from 9 = 0 to 9 = 2x.
2xai> = V 'c / /  ih{l — nq) exy{inq6(ip, 0)} exp{i(/ — l')9}d9 (2.135)
I J 0=0
Using matrix representation,
where
(2.136)
1 y27r
Tin := —  / i7i(/ — n<7)exp{m<7<$(i/;, 0)}exp{i(/ — (2.137)
2 x  7 ö= o
The integral 2.137 may be split into real and imaginary parts. The function 6(ip,9), 
which is evaluated on the plasma surface, is an odd function about the point 9 = x. Thus, 
the real parts of the integrand in 2.137 are odd functions about 9 = x, so the matrix T  is 
purely imaginary.
The integral becomes
Tin = - — nq) [  [cos{n^(^, 0)} cos{(/ — l')9} — s in {n ^ ('0 ,0)} sin{(/ — l')9}]d9
2x J0—0
(2.138)
so although T  is imaginary, it is generally not symmetric.
The matrix
A - 1
- l
C (2.139)
of equation 2.131 will be real because of the up down symmetry of the plasma cross section. 
It will also be symmetric provided enough plasma vacuum boundary grid points are used 
in the FFT calculations. PEST25 will require SWV to be a real symmetric matrix.
Substitution of equation 2.136 into 2.131 gives the complete form of the matrix calcu­
lation
41
6WV =
c*
■ + " - l “ " m
T A -  I C T c
(2.140)
From the fact that T will be imaginary it can be seen that the real symmetric nature 
of the 6WV matrix is assured provided 2.139 shows a high degree of symmetry.
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C hapter 3
A naly tic  s tab ility  of a  cylindrical 
p lasm a
Since PEST25 does not solve the usual plasma stability equations but a reduced set with 
a model (unphysical) density tensor, only marginal points obtained by it can be compared 
to other codes. This makes PEST25 particularly difficult to test. The usual procedure 
to get an eigenvalue from a program like HERA is to run the program for three different 
mesh sizes and extrapolate to zero mesh size. With eigenvalues for three different mesh 
sizes, it is possible to check that the eigenvalue does in fact converge quadratically with 
the number of mesh cells (that is, with an error going as the inverse square of the number 
of mesh cells), as it should when linear piecewise finite elements are used (Gruber and 
Rappaz, 1985).
This process has to be repeated many times in order to accurately determine a marginal 
point. Each successive extrapolated eigenvalue can be used with the previous to draw a 
line segment in the k , u 2 plane. Where this line segment crosses the u 2 = 0 axis will be the 
next trial value for k. This procedure can converge rapidly to the marginal point provided 
the initial guess for k is close, and there is no continuum in the top half plane. The 
presence of a continuum can make it very difficult to accurately determine the marginal 
point since eigenvalues found there can’t be used to interpolate to the u 2 = 0 axis.
The other difficulty in comparing programs is that of using the same equilibrium as 
input to both stability codes. Often, a stability code will accept equilibria from one of only 
a small number of equilibrium codes, and writing an interfacing program so that it accepts 
the format of another equilibrium output file can be a major programming task. Indeed, a 
stability program that can accept equilibria from a large number of equilibrium programs
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with little modification is at a large advantage over those that do not. Sometimes when 
comparing two stability programs, it is simpler to get the equilibria from two separate 
equilibrium codes as is done by Herrnegger et al (Herrnegger, Merkel and Johnson, 1986). 
Getting an identical equilibrium from two programs can even be difficult if the way they 
expect the equilibrium to be specified is different.
Comparing PEST25 to other stability codes is particularly difficult for this reason. 
PEST25 uses the file METDSK as input. The METDSK file is created by MAP25, which 
requires an input file EQDSK. The EQDSK file is the output from the equilibrium code 
FEQ25. To do a PEST stability run on an equilibrium not created by FEQ25, we must 
write the equilibrium in METDSK format or EQDSK format. The EQDSK file contains 
fewer quantities and so should be easier to construct. Besides calculating many additional 
quantities, MAP25 interpolates these quantities onto a new grid (PEST25 is very restric­
tive on the number of surfaces it requires the equilibrium quantities to be tabulated 
on. The number of surfaces and number of tent function finite elements are related to 
each other according to PARAMETER statements in the INCLUDE blocks). Trying to 
make an input file directly in METDSK format instead would just be duplicating what is 
already done by MAP25.
Considering all these difficulties, the easiest way to test the PEST25 stability code 
is to compare it to an analytic cylindrical equilibrium. A stability run on a cylindrical 
equilibrium will not be a thorough test for PEST25 however, since quantities which are 
usually dependent on the 9 coordinate will become surface quantities, independent of this 
coordinate. Modes will decouple so that off diagonal elements of the 6W  and K E  matrices 
will be zero. In particular, the tendency of the asymmetry of the 6WV matrix to vanish 
with an increasing number of mesh points cannot be tested since the 6WV matrix will be 
exactly diagonal. Bearing this in mind, we can still proceed with the cylindrical plasma 
as a partial test of the stability code.
A constant current cylindrical plasma equilibrium file can be constructed in EQDSK 
format, and the fixed and free boundary stability can be calculated and compared to the 
analytic result. In this chapter the plasma stability equations using the PEST25 normal­
isation will be solved analytically, so that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions obtained by 
PEST25 can be tested at points away from the marginal u 2 =  0 axis. To the best of my 
knowledge, this will be the first time this has been done.
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3.1 C ylindrical plasm a stab ility  equations
The equilibrium equation is
dp Be d(rBp) ß  dBz 
dr r dr z dr
where p = p(r) is the plasma pressure and B = B (r) =  (0, Be(r), Bz(r)) is the equilibrium
magnetic field.
The stability of the equilibrium can be investigated by taking a small pressure per­
turbation, Sp and magnetic field perturbation, <$B. The perturbed total pressure SP is 
defined as
SP — Sp -f- B.£B = Sp + B qSBq + BZ6BZ (3-2)
Note that the equilibrium quantities are invariant in the 9 and z directions so the 
stability equations will be one dimensional. Fourier-analysis in the 9 and z directions and 
in time gives a complex exponential dependence for the plasma displacement, £ and the 
perturbed total pressure SP of exp (im9 +  ikz  + iut) . A positive value for uj2 gives an os­
cillatory mode while a negative value gives an exponentially growing plasma displacement 
(until the linearity assumption breaks down).
The two coupled first order equations for the MHD stability of a cylindrical plasma, 
called the AGV equations (Appert, Gruber and Vaclavik, 1974), are conveniently set out 
by Gruber and Rappaz (Gruber and Rappaz, 1985) and will be repeated here
A = pu2 - F 2 (3.3)
S = poj2 (# f  + B% + 7p) -  I p F 2 (3.4)
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and the wave number parallel to the equilibrium Bo field is
F = k.B = — Be + k B z 
r
Then the two first order differential equations axe
(3.8)
AS(r£r )' =  C irG  -  rC2SP (3.9)
A S (S P ) '  = - C 3r t r -  
r
(3.10)
In this section, these two coupled first order differential equations will be solved nu­
merically using an integration subroutine which can handle stiff systems (NAG). There 
will be two solutions which satisfy the equations; one will have f r singular at r =  0 and 
the other will have finite. It is essential to integrate radially outwards from r = 0 so 
that the singular solution will not grow and dominate the calculation. The coefficients of 
the DE are singular at r  = 0, so the integration must be started very close to, but not 
at r = 0. To get the initial condition for 6P and £r close to r = 0 for the nonsingular 
solution we substitute 6P «  r into equation 3.10 and get the initial value for £r . The 
boundary condition at the plasma surface will depend on whether there is a wall on the 
plasma (fixed boundary £r = 0) or an infinite vacuum (free boundary). Details of how 
this boundary condition is included in the calculation will be left to later sections. For 
now, I will show the dispersion curves for the fixed and free boundary modes in figure 3.1. 
The equilibrium used is obtained from equation 3.1 by substitution of a constant current 
profile to give an equilibrium magnetic field B = (Br,Bg ,Bz) = (0, 4fr, 1) where j z = 0.8, 
a plasma radius rp = 1, p(r) = 1.0 and 7 = §• This is the same test case as was used by 
Gruber and Merkel using the usual full kinetic energy functional. In section 3.2, the model 
kinetic energy of PEST2 will be used on this same equilibrium and an analytic solution 
of the eigenmode equations found.
In figure 3.2 the free boundary dispersion curves of figure 3.1 are shown again, this 
time using an inverse hyperbolic sine scale. This type of scale is used elsewhere (Chance 
et al, 1977) to show more clearly the different radial modes in the free boundary cylindrical 
plasma spectrum.
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Stable
Unstable
2nd and 3rd radial modes
- 0 . 0 2
2 - 0 . 0 4
First radial mode- 0 . 0 6
- 0 . 0 8
- 0 . 6 - 0 . 5 - 0 . 4 - 0 . 3 - 0 . 2 - 0 . 1
k
Figure 3.1: a;2 vs k diagram for m  = 1 free boundary mode using the full kinetic energy. 
Only the first three radial modes are shown.
3.2 E quation for cylindrical plasm a stab ility  using PEST2  
norm alisation
To derive the MHD equations for a cylindrical plasma using PEST2 normalisation, we 
take a tensor density p(r) = prerer with components in the (cylindrical) 9 and z direction 
zero. The equation derived in appendix B is similar to that using the scalar density, but 
with all but one of the pco2 terms missing. The second order differential equation for SP 
is
where
1 d f AS dSP]  ( C2C3 - C l  1 d /  rC\ \  
r d r \ C 3 T dr J + \ASC3 + r dr {  C3 )
SP = 0 (3.11)
A = - F 2 (3.12)
5  =  - 7  p F 2 (3.13)
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Stable
Unstable 2nd radial mode 
3rd radial mode
First radial mode
- 0 . 6 - 0 . 5 - 0 . 4 - 0 . 2 - 0 . 1- 0 . 3
k
Figure 3.2: The dispersion curves of figure 3.1 are shown here, hut this time an inverse 
hyperbolic sine scale is used. The ordinate is sinh-1(105 X poj2). The different radial modes 
are more clearly seen with this scaling, but it is difficult to measure the growth rate of the 
first free boundary radial mode from the graph.
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2 m Be  
r 2 (3.14)C
k2 + ^ P j S  (3.15)
C3 =  AS  I  pTu 2 -  F 2 + 2 B e( ^ )  |  -  ( ^ y ^ ) 2 (3-16)
The big advantage of the AGV equations was to get away from the second order equa­
tion to the two coupled first order equations which can be more easily solved numerically. 
However, I will use the second order equation 3.11 instead of equations 3.9 and 3.10 because 
it may be solved analytically.
We still need equation 3.10 to find the radial plasma displacement £r after we solve 
the second order equation 3.11 for 8P.
We use a constant current equilibrium profile with B = (B r , Bq, B z) = (0, i fr,  1) which 
when substituted into equation 3.1 gives the parabolic pressure profile;
p(r) =  ( f ) 2 ( 1 - r 2 )  (3,17)
The volume averaged beta, < ß > calculated by PEST25 is
< ß >  =
f p d V
1 / | B | W
(3.18)
and for the particular B field we will be using,
< ß > j lLPz + 8 (3.19)
Equation 3.19 will be useful as one check that the equilibrium we are using has been 
correctly mapped on to the METDSK file and read by PEST25.
To get an analytic solution to equation 3.11 we will take pr (r) = 1.0 so that C3 will 
be constant and the equation will reduce to a Bessel type equation. Since the (matrix) 
eigenvector used by PEST25 represents the elements of the KE matrix must be
weighted by the factor | V ^ |~ 2. This will ensure that PEST25 actually solves the equations 
for a constant density profile in the plasma.
Substitution of the equilibrium field into equation 3.11 to 3.17 gives
A = - F 2 (3.20)
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(3.21)F = k +
m jz
2
Ci = - ~ j zFS  r
c , ~ ( e  + f ) s
c 3 = f 2s {f 2 - pu 2 - ß }
So that equation 3.11 becomes a Bessel type equation of fractional order;
which has the solution
(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)
(3.25)
6P = M \ k r\r) (3.26)
where
k 2
poj2 + j 2 -  F 2 
F2
> 0 (3.27)
and may be found from the power series expansion
(3.28)
•/,(*) ( ~ 1 ) Jn(s)n (i/ + s) (3.29)
Note that when v is an integer, Ju = ( —1 )u J - u and the other Bessel solution, Yu is not 
an acceptable solution for SP because it is singular at r =  0. When v is fractional, 
and Ju are not proportional. The solution J~u is then discarded since it is the singular 
solution. Thus, one of the two boundary conditions for the second order DE has already 
been satisfied by excluding the singular solution.
Note that the condition pu>2 > F 2 will give v2 < 0. The Bessel function of imaginary 
order has a pathological behaviour at z — 0 with an infinite number of zeroes as z —► 0;
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The parabolic curve F 2 = pcj2 in the k, u 2 plane is the Alfven continuum which has 
become a single line rather than a continuum region because of the flat j z(r ) and p(r) 
profiles. Equation 3.30 shows that it is not possible to get a well defined solution for SP 
above this Alfven line.
The condition k2 > 0 of equation 3.27 is required to get a Bessel function for 
SP. When kr is imaginary the solution will be an Iu Bessel function. This will give 
a monotonically increasing solution for SP rather than an oscillatory one, so that the 
boundary conditions cannot be satisfied (as can be seen from the power series expansion). 
This restricts pu>2 to pu2 > F2 — j 2. This argument does not work in the case of the lowest 
radial free boundary mode (although higher order free boundary modes are very similar to 
their fixed boundary counterparts). In fact, SP for the most unstable free boundary mode 
does have a monotonic behaviour as will be shown in equation 3.57. However, despite its 
special behaviour, matching of the plasma vacuum boundary conditions confirms that it 
satisfies condition 3.27 as shown in figure (3.7).
Thus, when searching for eigenvalues of equation 3.25 which satisfy any given boundary 
condition, we are restricted to
F 2 > fxj2 > F 2 - j 2z (3.31)
For a given value of fc, the procedure determining an eigenvalue is to calculate SP 
and SP' using the power series, equation 3.29 and substitute into equation 3.10 to get the 
displacement £r at the plasma surface. This is done many times for trial values of pu2 
in the range given by inequality 3.31. New trial values for pu>2 are chosen by bisection 
method until the trial values converge to solutions which satisfy the boundary condition.
3.3 A sym p totic  expansion for th e m arginal points
At marginal stability, SP becomes a Bessel function of order m. For the m  = 1 mode, 
equations 3.26 and 3.27 become
SP = J 1(\kr \r) (3.32)
and for large radial mode numbers, as k approaches the accumulation point, kr becomes 
large and the J\ Bessel function may be replaced by its asymptotic form.
The boundary condition £r = 0 for the fixed boundary cylindrical plasma stability is 
given by equation 3.10 as
a q  Co
— (SP)' + ~ - 6 P  = 0 (3.34)
O 3  O 3
which becomes, after setting cj = 0 in the coefficients,
(SP)' + J-±— SP = 0 (3.35)
T a
and then putting the derivative J[ in terms of the Jo and J\ Bessel functions gives
| i r |Jo(|fcr|) +  ( j  -  1)  ) = 0 (3.36)
As \kr\ becomes large, the Bessel functions may be replaced by their asymptotic forms,
Jn ( z )  =  \ j ~ y y  COS ( 2  -  J  -y )  +  ° d Z l 3 / 2 ) (3.37)
as \z\ —*■ 00, so that
M \ k r \ )  = -■■Afri { c o s ( I M )  + sin(|Arr I)} 4- 0(|fcr | 3/2) (3.38)
M \ kA) = {cos(|/ur I) -  sin(|Arr |)} + 0(\kr \ 3/2)
and the condition for marginal stability, equation 3.34 becomes
(3.39)
j lM  + y  ~  l j  cos(|fcr |) +  ||A?r | -  y  + l |  sin(|fcr |) = +0(|fcr | 1/2) (3.40)
tan \kr\ — {f j fc' j _ ^  +  f } +  0 (ife’-l ')  (3’41)
As F —* 0, the right hand side of 3.41 tends to a constant. Substitution of equation 3.33 
into 3.41 and taking the limit as F —*■ 0 gives
_1
F 3z\k I
arctan 1*1 +
A
+  717T
With j z = 0.8, equation 3.42 becomes
(3.42)
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radial
mode
number
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Figure 3.3: 11F vs radial mode number,n for m  = 1 , j z = 0.8 fixed boundary mode. The 
line of best fit to the first 17 modes has a slope of 9.8205-1 and intercepts the 1 / F  axis at 
3.7199.
F  0.32 +  0.32 + ° ^
~  —9.817n +  4.2 (3.43)
Figure 3.3 shows the graph of 1 /F  for the radial modes calculated from equation 3.36. 
A line of best fit has a slope of 9.8205-1 which agrees well with the asymptotic expansion 
of equation 3.43.
3.4 Singularity at F =  0
One final restriction is on the choice of k. For one particular value of k , F  will be zero 
and equation 3.25 is pathological. As F —> 0, v2 —► oo and the solution SP will become 
more localised to the plasma surface. In the limit, SP will become a delta function on the 
plasma surface so that the boundary condition can be satisfied. As shown below, to find 
the limiting value of pcj2, we require that the SP coefficient term in equation 3.25 be finite 
at r = rp, where rp is the position of the plasma surface; as F  —► 0,
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m 2
— 0
(3.44)
For a more realistic equilibrium with a radial dependence in the q profile, the singularity 
will be localised to a surface, but for our constant current profile the singularity occurs 
everywhere in the plasma for the one value of k. One difference between the PEST2 model 
KE normalisation and the usual normalisation is that the position of the singularity in our 
reduced set of equations is independent of the eigenvalue pu2 of the mode. In the usual 
normalisation, the position of the Alfven continuum singularity corresponding to A = 0 
in equations 3.9 and 3.10 changes position with pu2 since in that case A = puF — F 2.
To justify the above criterion more rigorously, we should not simply ignore the deriva­
tive terms in the Bessel equation. What is needed is an asymptotic representation for 
Jv{r) good for when both r and v are of the same size as v —* oo. For example, the power 
series 3.29 failed to converge properly when the dispersion curves of figure 3.1 were calcu­
lated for F  ~ <  0.01. Because both z and v are large, many terms have to be taken before 
the factorial behaviour of the denominator dominates over the z2a term. Truncation of 
the series gave a result greatly in error, even when only very small terms of the series are 
discarded. Numerically, I had to resort to backward recursion to evaluate the ratio J ' / J u 
to substitute into equation 3.10. Using an appropriate asymptotic form, Watson states 
(Watson, 1966) that the first zero of Ju as v —► oo occurs at
Looking at equation 3.10 we can see that provided F  < 0, the eigenvalue that makes 
£r = 0 on the plasma surface will most certainly be between the eigenvalues which make 
6P zero and the eigenvalue which makes (ÖP)' zero on the surface. Using the asymptotic 
limit of the first zero of Jv stated by Watson, the eigenvalue which makes 6P zero at the 
plasma surface is
1/ +  I/3 x 1.85575 + 0(v~^)
and the first zero of J ' as v —► oo occurs at
v + v* x 0.808618 + 0(u~i)
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0.3
- 0 . 1
- 0 . 2
r
Figure 3.4: The J20 Bessel function has exponential behaviour for r < 20 and oscillatory 
behaviour when r > 20.
which is identical with our previous result, equation 3.44. The eigenvalue which makes 
SP' zero on the boundary has the same limit.
To get a stronger result than this, note that the second zero of Jv as v —► 00 (and in 
fact any zero of Jv ) will be, to order v , at r = v. This is proved in appendix C. With this 
result we can say that the limiting value of pu>2 as F —► 0 will be given by equation 3.44 
for all the radial modes and on both sides of F =  0.
To understand this behaviour we need to understand the Ju Bessel function as v 
becomes large. As can be seen from figure 3.1, Jv has a strongly exponential behaviour for 
r < v and a strongly oscillatory behaviour when r > v. In the limit for large v, Jv(vr) will 
be zero for r < 1 and have an infinite number of oscillations for any finite interval A (ur) 
when r > 1. Thus, there is a point of infinite degeneracy at F = 0 which corresponds to 
the accumulation point in the spectrum of the full KE normalisation case of section 3.1.
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- 0 . 0 5
- 0 . 1 0
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Figure 3.5: u 2 vs k diagram for m = 1 fixed boundary modes using PEST2 normalisation. 
The first four radial modes are shown.
3.5 F ixed boundary stab ility
For the fixed boundary stability case, the boundary condition to be satisfied is = 0 on 
the plasma surface. Figure 3.5 shows the spectrum for the m — 1 mode for an equilibrium 
with j z = 0.8. The eigenfunctions at the marginal points axe Jm Bessel functions of order 
m — 1.
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the eigenfunctions for the first and second radial modes of 
figure 3.1 as F  —*■ 0. Note that the eigenfunctions become more localised at the plasma 
surface as F  becomes smaller.
3.6 Free boundary stability
In the vacuum, the perturbation magnetic field £B can be expressed in the form of a scalar 
field $
6BV = V # (3.45)
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-0.34
-0.39
- 0 . 2
Figure 3.6: First radial fixed boundary eigenfunction from PEST2 normalisation. The 
four modes are for k = —0.34 ,-0 .36 ,-0 .38 ,-0 .39  .The modes become more localised to 
the plasma surface as k —*• —0.4 .
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—CK37 -0 .39
- 0 . 5
- 1 . 0
Figure 3.7: Second radial fixed boundary eigenfunction from PEST2 normalisation. The 
three modes are for k =  -0 .3 7 ,-0 .3 8 ,-0 .3 9  . The modes become more localised to the 
plasma surface as k —► —0.4 .
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where 4> satisfies the Bessel equation
which has solutions
I d  f d ^ T ) \  
r dr \  dr J
$ (r)  =  0 (3.47)
$ (r )  =  a l m(\k\r) + K m(\k\r) (3.48)
where a  is a coefficient determined by the position of a metal wall. For an infinite vacuum, 
a  =  0 will give the required asymptotic behaviour as r —► oo. When the conducting wall 
is at a finite distance from the plasma, a  may be evaluated from the boundary condition
§*
| &
 
II o (3.49)
where rs is the radial position of the conducting shell. The constant a is thus given by
I'm(\k\r3)
In the vacuum, the variables 6 P , B and F  become
(3.50)
6P = B .6B  =  B .V $ (3.51)
B  =  (S r ,B « ,S ,)  =  ( 0 , ^ 2 , l )
Zr
(3.52)
F  = k B z +  mBe — k + mF /  
r 2rz
The B .V  operator of equation 3.51 becomes
(3.53)
B .V  =  4. —
2r rdO dz
(3.54)
which, when acting on the phasor $  with implicit 9 and z dependence exp(imO +  ikz)  
gives
j z R
f  + *)
iF (r )$(r ) (3.55)
or, after inserting equation 3.48 into equation 3.55,
SP = iF(r)  { a /m(|fc|r) +  ^ m(|fc|r)} (3.56)
The radial displacement may be related to the tangential electric field perpendicular 
to the equilibrium B field by extending into the vacuum the ideal MHD assumption 
E + v x B  = 0. With this identification it can be easily shown that equations 3.9 and 3.10 
yield the vacuum equations when zero current and density are inserted into them.
Consequently, equation 3.56 can also be derived from equation 3.11 by setting p = 0 
and substituting equations 3.52 and 3.53. The solution will be the same as equation 3.55 
after equation 3.48 has been substituted into it.
The values of 6P and 6P' on the vacuum side of the plasma vacuum interface may 
be evaluated using equations 3.48, 3.50 and 3.55 and used to evaluate on the plasma 
surface by substitution into equation 3.10. The matching condition that must be satisfied 
is that £r/ÖP on the plasma side should equal f r /<$P on the vacuum side. This is because 
both 6P and £r are continuous across the plasma vacuum interface. Continuity of 6P is 
simply a statement of pressure balance. The radial displacement variable f r is continuous 
since the tangential component of the electric field is continuous across the interface. For 
a given k , the matching condition in the vacuum is calculated once only, and different trial 
values for pu>2 are tested for this matching condition. Once again, the bisection method 
is used to quickly converge to eigenvalues which satisfy the vacuum boundary condition.
A very special free boundary case is found by taking the wall to infinity (a = 0) and k 
tending to zero. Furthermore, we assume that the first radial m = 1 mode is marginal (by 
setting pu2 = 0) and proceed to prove that this is the case by showing that the matching 
condition at the plasma vacuum interface is satisfied. In the plasma, the argument of the 
Bessel function tends to zero, so 6P  will be proportional to r for m  =  1.
6 P ~  lim Jm(\kr \r) ~  rm (3.57)
IM-o
Equation 3.10 is rearranged to give the displacement in the plasma
fr =  § ( S P ) '  +  ^ r J P  (3-58)
For the m  = 1 case, the displacement will be constant throughout the plasma. Substi­
tution of the appropriate constants gives, on the inside of the plasma vacuum interface;
60
= m r" -1( l +  jJ 1
<$P pu2 + j 2 -  F2 rp
mr™~l { 1 + 2) 1
i? (l -  m214) rp
(3.59)
where rp is the radius of the plasma surface.
On the vacuum side, equation 3.55 gives 6P as
6P  = + * ) *"•(!*!’•) (3.60)
To evaluate <$P and (<$P)' in the limit as k —*> 0 we will need the two asymptotic 
approximations (Watson, 1966)
Note that C3 is discontinuous at the plasma vacuum interface because of the inverse 
radial dependence of Be on r. The value of C3 at r = rp on the vacuum side is;
Substituting equation 3.50 into 3.58 and using the limits 3.61 and 3.62 gives the match­
ing condition at the plasma surface on the vacuum side;
It can be seen from equations 3.59 and 3.63 that the matching condition is satisfied 
provided m = 1.
Figure 3.8 shows the u 2 , k diagram for m = 1 for the free boundary stability. The first 
radial mode is greatly affected by the vacuum, and its eigenvalue has a discontinuity at 
the accumulation point at k = —0.4. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show this free boundary m = 1
(3.61)
(3.62)
as z —► 0.
j T ____ 1 (SPY _  rnjzRv
6P ~ F2 6P P 3r3
1 IF'  m \  mjz
F2 \ F  rp)  F3r2
m 4 (3.63)
rpF2 m j2rp
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Figure 3.8: u>2 vs k diagram for m  = 1 free boundary modes using PEST2 normalisation. 
The second radial mode is also shown.
mode for various k. As the mode becomes more unstable, the radial displacement becomes 
confined to a small region about the plasma surface. The nature of the free boundary 
eigenvalue is also very different from the fixed boundary eigenvalue when k > —0.4. At 
k = 0 the free boundary mode is given by 6P = r as shown in equation 3.57 . Substitution 
of this into equation 3.58 gives f r = j p ,  a constant throughout the plasma. Physically, 
at k = 0 the plasma will be displaced with marginal growth rate, taking the form of a 
helical kink. As k —► —0.4 the columnn will become progressively more unstable with 
the displacement being confined more and more to the surface. It must be remembered 
that this model KE normalisation gives modes which are only physically realistic when 
the growth rate is marginal.
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-0.38
Figure 3.9: First radial free boundary eigenfunction from PEST2 normalisation. The 
three modes are for k = —0.2, —0.3, —0.38 . Note that as k —► —0.4 the modes become 
more localised to the plasma surface. The nature of these free boundary modes is very 
different to the equivalent fixed boundary ones.
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-0.45
Figure 3.10: First radial free boundary eigenfunction from PEST2 normalisation. The 
three modes are for k =  —0.5,—0.47,—0.45 . Note that as k —> —0.4 the modes become 
more localised to the plasma surface. These modes and their eigenvalues are very similar 
to the equivalent fixed boundary ones.
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C hapter 4
S ta b ility  o f th e  cy lin d rica l p la sm a  
u sin g  P E S T 2 5
In the last chapter we looked at the fixed and free boundary stability of a cylindrical 
plasma with a constant current profile using the PEST2 normalisation- This chapter will 
describe some of the details of constructing the cylindrical equilibrium input file in EQDSK 
format to be read and mapped by the program MAP25. The METDSK file created by 
MAP25 will then be used for a stability analysis by PEST25, and the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors obtained will be compared to the analytic results of the last chapter, as a 
partial verification of the code.
A METDSK file of the cylindrical plasma equilibrium will also be constructed directly, 
as a check that the METDSK file created by MAP25 has been mapped correctly from the 
EQDSK file.
4.1 C onstant q profile equilibrium  in PE ST 25 helical co­
ordinates
The constant current cylindrical equilibrium in cylindrical coordinates may be specified 
in terms of the helical coordinates of PEST25. The cylindrical plasma will be regarded as 
an / = 2 helical plasma with a circular cross section. It will then be shown that all the 
equilibrium quantities scale with h (the helical pitch) in such a way that the equilibrium 
is truly independent of h for this equilibrium.
The equilibrium B field used in PEST25 is represented by (Dewar, Monticello and Sy 
1984);
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B = Ihu X Vip 4- lhg\i (4.1)
where the symmetry vector, u is given by
lez +  hree 
U ~  + 2 r 2
Dotting B with the e# and ez unit vectors gives
Bz = e z.B
lh (lg-  §*)
/2 +  /i2r 2
and
(4.2)
(4.3)
Bg =  e^ .B
f t  (ft5r +  /§*)
(4.4)/ 2 + h2r2
Using these two equations, we can express <7 and in terms of the cylindrical com­
ponents of B
9 =
IBZ + hrBg 
Jh (4.5)
dip IBo — hrBz 
dr lh
The rotational transform per helical period, is given by
(4.6)
i = 1 1 = 1 Be
*  " 2ir q l h rBz
so the q profile required by MAP25 is given by
(4.7)
q _  i )  1\ h r B M l )
(I (4.8)
By substitution of the equilibrium field B = (0, Be, B z) =  ( 0 , 1 )  into equations 4.5,4.6 
and 4.8 we get the profiles required by MAP25
g(r) = 1 x  j z r2h 21
(4.9)
iP(r) (4.10)
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q(r) = 2 hl (4.11)
l j z -  2 h
The pressure profile obtained when this equilibrium field is substituted into the equi­
librium equation 3.1 is stated in chapter 3 and repeated here
P(r) =  ( f  ) (1 -  r 2) (4.12)
giving a volume averaged beta, < ß > of
< ß >'
f p d V 2a
i / | B | W  + 8
(4.13)
These expressions were used to create a METDSK file directly, so that the METDSK 
file created by MAP25 was easily verified for this simple cylindrical equilibrium.
4.2 C orrespondence betw een  l =  1 and l =  2 ty p e  helical 
system s
Any equilibrium with l = 2 type helical symmetry (ie with 1 = 2 fold symmetry in its cross 
section in a constant z plane) may be described as an / = 1 system with a periodicity length 
which is doubled. Since the periodicity length A z  is given by A z  = 2x/h,  the value of h 
must accordingly be halved (see figure 4.1).
As a specific example, the / = 2, h = 0.1 equilibrium of section 4.1 may be described 
as an / = 1, h = 0.05 equilibrium. In this case, the g, ip, q and i profiles are increased by 
a factor of two, but B remains invariant.
More generally, HERA calculates stability of / > 1 helically symmetric equilibria by 
treating them as / = 1. Therefore, to write quantities described in the notation used by 
PEST25 which includes l explicitly (Dewar, Monticello and Sy, 1984), in terms of notation 
used by HERA (as in section 2), one must substitute j  for every occurrence of h which 
occurs explicitly in the formulae.
4.3 C om parison of PE ST 25 cylindrical stab ility  w ith  ana­
lytic results
Equations 4.9 to 4.12 were used to create an input file in EQDSK format for MAP25. 
Other quantities required by the EQDSK file include the metric (which I calculated by
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Figure 4.1: An l = 1 equilibrium and an l — 2 equilibrium. The l = 2 equilibrium may be 
described as an l =  1 equilibrium with h halved.
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k N eigenvalue from PEST25 Analytical result
-0.32 2.7 2.3212e-3 2.631376e-3
-0.34 2.9 -7.5432e-3 -7.5778258809e-3
-0.36 3.1 -2.2193e-2 -2.219374632e-2
-0.38 3.3 -4.3677e-2 -4.367722977e-2
-0.42 3.7 -4.9254e-2 -4.925417679e-2
-0.44 3.9 -3.0687e-2 -3.06867919e-2
-0.46 4.1 -1.6868e-2 -1.6870031889e-2
-0.48 4.3 -5.5283e-3 -5.665010577e-3
Table 4.1: Comparison of eigenvalues from PEST25 with the analytic result of chapter 3 
for the fixed boundary m — 1 first radial mode. For the purpose of running PEST25, the 
equilibrium is described in terms of a helical coordinate system with h = 0.1 and 1 = 2.
using a subroutine I borrowed from the FEQ25 equilibrium code) and some additional 
arrays tha t specify the relation between the iß variable and a scaled $  variable used in 
FEQ25. Some care has to be taken with all these profiles since some quantities must be 
calculated on the iß coordinate grid points and others have to be calculated between these 
grid points.
For this cylindrical test case, Viß becomes a surface quantity and it is possible to divide 
out a factor of |V-01- 2 in the KE matrix so tha t PEST25 effectively solves the stability 
equations 3.11 for a flat density profile pr = 1.0. To do this, I inserted a single line in the 
FORTRAN function RHO used by PEST25;
RHO = 1.0/4.0/(PSI +  1.0E-10)
where the very small number was put in to avoid a divide by zero error in some parts of 
the program when RHO is called at the magnetic axis.
The mode number k of the cylindrical plasma model may be related to the mode 
number N  used by PEST25 with its twisted coordinate system by the equation
k = - h ( ^ j  + N^j (4.14)
where m  is the poloidal mode number of the mode, and / and h specify the helical pitch 
of the coordinate system used by PEST25.
The fixed and free boundary results are compared to the analytic results of chapter 
3 in tables 4.1 and 4.2. In these tables, h = 0.1 , l = 2 and m = 1. PEST25 treats the
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k N eigenvalue from PEST25 Analytical result
-0.32 2.7 -0.52741 -0.52741097
-0.34 2.9 -0.55671 -0.55671400
-0.36 3.1 -0.58525 -0.58525865
-0.38 3.3 -0.61300 -0.61302515
-0.42 3.7 -5.2032e-2 -5.19975066e-2
-0.44 3.9 -3.5128e-2 -3.51291819e-2
-0.46 4.1 -2.2184e-2 -2.21849637e-2
-0.48 4.3 -1.1134e-2 -1.1192305 le-2
Table 4.2: Comparison of eigenvalues from PEST25 with the analytic result of chapter 3 
for the free boundary m  = 1 first radial mode. For the purpose of running PEST25, the 
equilibrium is described in terms of a helical coordinate system with h = 0.1 and l =  2.
cylindrical equilibrium as a helical equilibrium of elliptical cross section with the minor 
and major axes being equal. Similar results were also obtained for the equivalent / = 1 
system. PEST25 was run using NOSURF=n*96-f 1 finite elements where n= l,2  and 3. 
The eigenvalue in the limit for an infinite number of finite elements may be extrapolated 
from a line of best fit to the three eigenvalues obtained plotted against 1 /n2 (provided it 
is a discrete mode). For the tolerance in the iterative eigenvalue solver I used 10-4 %. The 
difference between the eigenvalues obtained for n = 1 and n = 3 was typically less than 
0.01% .
Note that the agreement between the analytic results and PEST25 in tables 4.1 and 4.2 
is excellent for points near the singular point, but becomes worse further away, particularly 
for k = —0.32 in the fixed boundary case (see figure 4.2). This is perhaps because of 
the singular density function used in PEST25 so that the displacement variable would 
be the same as that in the analytic model of chapter 3. For points far away from the 
singular point, the eigensolution is no longer localised at the plasma surface, and the 
discrete approximation of the singular density near the magnetic axis in PEST25 affects 
the accuracy of the result.
Figure 4.3 show the good agreement between the analytic result and PEST25 for the 
k =  —0.38 free boundary mode. The agreement for the free boundary case serves as a 
partial verification of the free boundary subroutines added to PEST25.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of PEST25 with the analytic result for the fixed boundary first 
radial eigenmode in the cylindrical plasma for k = —0.32 . There were 96+1 surfaces 
corresponding to \8  tent functions used. Note the slight inaccuracy near the magnetic axis 
probably because PEST25 uses a singular density function to divide out the |V^| factor in 
Zr = ViP-ti.
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- 0 . 2
Figure 4.3: Comparison of PEST25 with the analytic result for the free boundary first radial 
eigenmode in the cylindrical plasma for k = —0.38 . PEST25 used I f f  tent functions in 
this case. To the eye the result from PEST25 is identical to the analytic result.
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4.4 PE ST 25 cylindrical stab ility  w ith  an uneven 0 m esh
As an additional test of PEST25 and the helical vacuum subroutines, eigenvalues were 
calculated for the / = 2, h — 0.1 equilibrium using an unequal mesh.
PEST25 expects METDSK to contain the plasma equilibrium quantities stored on 
an equal 9 mesh, where the PEST25 coordinate 9 has, up until now, been the same as 
the cylindrical coordinate <f>. PEST25 may be run with a grid which is unequal in the <f> 
coordinate by modulating 9 according to <f) = 9 +  a  sin#. To do this, only four quantities 
have to be altered in METDSK; the x and z coordinates of the grid, the Jacobian and 6. 
The new METDSK quantities are given by
DELTA = 0 - 9
JACOB J 7J p d9 h|V^| (1 +  Q cos 9)
XA = r cos (p 
ZA = r sin 0
where 4> values are calculated for equal increments in 9.
Using a strong (f> modulation of a = 0.5 and 31 complex exponential basis functions 
in the 9 direction, results were obtained which agreed with those in tables 4.1 and 4.2 to 
four decimal places. This is further verification of both the PEST25 fixed boundary code 
and the free boundary subroutines.
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C hapter 5
S tab ility  o f a  helical p lasm a using 
P E S T 25  an d  H E R A
In the last chapter, PEST25 was used to test the fixed and free boundary stability of a 
constant current cylindrical plasma. Comparison of the eigenvalues and eigensolutions of 
the code with an analytic result served as a partial verification of the vacuum subroutines 
installed in PEST25.
In this chapter, PEST25 will be compared with HERA, the helical version of ERATO, 
for both a fixed boundary and free boundary helical plasma. The KE functional in HERA 
will be modified to the PEST2 normalisation so a direct comparison of eigenvalues can 
be made. The verification will be more complete, since some quantities in the cylindrical 
plasma which are independent of the 9 coordinate will have a 9 dependence in this more 
general case with a bean shaped cross section.
The equilibrium is calculated from the HASE analytic equilibrium code and can be 
used directly by HERA. The HASE output file is used to create an equilibrium file in 
METDSK format for use by PEST25. To do this, I chose to use the HERA1 module to 
calculate contours of equal and surface quantities such as p  and q. From the output 
files created by HERA1, it is possible to create a file in EQDSK format which can be 
used by MAP25 to create the required METDSK file. This procedure in effect also tests 
the performance of the MAP25 code. For a proper convergence study, PEST25 requires 
three METDSK files with NOSURF=n*96+l (where n = l, 2 and 3). MAP25 interpolates 
the output quantities calculated by HERA1 to these three grid sizes. One might argue 
that the two levels of interpolation introduced by running HERA1 and then MAP25 will 
introduce unnecessary error into the equilibrium. However the creation of a METDSK by
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the more direct approach of writing all the contouring and interpolation subroutines again 
is far from trivial, and the method I use has proved adequate.
5.1 T he H A SE  equilibrium
The HASE equilibrium we use here is the same as that used by Gruber and Rappaz 
(Gruber and Rappaz, 1985). The symbols I use here will follow those used in their book. 
The equilibrium is described in helically symmetric coordinates r and £ :=</> — hz where 
(r, </>, z) are cylindrical coordinates. The £ used here should not be confused with the 
ignorable coordinate used in PEST25 (Dewar, Monticeilo and Sy, 1984). The equilibrium 
field in HASE and HERA is written as
B = u x VV> + Tu
while in PEST25 it is given by
(5.1)
B = Ihn x Vip + Ihgu 
where the symmetry vector, u is given by
(5.2)
lez + hreo (5.3)
/2 +  h2r2
In HASE and HERA, the equilibrium is always treated as if it is an / = 1 system. From 
equation 5.1 and 5.2 we can see that the rp used in HASE and HERA is scaled differently 
from ip used in PEST25. By comparison, we find that
T  = lhg (5.4)
'pHERA =  IhlppESTK  (5*5)
which is an important consideration when mapping from HASE to PEST25.
Continuing the description of HASE (as described in chapter 6 of the book by Gruber 
and Rappaz), the HASE equilibrium code solves the equilibrium equation by using the 
expansion
y>(p, 0) = S m n P m  cos nd (5.6)
m =2 n=0
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where p  and S are polar coordinates in a plane normal to the magnetic axis. The magnetic 
axis has curvature k  and torsion r  given by
Rah2 
1 + ßg/i2 (5.7)
r = T T W  (5'8)
where Rq is the distance between the magnetic axis and the helical axis. The arbitrary 
profiles p '( ip )  and T('ip) are input to HASE as power series in ^  .
The following normalisations are used;
K2 +  T 2 =  1 (5.9)
T(p = 0,ö) = 1 (5.10)
so the normalisation 5.9 together with the expressions for k  and r , equations 5.7 and 5.8 
fixes Rq.
,2 (h2 -  1) (5.11)
The equilibrium to be used here will be the same as one used by Gruber and Rappaz;
k  = 0.36 (5.12)
T(V>) = 1 -  
p’M  = Po +  Pi^
Po = — 1.68pi = —3.02 
with the coefficients in 5.6 determined by
s2„ = i(£ + i
5- = K£ - i
(5.13)
(5.14)
(5.15)
(5.16)
(5.17)
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/o = 1
f l  =  -Po (5.18)
(5.19)
and the plasma surface defined by
0 , = 0.1279 (5.20)
5.2 C onverting H E R A  to PE ST 2 typ e norm alisation
The HASE equilibrium described in the last section was tested for global stability with 
HERA. The results for fixed boundary stability (see figure 5.1) can be compared to figure 
6.8 in the book by Gruber and Rappaz. The eigenvalues in figure 5.1 are converged values, 
found by calculating stability on three different grid sizes, and extrapolating to zero grid 
size. The three grid sizes were NCHI=NPSI+1=25, 35, 45.
The KE functional calculated in HERA3 was modified to PEST2 normalisation (see 
appendix D). The original KE was given by
(5.21)
where
_  2pjiTr2
1 <?|V ^ |2
(5.22)
p|VV>|V4 (5.23)
(5.24)
and
x = J\v^±
r 2
(5.25)
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(5.26)
2 siftsZt
Tr
(5.27)
The PEST2 type normalisation is achieved by setting
(5.28)
b"2 —  =  0 (5.29)
The resulting eigenvalue must be multiplied by h2 since the extra factor of |V^>|2 in 
equation 5.28 is scaled according to equation 5.5.
Figure 5.2 shows the fixed and free boundary stability of the unstable m — 1 mode but 
with PEST2 KE normalisation used. Interpolation can easily be used to get successive 
approximations for the marginal points since there is no continuum in the stable region in 
the neighbourhood of u 2 = 0 when this normalisation is used. The free boundary results 
were obtained by putting REXT=10.0 so that the conducting wall is the same shape as 
the plasma boundary, but enlarged 10 times.
This section will describe the relative merits of each of the two codes in terms of perfor­
mance and documentation.
One major factor which affects the ease of running and modifying a large program is the
used for the different quantities and the variables used to store them, rather than just 
the analytic equations that the program is based on. The large effort placed on the 
documentation of ERATO and HERA have assisted greatly in using and modifying HERA. 
Another advantage of HERA is that there are already several modules that can map output 
from various equilibrium programs to it (Varias, 1989).
PEST is relatively poorly documented, particularly PEST25 (this thesis attempts part 
way to rectify this). Also, up until now, only one helical equilibrium program, FEQ25 
could be mapped to METDSK format, and the equilibrium and mapping programs have
5.3 R unning PE ST 25 and H E R A
program documentation. Such documentation should include details of how the program 
is organised into modules and subroutines, and detailed descriptions of normalisations
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not been fully documented. PEST25 remains as a possible serious alternative to HERA 
for calculating helical plasma stability though, since it uses a different set of basis func­
tions which give it superior convergence properties. The use of the PEST2 type KE 
normalisation has also resulted in the elimination of two of the three components of the 
displacement, making the eigenmatrix equation much smaller, and has the added benefit 
that marginal points can be interpolated because of the shifting of the continuum away 
from the marginal axis. Also, it has served as a valuable check with the HERA stability 
code, this thesis giving the first comparison between these two codes for a helical plasma.
In HERA, the size of the computational grid in both dimensions is directly dependent 
on the number of finite elements in those dimensions. In PEST25 the computational grid 
is also directly dependent on the number of finite element tent functions in the ip direction, 
with there being twice as many computational surfaces as there axe tent functions. In the 
9 direction however, the computational grid is independent of the number of complex 9 
exponentials used (with 9 being divided into 128 equal increments in all the calculations 
in this thesis). This allows a much greater degree of flexibility in PEST25 compared to 
HERA meaning that the choice of the number of basis functions is not entirely dependent 
on the mesh size. This has allowed rapid convergence of the vacuum energy using the 
newly installed vacuum subroutines. Finally, the 9 basis functions in PEST25 were most 
useful in the calculations done in the previous chapter since they decouple in the cylindrical 
case when using the standard equally spaced 9 mesh. Consequently, the calculations done 
in all but the last section of chapter 4 used lminßmax = 0/1 (the inclusion of the l = 0 
complex exponential was one of the input requirements of the code. I here refers to the 
complex exponential basis function and should not be confused with the class of helical 
symmetry described in chapter 4).
The eigenvalues shown in this chapter are converged eigenvalues, obtained by running 
the stability programs for three different sets of mesh sizes and extrapolating to zero mesh 
size, for each eigenvalue. In fact, a stability program need only be run twice to do this 
extrapolation, but running the program for a third set of basis funtions confirms that the 
convergence follows the expected inverse quadratic behaviour.
The extrapolation to zero mesh size for HERA is shown for the k = 0.82 and k = 0.87 
fixed boundary mode in figures 5.1 and 5.2. The absolute error in HERA due to the finite 
number of elements is given by (Gruber et al, 1981)
Error = A1/NCHI**2 + A2/NPSI**2
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When we fix NCHI=NPSI+1, the absolute error in the eigenvalue given by HERA because 
of the finite mesh is proportional to (NPSI * NCHI)-1 for small meshes. This inverse 
quadratic behaviour is well demonstrated in figure 5.2 but does not occur in figure 5.1. 
Note that the eigenvalues for k = 0.82 are also rather close to the converged value, com­
pared to the k = 0.87 mode. HERA uses finite hybrid elements, so that in some cases 
convergence will be from above and in others it wiH be from below. PEST25 on the other 
hand always converges from above. Consequently, there will be some instances where the 
convergence in HERA will be particularly rapid (in the regions where the direction of 
convergence changes) while PEST25 will give a convergence which is comparatively not 
so good. The change in direction of convergence in HERA occurred at about k = 0.80 
so the k = 0.82 mode converged rather rapidly. This could be seen as an advantage in 
favour of HERA but on the other hand, PEST25 will reliably give an upper bound to the 
converged eigenvalue. The poor extrapolation of the k = 0.82 mode to zero mesh size in 
HERA may be attributable to the fact that all these eigenvalues are already so close to 
the converged result, that other less systematic errors play their part, such as round off 
errors in calculating the matrix elements and the eigenmatrix solution algorithm and most 
importantly, the tolerance specified for the eigenvalue solver.
The extrapolation to zero mesh size for PEST25 for the k = 0.82 fixed boundary mode 
is shown in figure 5.3. For PEST25, the number of complex 9 exponentials used was fixed 
at 31 (ie, /mtn = —15 and lmax = 15) and the number of finite element tent functions 
were 48, 96 and 144 (corresponding to 96+1, 2*96+1 and 3*96+1 grid surfaces). The 
convergence is given by the formula (Manickam and McCann, 1977)
Error = Al * M * * (-2 ) + A2 * EX P(-A 3 * L)
where A l, A2 and A3 are constants that may be determined empirically, M is the number 
of tent functions used and L is the number of complex 9 exponential functions. From 
this formula it can been seen that if the number of complex 9 exponentials in PEST25 
is kept fixed, the absolute error in the eigenvalue has an inverse quadratic dependence 
on the number of tent funtions used. Figure 5.3 shows this inverse quadratic behaviour 
quite clearly for three different choices of exj>(il9) basis functions, namely Imin/lmax = 
-7 /7 ,-1 0 /1 0  and -15/15.
The convergence with the number of complex 9 exponential terms has been ignored 
in figures 5.12 and 5.13 by setting Imin/lmax = -15/15. Figure 5.5 shows the con­
vergence of PEST25 with three different sets of complex 9 exponentials, Imin/lmax =
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Figure 5.1: Eigenvalue obtained by HERA for the fixed boundary k = 0.82 mode plotted 
against (NPSI * NCHI)-1.
— 2/2, —5/5, —7/7, —10/10, —12/12 and —15/15 with 144 tent functions (corresponding to 
3*96+1 computational surfaces). Note that the absolute error in the eigenvalue has an 
exponential dependence on the number of complex 9 exponential basis functions. This is 
demonstrated in figure 5.6 where the log of the error in the eigenvalue is plotted against 
the number of complex 9 exponentials. The error is calculated by taking the difference 
between each eigenvalue and that obtained using lmin/lmax =  —15/15. The slope of the 
line of best fit gives the empirically determined exponential constant for the convergence.
There are two different modules written for HERA to calculate the 6WV matrix using 
two different methods. One method treats the vacuum as a pseudo plasma. This method 
has the advantage that the convergence properties in the vacuum are similar to that in 
the plasma. The other module, used to calculate all the HERA free boundary eigenvalues 
in this thesis, uses the Green’s function method. The advantage of this method is that it 
is relatively easy to apply in the case of a wall at infinity, but in the version that I ran, the 
wall contribution was always calculated (ie there was no switch to turn off the calculation 
of the wall terms so that six matrices were still calculated rather than the two required for 
an infinite vacuum). Presumably this was done to fit in with the vectorisation strategy of
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Figure 5.2: Eigenvalue obtained by HERA for the fixed boundary k = 0.87 mode plotted 
against (NPSI * NCHI)"1.
the computer used in developing the code.
The convergence of a free boundary k = 0.87 mode is shown for HERA and PEST25 
in figures 5.7 and 5.8. Despite the comments in the literature that the Green’s function 
method in the vacuum affected the convergence properties, I found that the eigenvalues 
still conformed to the inverse quadratic behaviour for this particular equilibrium. Notice 
how close the eigenvalues are to the converged result when PEST25 was used in figure 5.8. 
The errors, whether measured relatively or in absolute terms, are much smaller than 
for the fixed boundary stability of this mode shown in figure 5.4. This is because the 
fixed boundary mode is close to marginal at k = 0.87, so that most of the potential 
energy contribution is due to the vacuum. This demonstrates the rapid convergence of the 
complex 9 exponential basis functions used in the PEST25 vacuum subroutines.
One final issue to be dealt with in this section is the matter of computer timing. No 
attempt will be made to show that either of the codes out performs the other in this 
respect because there are simply too many factors involved. Some of these factors are
1. whether the mapping is included.
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Figure 5.3: Eigenvalues from PEST25 for the fixed boundary k = 0.82 mode plotted against 
the inverse square of the number of tent functions. The three curves are for 11, 15 and 31 
complex 0 exponentials.
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Figure 5.4: Eigenvalues from PEST25 for the fixed boundary k = 0.87 mode plotted against 
the inverse square of the number of tent functions. 31 complex 9 exponentials were used.
2. whether a good guess for the eigenvalue is chosen.
3. choice of grid size.
4. choice of the equilibrium.
and machine dependent factors such as
1. the vectorisation strategy used by the compiler.
2. the efficiency of I/O  operations and how it affects both CPU time and the 
length of time the program actually stays in the queue due to the additional 
overhead of the I/O  operations.
In the comparisons in this thesis only one mapping is required for each equilibrium 
since the independent variable k does not affect the equilibrium. The mapping process 
for PEST25 from HASE involves execution of the HERAl module on the VP, running an 
interactive program on the FACOM front end, then running MAP25 on the VP to get a 
METDSK file.
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Figure 5.5: Eigenvalues for the fixed boundary k = 0.82 mode obtained by PEST25 using 
48 tent functions and a variable number of complex 9 exponentials. The exponential line 
of best fit was calculated after A3 was determined from a straight line of best fit of the logs 
of the errors (see the next figure).
T-t ■■ ■ t  . . ■ ■ I T I ■
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LFigure 5.6: Natural log of the errors in the eigenvalues for the fixed boundary k = 0.82 
mode obtained by PEST25 using 48 tent functions and a variable number of complex 9 
exponentials. The error in the eigenvalues was calculated by subtracting the eigenvalue 
obtained when using 31 complex 0 exponential basis functions. The slope of the graph 
gives the factor in the exponential convergence law empirically to be A3=0.465.
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Figure 5.7: Eigenvalue obtained by HERA for the free boundary k — 0.87 mode plotted 
against (NPSI * N C H I)'1.
In PEST25, three variables entered in the input namelist determine the initial eigen­
value guess, the step length in the eigenvalue for each subsequent guess and the number 
of steps to take. The eigenvalue solver determines the number of eigenvalues which are 
less than each eigenvalue guess. In HERA, the method of entering the eigenvalue guesses 
is different but the eigenvalue solver which is used is essentially the same. For both pro­
grams, if the initial guess used by the eigenvalue solver is close to the lowest eigenvalue 
then the time taken in the program is essentially the time required to construct the eigen­
value matrix equation. If however, the eigenvalue guess is a poor one, then a large amount 
of time can be spent searching. The time in the eigenvalue solver is dependent on the 
eigenvalue guesses used, the size and form of the matrices and on the I/O efficiency of 
the computer and coding. Since the matrices in the eigenvalue problem are quite large, 
they must be stored on disk files and individual subblocks are fetched into memory. With 
a large number of I/O operations, this part of the code may be I/O  bound, resulting in 
the program remaining in the queue and executing for a long period of time while using a 
disproportionally small amount of CPU time. A stability run which may take 45 seconds 
of VP CPU time with a good initial guess for the eigenvalue may take 3 minutes of CPU
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Figure 5.8: Eigenvalues from PEST25 for the free boundary k = 0.87 mode plotted against 
the inverse square of the number of tent functions. These points are for 31 complex 9 
exponentials.
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14/15 24/25 34/35 44/45
HERA1 4(1) 7(2) 10(3) 14(4)
HERA3 0.37 0.81 1.53(1) 2.45(1)
HERA4 12(3) 65(16) 169(43) 349(91)
Table 5.1: CPU time used in the four modules of HERA for the fixed boundary k = 0.82 
mode with the three different sets of meshes. The times in brackets are the times that the 
processes spent in the vector processor unit.
time if the initial guess is far away.
An obvious factor in the CPU time taken is the number of finite elements and in the 
case of PEST25, the number of complex 9 exponentials used. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the 
CPU times taken to get the results for the fixed boundary eigenvalues using HERA and 
PEST25 for figures 5.11 and 5.13. The modules in HERA are HERA1 used for mapping 
from the HASE output, HERA2 which calculates the vacuum matrix if the wall is not 
on the plasma surface, HERA3 which calculates the kinetic energy matrix and plasma 
potential energy matrix and HERA4 which solves the eigenvalue problem to give the 
eigenvalue. HERA5 which gives additional diagnostics was not run. The initial guesses 
for the eigenvalues in HERA were not close to the correct values, so a substantial amount 
of CPU time was spent in the eigenvalue solver. In PEST25, the initial eigenvalue guesses 
were very close to the actual eigenvalues so that most of the time in this program was 
actually spent constructing the eigenvalue matrix equation. The CPU time required to 
get the eigenvalues shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8 was slightly longer since the SWV matrix 
had to be calculated. For HERA, the times spent in the HERA2 vacuum module were 2, 
6, 12 and 20 seconds for the four different mesh sizes. For PEST25 using 31 complex 9 
exponential basis functions and 32 computational grid points in the 9 direction (which is 
adequate) the CPU time in the vacuum subroutines is only 3 seconds. As the number of 
computational grid points is increased, the CPU time in the vacuum subroutines increases 
dramatically because the helical Green’s function integral series has to be calculated for 
points that are much closer together, and so convergence of the series is very slow, even 
with all the convergence acceleration techniques used, as described in chapter 2. For a 
vacuum 9 grid of 64 points the CPU time in the vacuum subroutines is about 26 seconds 
and for 128 grid points it is about 190 seconds (with 140 seconds of this spent in the vector 
processor unit).
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48 tents 96 tents 144 tents
11 12(2) 18(4) 25(7)
15 13(2) 19(5) 24(7)
31 20(3) 33(6) 45(9)
Table 5.2: CPU time used by PEST25 for the fixed boundary k = 0.82 mode with the three 
different mesh sizes in the ip direction and three different choices of complex 9 basis func­
tions. The initial guess for the eigenvalue solver was set as close as possible to the actual 
eigenvalue so that the time spent in the eigenvalue iterative solver is insignificant. The 
times in brackets are the times in seconds that the processes spent in the vector processor 
unit.
5.4 Sym m etry o f th e PE ST 25 SWV m atrix
Using a computational grid on the plasma vacuum surface which has a finite number of 
grid points results in a slight asymmetry in the final 6WV matrix. In HERA, the number 
of grid points is equal to the number of finite elements used (Merkel, 1982). In PEST25 
where the basis functions have a complex exponential dependence on 9 , there is no such 
restriction on the number of grid points (although PEST does restrict the number of grid 
points to be a power of 2 so that the FFT algorithm can be used most efficiently). Merkel 
measures the degree of departure from symmetry by the quantity a2 given by
Eff-i Ofy -  wgXH?, -  wij) (5.30)
where nx is the number of finite elements in the x direction in HERA. There is a linear 
dependence of o2 on n~4 in both the helical vacuum calculation of HERA and the toroidal 
vacuum calculation of ERATO.
The dependence of cr2 on the number of grid points for the SWV of PEST25 is shown 
in figure 5.9.
5.5 S tab ility  results using PE ST 25 and H E R A
The same HASE equilibrium was mapped to a file in METDSK format via HERA1 and 
MAP25 so that global stability could be tested using PEST25. Figure 5.12 compares 
the eigenvalues for fixed boundary stability obtained from HERA and PEST25. The 
eigenvalues from PEST25 shown here are converged eigenvalues by extrapolation to an
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Figure 5.9: Symmetry of the 6WV matrix vs NVACGR, the number of grid points on the 
plasma vacuum interface.
infinite number of finite element tent functions. There was no convergence test in the 9 
direction since it was considered 31 Fourier modes was sufficient to accurately represent 
the 9 dependence of the eigenfunctions.
HERA was used to calculate free boundary stability with the Green’s function method 
being used to calculate 6WV with REXT=10.0 . Free boundary stability was also calculated 
using PEST25 and extrapolating to an infinite number of tent function finite elements. 
The computational grid on the plasma vacuum interface used by PEST25 to calculate 
9WV had 64 points which was sufficient to give a vacuum potential energy matrix with a 
sufficient degree of symmetry. This symmetry is quantified in section 5.4 . The result of 
the comparison between the two codes for free boundary stability is shown in figure 5.13 .
Note the differences between the spectra for fixed and free boundary stability (fig­
ures 5.10 and 5.11) when using the usual normalisation of HERA and using HERA (after 
modification) with the PEST2 type normalisation. The position of the marginal points 
remain unaffected by the change in the normalisation as expected.
Notice the spurious eigenvalues on the stable side of the marginal axis in figure 5.10 
when the usual normalisation is used. HERA is solving for the eigenvalues using a constant
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Figure 5.10: Spectrum of the fixed and free boundary plasma using HERA with the usual 
KE normalisation. Notice the spurious eigenvalues on the stable side of the spectrum 
because of the continuum.
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Figure 5.11: Spectrum of the fixed boundary and free boundary plasma using HERA but 
with the PEST2 type KE normalisation
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the fixed boundary stability results from HERA and PEST25.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the free boundary stability results from HERA and PEST25.
density profile, so there is a continuum extending from the marginal axis in the positive 
72 half plane. This continuum makes it impossible to interpolate the marginal points 
from eigenvalues on both sides of the marginal axis. When HERA uses the PEST2 type 
normalisation (see figure 5.11) the continuum is displaced from the marginal axis, and the 
marginal points may then easily be interpolated.
Also note the cusp like feature at the maximum of the spectra in figure 5.11 at k = 
0.8. This is similar to the feature observed in the spectra for the analytic equilibrium in 
chapter 3. Unlike that cylindrical equilibrium which had a constant q profile, this helical 
equilibrium has a more realistic q profile. The profile is nonetheless still almost flat (as 
shown in figure 5.14) so that for a very small range of k values, 0.80 < k = hq < 0.809, 
there is at least one singular surface in the plasma where the wavenumber is perpendicular 
to the equilibrium magnetic field. When these singular surfaces are present inside the 
plasma, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the fixed and free boundary are almost the 
same when the PEST2 type normalisation is used, the plasma displacement being localised 
around the singular surfaces.
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Figure 5.14: The q profile of the helical equilibrium is almost flat (although magnified by 
this scale. For the small range of 0.80 < k =  hq < 0.809 there exists at least one singular 
surface in the plasma. When k =  0.8 one singular surface occurs at the magnetic axis and 
the stability is insensitive to the boundary condition at the plasma surface.
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5.6 Com parison of m arginal points
One important use for helical plasma stability programs is for the verification of three 
dimensional toroidal stellarator stability codes in their limit for large aspect ratios. One 
such verification is of the BETA 3D code using HERA (Betancourt, Herrnegger, Merkel, 
Nuhrenberg, Gruber and Troyon 1983). In this comparison, two classes of equilibria were 
used (both being straight helical l = 2 equilibria) for fixed boundary stability analysis. 
The first class was a sequence of equilibria with ß varying and the second was with 
the rotational transform l varying. In both classes, several eigenvalues extrapolated to 
zero mesh size were used to estimate marginal points using both codes. The comparison 
showed good agreement between the marginal points given by both codes for both classes 
of equilibria. For the first class, a critical ß of 10.5% was obtained using HERA and 
10.7% using BETA. For the second class, marginal points of lq = 0.37 and lq = 0.58 
were obtained using HERA and lq = 0.36 and lq = 0.575 were obtained using BETA. 
Such a comparison of marginal points requires the codes to be run many times. They 
must be run several times for each equilibrium using different mesh sizes to extrapolate 
an eigenvalue to zero mesh size. This process must be repeated several times before a 
line can be extrapolated/interpolated crossing the marginal axis. Furthermore, for these 
particular comparisons, a new equilibrium must be calculated for each new value of the 
parameter acting as the independent variable. I have avoided this recalculation of the 
equilibrium and mapping in the comparisons in this thesis by making the wave number 
the independent variable. This quantity is discrete when toroidal boundary conditions are 
applied to the straight helical plasma when approximating a stellarator in the large aspect 
ratio limit, but such a restriction is not necessary in the comparisons in this thesis, where 
no attempt is being made to describe these test cases as anything other than straight 
helical plasmas.
In this chapter I have successfully demonstrated agreement of PEST25 and HERA 
for both fixed and free boundary stability without calculating marginal points. In fact, 
this comparison is more rigorous, since some flaw in a stability code in the calculation 
of the kinetic energy would not affect the marginal points but would still give erroneous 
eigenvalues. This validation of PEST25 with HERA has been valuable because a successful 
attempt has been made to alter the HERA kinetic energy normalisation to that of PEST25 
and show agreement between the two for eigenvalues away from the marginal points. 
The direct comparison of the PEST25 eigenvalues with the analytic calculation for the
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cylindrical plasma in the previous chapter has also been useful since it highlights the cusp­
like feature in the spectrum when the PEST2 type KE normalisation is used. As far as I 
know, only one other direct test of actual eigenvalues of PEST2 has been made (Manickam, 
Grimm and Dewar, 1981) and this was in the cylindrical limit using a comparison with 
a numerical stability code. As stated earlier, the comparison with an analytic solution 
to the stability of the cylindrical plasma in the previous chapter has allowed a detailed 
examination of the behaviour of the eigenfunctions near the cusp of the spectrum.
Having said this, I will nonetheless demonstrate a comparison of marginal points. 
Indeed, the marginal points can be read off the spectra shown in figures 5.12 and 5.13, 
but for completeness I have tabulated a typical sequence of eigenvalues obtained from 
HERA for fixed boundary stability using the secant method to estimate the wave number 
where the eigenvalue crosses the marginal axis (see table 5.3). Each estimate in the 
secant method (a variation of Newton’s method) is obtained by using a straight line 
extrapolation/interpolation based on the previous two estimates. When the error is small, 
the error for the j th  iterate is given by
where a for the secant method is a = 3/2. This sequence converges rapidly, though not as 
rapidly as Newton’s method where a — 2. Equation 5.31 may be rearranged to get
Figure 5.15 shows the eigenvalue estimates of table 5.3 plotted according to equation 5.32 
to give a slope of In a — 0.4086 so that a = 1.5047.
Table 5.4 finally shows the estimates for the two marginal points for both fixed and 
free boundary stability for both codes.
Ej = (£j-l)a = (S j - 2 )a2 = (£o)aJ (5.31)
(5.32)
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iteration wave number eigenvalue error
0 0.86 -0.4532091 1.55e-2
1 0.87 -0.16917968 5.5547e-3
2 0.875956 1.254879e-2 4.013e-4
3 0.8755451 -3.01131175e0-4 9.6e-6
4 0.8755547 -5.11170778e-7 1.6e-8
Table 5.3: The first four iterates are converged eigenvalues calculated from HERA. To 
demonstrate the rapid rate of convergence, the remaining iterates are calculated from ap­
plying the secant method to a cubic fitted to the first four.
Fixed boundary Free boundary
eigenvalue PEST25 0.7519 0.8739 0.6922 0.9414
HERA 0.75157 0.8755 0.6953 0.9358
Abs error 3.3e-4 0.0016 0.0031 0.0056
error rel to k 0.04% 0.19% 0.45% 0.60%
rel to A k 0.28% 1.4% 1.3% 2.3%
Table 5.4: The marginal points calculated for the helical plasma equilibrium for fixed and 
free boundary stability, as shown in figures 5.12 and 5.13. The final row has the relative 
errors calculated by dividing the absolute error by the difference in the marginal points.
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Figure 5.15: The errors in the iterates using secant method are plotted on a scale to fit them 
on to a straight line. The slope of the line of best fit is In a = 0.4086 so that a = 1.5047. 
The open squares were calculated by applying the secant method to a cubic equation fitted 
to the first four eigenvalues obtained from HERA (as a means of demonstrating the rapid 
convergence of the secant method). The calculation of these points required quadruple 
precision (16 bytes).
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C hapter 6
C o n clu sio n
In the first chapter I briefly described the 2D MHD plasma stability programs, PEST and 
ERATO, used for calculating global stability of toroidal and straight helical plasmas.
Chapter two described the mathematical analysis in detail for the calculation of the 
0WV matrix for the helical vacuum of PEST25. This analysis follows that used by Merkel 
in the development of HERA, and by Barnes and Cary.
Chapter three looked at various aspects of the global stability of a cylindrical plasma 
with a flat current profile when the PEST2 type KE normalisation is used. The use of 
this functional simplifies the analysis to such an extent that many useful aspects of the 
plasma stability may be discussed in analytic terms. Most importantly, the perturbed 
pressure 6P takes the form of a Bessel function of fractional order, so that eigenfunctions 
and eigenvalues of the stability equation may be accurately calculated. This serves as a 
convenient test case for the PEST25 helical plasma stability program, in the next chapter.
In chapter four, the semi-analytic results of the constant current cylindrical plasma 
were compared with eigenvalues and eigensolutions obtained from PEST25. The com­
parison is in most cases very good. An error of about 11% is encountered in one of the 
eigenvalues close to a marginal point but this may be attributable to its small value, and 
to the peaking of the eigenfunction near the magnetic axis where the singular density used 
is approximated by a finite grid. In the last section, good agreement is also obtained when 
PEST25 uses a computational grid which is unequally spaced in the 6 direction. This 
is additional confirmation that the fixed boundary code and the newly installed vacuum 
subroutines are working correctly.
In chapter five, a direct comparison of eigenvalues is made between PEST25 and 
HERA. To do this, a small modification is made to HERA so that it uses the same KE
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normalisation as is used by PEST25. The straight helical equilibrium used was obtained 
from the HASE equilibrium code. Verification of PEST25 with a straight helical plasma 
of non-circular cross section is important since many quantities in the stability calculation 
become trivial in the straight cylindrical case. The eigenvalues obtained by the two codes 
agree very well for both the fixed boundary and free boundary cases as shown in figures 
5.3 and 5.4 . The procedure for mapping the HASE equilibrium to METDSK format for 
input to PEST25 is quite complicated and involved. Note that the HASE equilibrium 
undergoes two levels of interpolation (through HERA1 and then MAP25) to be finally 
written as a METDSK file. The direct comparison of the eigenvalues between these two 
codes has been quite successful despite this.
6.1 Further work
Generally, it would be desirable if a mapping program could be written which easily 
accepts equilibria in various formats so that PEST can be run from many equilibrium 
codes. This entails proper documentation, including a full description of all quantities 
input and output along with descriptions of units and scalings used. Such a program 
should have the facility to convert an equilibrium described as an array of ip values on a 
mesh to contours in ip (this task was done by HERAl in this thesis). As with other fields 
of computing, one cannot over-emphasize the need for good programming practice and 
documentation in computational physics, and attention to these details should be given 
credit if programs are to be put to maximal use.
Now that the vacuum subroutines have been installed in PEST25 and it has been 
thoroughly tested, it may be used to test analytic work on helical plasma stability. Specif­
ically, it may be used to test the expansions for helical plasma stability (Freidberg, 1971. 
Freidberg, 1972. Freidberg, Grossman and Haas, 1976) for the two orderings of the three 
parameters /3, e = ha (product of the helical pitch and the average plasma radius) and 6 
(the distance between the magnetic axis and the helical axis divided by the average plasma 
radius). The two orderings are the “old” scyllac ordering with 6 <C e < 1 (Rosenbluth 
et al, 1969) and the “new” scyllac ordering with e <C 6 < 1 (Weitzner, 1971). PEST25 
could be used to demonstrate the unstable k =  0, m = 1 mode and its dependence on /, 
the helical symmetry class of the equilibrium. In particular, the mildly unstable mode for 
/ = 1 could be contrasted with the strongly unstable modes for / = 2 and 1 = 3. The work 
of Barnes and Cary (1984) which allows for arbitrary € may be verified using PEST25.
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Their conclusion based on numerical calculations for a sharp boundary equilibrium were 
that the long wavelength unstable modes in the l =  2 and l = 3 straight heliac may be 
stabilised by a net axial current. PEST25 can test this stabilisation in the case of more 
realistic pressure profiles.
While the 2D plasma global stability codes axe useful for the toroidal tokamak plasmas, 
they are limited in their usefulness in describing the stability of stellarator plasmas. For 
the serious study and design of stellarators, newer three dimensional codes such as BETA 
(Bauer et al, 1984) and VMEC (Hirshman et al, 1986) are becoming widely used on the 
most modern and powerful super computers. The performance of such three dimensional 
codes may be tested by comparisons in the straight helical limit with the two dimensional 
codes (Hermegger, Merkel and Johnson, 1986). Such a task is easily stated but difficult 
to do. It will require a massive effort and utilisation of resources to ensure and maintain 
the easy compatibility of all the various equilibrium and stability codes.
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Appendix A
C o n v erg en ce  a c c e le ra tio n  o f th e  
G re e n ’s fu n c tio n  series
The rate of convergence of the Green’s function integral sum was further improved using 
the epsilon algorithm as outlined by MacDonald (MacDonald 1964, Brezinski 1978). A 
table of Pade approximants is constructed as shown in table A.l, and the entry which 
differs the least from its nearest neighbours is chosen as the best approximant to the sum. 
The first column, = 0 and the second column = Sm where Sm is the partial sum 
to m  terms. The rest of the table is then filled in using the recursive rule
_  <r(m + 1) I
e s + 1  —  1 "T
€(m + l)  _  c (m) - 1 (A.l)
Only the even columns contain the approximants. Odd columns will contain numbers 
which become very large as the successive approximations become closer. If two neigh­
bouring entries are equal in a column then the table construction is terminated to prevent
Table A.l: The epsilon table, = 0 and = Sm. The Pade approximants in the 
even columns may be calculated recursively.
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0.5
0.625 0.6875
0.666666666 0.691666 0.692982456140
0.682291666 0.692708333
0.688541666
Table A.2: Summation of the series Ylm=i m2™ = The first five terms give a result 
accurate to 0.7% and the final column is accurate to 0.02%. Only the even columns in the 
table are shown.
a divide by zero error. The table will give an exact result in the second column when 
summing a geometric series. Direct summation of a geometric series where the common 
ratio \z\ «  1 and is complex, converges slowly because terms rotate in the complex plane. 
This is particularly true when arg(z) is small. Slow convergence of the helical Green’s 
function integral summation occurs for similar reasons when the source point and field 
point are close together.
The epsilon method will be demonstrated on the following series:
Equation A.3 may be obtained by integrating A.2 and adding a constant of integration. 
Tables A.2 and A.3 show the even columns of the epsilon tables for the two series, with
(A.2)
(A.3)
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0.25
0.291666 0.30555
0.30208333 0.306547619 0.306818181
0.305208333
0.30625
0.3067708333
Table A.3: Summation of the series Ylm=i m(m+Tj 2 »^ = 1 + ln(0.5). The first five terms 
give a result accurate to 0.2% and the final column is accurate to 0.01%. Only the even 
columns in the table are shown.
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A ppend ix  B
M H D  equations in cylindrical 
geom etry  using PE ST 2  
norm alisation
The notation used here will be the same as that used by Gruber and Rappaz in their 
description of the MHD equations applied to cylindrical geometry (Gruber and Rappaz, 
1985). The equilibrium equation is
dp ^  B e d(rBp) ß  dBz 
dr r dr z dr
where p = p(r) is the plasma pressure and B = B (r) = (0, Be(r), B z(r)) is the equilibrium
magnetic field.
The stability of the equilibrium can be investigated by talcing a small pressure per­
turbation, Sp and magnetic field perturbation, <$B. The perturbed total pressure 6P is 
defined as
SP = Sp + B.£B = Sp 4- B qSBo -f BZSBZ (B.2)
Note that the equilibrium quantities are invariant in the 9 and z directions so the 
stability equations will be one dimensional. Fourier-analysis in the 9 and z directions and 
in time gives a complex exponential dependence for the plasma displacement, £ and the 
perturbed total pressure SP of exp (im9 -f ikz -f tut) . A positive value for u 2 gives an os­
cillatory mode while a negative value gives an exponentially growing plasma displacement 
(until the linearity assumption breaks down).
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The seven linearized equations of Gruber and Rappaz are repeated here, but with the 
mass density p(r) replaced by a diagonal tensor density p(r) where two of the diagonal 
components pe and pz will be taken to be identically zero in this analysis. The seven 
equations are;
-  prUl2Zr -  iFSBr + SP' + —  SBg = 0 (B.3)
r
-  pgu2(g -  iFSBg + —-  ^ - ^ - 6 B r = 0 (B.4)
r r
-  pzu 2Zz -  iFSBz + ikSP -  B 'J B r = 0 (B.5)
OR2
SP -  iF ((eB 9 + £ZBZ)----- l ( r + (B$ + B 2 + 7 = 0 (B.6)
r
SBr -  iF(r = 0 (B.7)
+  +  = 0 (B.8)
SBZ -  iF (z + B'Z + B zV . i  = 0 (B.9)
where
F — k.B = —B q - f  kB 2 r
(B.10)
and
V.£ = - ( r f r )' + — £e + ik£z
T T
Setting pe =  0 and using B.3 and B.4 to eliminate 6Be gives
(B .ll)
pTu 2 -  F 2 + + 2 ( - V I  t r = S P '  + ‘^ 1.2 rp2 , 2 B e B g
T ~  T ‘ V r ) f ' r _ "  T " r  F t
Setting pg = 0 and substituting equation B.8 into equation B.4 gives
(B.12)
-  F 2t;g -  iFBgV. t  =  — SP -  —r t
and setting pz = 0 and substituting equation B.9 into equation B.5 gives
(B.13)
-  F 2{2 -  iFB .'V .t = (B.14)
Combining equations B.13 and B.14 to eliminate (g and gives
F 2
— (r(rYr
2 FmBe
j.2 ( r ~ ( k 2 + ^ ) 6 P (B.15)
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Equations B.12 and B.15 are two coupled first order differentiell equations in 6P and
AS(r£r)' = C irf , -  rC2SP (B.16)
AS{SP)'  =  i c 3r£r -  CtSP
T
(B.17)
where
A = - F 2 
S = —7
Cx = - 2- ^ F S
(B.18)
(B.19)
(B.20)
C2 = - (* 2 + ^ ) S (B.21)
C3 = AS { Pru 2 -  F2
2 B eF \ 2
r
(B.22)
The two first order differential equations may be combined to eliminate one of the
two variables £r and 6P and give a second order DE in the other variable. Here, we use 
the second order DE for 8P since this equation reduces to a Bessel equation when an 
equilibrium with constant current profile is used. The DE for 6P is:
It can be shown that V.£ = 0 by substituting equations B.13 and B.14 into equation 
B.16 . This is as should be expected from the PEST2 normalisation. Note that the 
displacement variable used by PEST2 is which differs from the radial displacement
variable used here by the factor |V ^| so this factor must be absorbed into the radial 
dependence of pr(r) .
(B.23)
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A ppendix C
Z eros o f th e  Jv B essel fu n c tio n  as
V  — > oo
The Bessel function
1 d f  d P \  I ,  i/! 1 „
r dr V  drj + ( J ~ °
can be written in a different form by changing to the variable u = y/rP
(C.l)
d?  U f V 2 -  i  1
dr2 + I 1 ~  r  = °
(C.2)
which can be compared to the differential equation
u" +  const x m =  0 (C.3)
which has oscillatory solutions when the constant is positive and exponential solutions 
when it is negative. We can see that if v is very large, u will be very strongly exponential 
when r < v and very strongly oscillatory when r > v.
In the limit as v —► oo, the first zero of the solution to C.l occurs at (Watson, 1966)
r = v -f Aj/3 (C.4)
where
A > 0
At this first zero, the factor in front of u in equation C.2 becomes
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2 A i/ 3  1/ 3 - )-  1 2A
— ■   —  . ■ ^  ■■■  ^
v + A1 / 3  ) 2  i / 3
Also, it increases monotonically with r. Comparison of equation C.2 with equation C.3 
and setting the constant in equation C.3 to C.5, we find that the difference between the 
first and second zero of the Bessel function for large v is given by the inequality
Ar < 7T (C.6)
Rescaling the independent variable of the Bessel function r so that the first zero falls 
at x =  ^ = 1, we can see that the second zero, bounded by equation C.6 will also tend to 
x = 1. The same applies to all subsequent zeros in the large order limit.
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A ppend ix  D
M odifications to HERA
The following are excerpts from the listing of all the subroutines in HERA1 and HERA3 
which were modified by the inclusion of a switch, the integer input variable NPESTF. 
Setting this variable to NPESTF=0 allows the code to run in its unmodified form. The 
variable can take two other values, NPESTF=1 when using HERA1 to map an equilibrium 
to METDSK format, and NPESTF=2 when doing a stability analysis using PEST2 type 
KE normalisation.
If NPESTF=1 then HERA1 calculates contours of equal spacing in s =
(under normal operation, when NPESTF=0, the grid is displaced half a grid point). The 
setting of the switch to NPESTF=1 will cause the equilibrium profiles and stability calcu­
lations to be incorrect, so when mapping to the PEST25 stability, HERA1 should be run 
twice. The first time with NPESTF=1 so the properly spaced contours can be written 
to unit 21, and the second time with NPESTF=0 so that the surface quantities to be 
calculated for MAP25 are calculated properly. After running HERA1 with NPESTF=1, 
the file connected to unit 21 will contain the contours of equal s. These contours are used 
by another program to create an EQDSK file for MAP25, but they may also be plotted, 
since they are stored as plotting commands. Under normal operation, HERA does not 
write to unit 21 (ie unit 21 is only used when NPESTF=1).
SUBROUTINE MESH(K)
C 1.2.3 SET UP PSI-CHI MESH
00100000
00120000
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NAMELIST /NPEST/NPESTF 00780000
COMMON /PESTC/NPESTF 00790000
C---- ADJUSTMENT TO CS AND INCLUSION OF NPEST NAMELIST FOR MAPPING-- 02410000
C---- TO PEST25 STABILITY CODE DONE ON APRIL 1988 BY G J COOPER ---- 02420000
READ(5 ,NPEST) 02430000
IF(NPESTF.EQ.1)THEN 02440000
WRITE(6,*)'WARNING..NPESTF=1 CS ARRAY ADJUSTED FOR MAPPING'02450000
WRITE(6,*)'TO MAP25 AND PEST25. OUTPUT FILES UNSUITABLE FOR '02460000
WRITE(6,*)'THE ERAT02 .. ERATOS STABILITY CODE .' 02470000
DO 1000,1=1,NPSI 02480000
1000 CS(I)=CS(I)+0.5/FL0AT(NPSI) 02490000
ENDIF 02500000
C-----------------------------------------------------------  02510000
RETURN 02520000
END 03260000
SUBROUTINE INTFAC (CPSEQ,NDIM,KPSI) 03480000
C-----FOR MAPPING TO P E S T --------------------------- 04620000
COMMON /PESTC/NPESTF 04630000
IF(NPESTF.EQ.1)WRITE(21,*)' POINT ',ZR,ZZ 08750000
IF(NPESTF.EQ.1)WRITE(21,*)’ VECTOR ',ZR,ZZ 08760000
RETURN 09390000
END 09400000
If NPESTF=2 then the KE functional used in HERA3 will be modified so that it is the 
same as that used by PEST25. The eigenvalue from the eigenvalue solver of HERA4, and 
the Rayleigh quotient calculated as a check of accuracy, may be compared with eigenvalues 
from PEST25. The definition of ^ in the two codes are different since
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i>HERA =  h2lj}pEST2S
so one must remember to multiply the eigenvalues of HERA4 by h2 before comparing since 
this factor has not been taken into account in the modification.
C MAINPROGRAM FOR ERATO(3) 09540000
NAMELIST /NPEST/NPESTF 10170000
COMMON /PESTC/NPESTF 10180000
READ(S.NPEST) 10190000
IF(NPESTF.EQ.2)THEN 10200000
WRITE(6,*)»FLAG NPESTF=»,NPESTF 10210000
WRITER,*)’ PEST TYPE NORMALISATION WILL BE USED___' 10220000
END IF 10230000
CALL NULCO 10240000
WRITE (N0UT.201) (LABX(I),1=1,24) 10250000
WRITE (N0UT.202) 10260000
CALL AANDB 10270000
STOP 10280000
FORMAT (101X.8A1,4X,8A1,4X,8A1) 10290000
FORMAT (/////, 15X, *» » > » »  E R A T O  3 , (S) < « « « « \ / / ) 10300000
END 10310000
SUBROUTINE NULC0 10400000
COMMON /PESTC/NPESTF 12000000
ZRHO = EQ( 7 ,KL) 12010000
ZBT = EQ( 9 ,KL) 12020000
ZC = CST 12030000
zq = Eq(ll.KL) 12040000
ZBP = Eq(12,KL) 12050000
ZBETC = Eq(13,KL) 12060000
ZR2 = Eq(14,KL) 12070000
ZJAC = Eq(19,KL) 12080000
1.2 BASIS FUNCTIONS 12090000
ZX = Eq(5,KL) 12100000
ZY = Eq(6,KL) 12110000
ZDX= Eq(3,KL)-Eq(l,KL) 12120000
ZDY= Eq(4,KL)-Eq(2,KL) 12130000
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CL 1.3 EQUILIBRIUM AMD BASIS FUNCTION 12140000
ZXX = ZRHO*ZBP*ZJAC/(ZX*QIAXE) 12150000
ZYY = ZRH0*ZBT**2*ZR2**2/(4.0*ZJAC*ZX*CPSRF) 12160000
ZMIX= ZRH0*ZR2**3*qiAXE/(ZBP*ZX*ZJAC) 12170000
ZMIX= ZMIX*ZX**2/4.0 12180000
C-------------- PEST25 NORMALISATION------------------  12190000
IF(NPESTF.EQ.2)THEN 12200000
ZYY=0.0 12210000
ZMIX=0.0 12220000
ZXX=ZXX* ZX**2*ZR2*CPSRF/ZBP*QIAXE 12230000
ENDIF 12240000
RETURN 13020000
END 13030000
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Appendix E
H elical vacuum  subroutines for 
P E ST 25
c********************************************************* 
c********************************************************* 
C*************** HELICAL VACUUM SUBROUTINES *************
C*********************************************************
C NOTE THAT COMMENTS BEGGINING WITH C$ HAVE REFERENCES 
C TO THE THESIS EQUATIONS.
SUBROUTINE HELVAC(IS)
♦INCLUDE PSTC25 
♦INCLUDE L21C0M 
♦INCLUDE L34C0M 
♦INCLUDE L22C0M 
♦INCLUDE MTRIK1
PARAMETER (LUBUG=1,IBUG=1)
PARAMETER (PI=3.141592653,AT0L=1.OE-7)
PARAMETER (N2P0WM=128 ,N4P0WM=N2P0WM^2,LWRK=3+N2P0WM)
PARAMETER (N2PM02=N2P0WM/2)
COMPLEX ZGSUM,ZNSUM,ZNSUM1,ZGSING,ZNSIG,ZN1SIG 
COMPLEX ZTMP1,ZTMP2,ZSUM 
DIMENSION TEMP(30)
DIMENSION RARR(133),ZETA(133)
DIMENSION RD0T(133),ZETAD(133)
DIMENSION R2D0T(133),ZETADD(133)
DIMENSION DELTAA(133)
COMPLEX ZGMAT(N2P0WM,N2P0WM),ZNMAT(N2P0WM,N2P0WM)
DIMENSION AAMAT(N2P0WM,N2P0WM) ,BMAT(N2P0WM,N2P0WM)
DIMENSION AAWORK(N2P0WM,N2P0WM)
DIMENSION W0RK1(N2P0WM),W0RK2(N2P0WM),W0RK3(N2P0WM)
C THESE NEXT TWO EQUIVALENCE STATMENTS USED TO CUT DOWN USED SPACE 
EQUIVALENCE (AAWORK,X)
EQUIVALENCE (AAMAT ,Y)
DIMENSION ND(2).WORK(LWRK),X(N4P0WM),Y(N4P0WM)
CHARACTER+79 LINE
C DEBUG BLOCK ********************♦*****♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
IF(IS.NE.1)THEN 
JMAX=LMAX(MP)-LMIN(MP)+1
00010000
00020000
00030000
00040000
00050023
00060023
00070000
00080000
00090000
00100000
00110000
00120000
00130023
00140022
00150000
00160000
00170000
00180000
00190000
00200000
00210000
00220000
00230062
00240000
00250000
00260000
00270000
00280022
00290000
00300000
00310000
C0320005
00330022
00340000
00350000
00360000
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JT0T1=IP0L*JSUB(M)+1
JT0T2=JTQT1
WRITE(6,*)' IBAS=',IBAS,' JT0T1,JT0T2=',JTOT1,JT0T2 
DO 661,1=1,NPNTS
WRITE(6,*)' AMAT (KE MATRIX). ROW »,1,1 * * * * * * * * * *
DO 661,J=I,NPNTS
JM1=JT0T1+IBAS*(I-1)
JM2=JT0T2+IBAS*(J-1)
WRITE(6,*)AMAT(JM1,JM2)
661 CONTINUE
EHDIF
C END DEBUG BLOCK *****************************************
C**********************************************************
IF(IS.NE.1)RETURH 
CALL CLOCK(ISEC)
WRITE(6, *) '------------------------------------'
WRITE(6,*)'START OF VACUUM MATRIX CALCULATION.'
WRITE(6,*)' JUST ENTERED SUBROUTINE HELVAC. CPU TIME=',ISEC 
IF(LUBUG.NE.6)
. OPEN(LUBUG,FILE='GJC105.TEMPI.DATA',STATUS='OLD')
WRITE(6,*)' ATOL=',ATOL 
NSKIP=32
IF(NVACGR.EQ. 8)NSKIP=16 
IF(NVACGR.EQ.16)NSKIP=8 
IF(NVACGR.EQ.32)NSKIP=4 
IF(NVACGR.EQ.64)NSKIP=2 
IF(NVACGR.EQ.128)NSKIP=1 
IF(NVACGR.LT.LMAX(1)-LMIN(1)+1)THEN
WRITE(6,*)'ERROR IN HELVAC.NOT ENOUGH BOUNDARY GRID POINTS' 
WRITE(6,*)' NVACGR='.NVACGR
WRITE(6,*)' NUMBER OF FOURIER MODES=',LMAX(1)-LMIN(1)+1 
ENDIF
WRITE(6,*)' LENGTH OF METDSK=',NLEN
CALL ZRD(IOMODE,TEMP(1),30*2,1*2,LGIVUP,4500)
H=TEMP(28)/TEMP(27)
AK=-N*H *TEMP(27)
WRITE(6,*)' AK,H=',AK,H 
C NAL SHOULD BE 1 IN PRESENT VERSION.
C NPZ=0 OR 1.0 FOR Z PLANE,1 FOR PHI PLANE.
NAL=IFIX(TEMP(27)+0.1)
AL=TEMP(27)
WRITE(6,*)' NAL=',NAL 
NPZ=IFIX(TEMP(30)+0.1)
WRITE(6,*)' NPZ FROM METDSK IS ',NPZ
LENGTH=NTHS*NSF
LSM=100+24*NSF
DELTHE=2.0*PI*FL0AT(NSKIP)/FL0AT(MTH)
C***************************************************************
C***************************************************************
C READ IN POINTS ON PLASMA SURFACE 
WRITE(6,*)' LENGTH='.LENGTH,
. 'NOSURF='.NOSURF,' MTH=’,MTH,' MTH2=',MTH2,' NADRES='.NADRES 
NPNTS=0
IF(IBUG .EQ.1)WRITE(LUBUG,*)'I,RARR(NPNTS),ZETA(NPNTS)'
DO 110 1=1,MTH,NSKIP
00370000
00380000
00390000
00400000
00410000
00420000
00430000
00440000
00450000
00460000
00470000
00480000
00490022
00500022
00510000
00520000
00530000
00540000
00550000
00560000
00570000
00580000
00590000
00600000
00610000
00620000
00630000
00640000
00650000
00660000
00670000
00680000
00690000
00700000
00710022
00720000
00730000
00740000
007500C0
00760000
00770000
00780000
00790000
00800000
00810000
00820000
00830000
00840000
00850000
00860034
00870022
00880000
00890000
00900000
00910000
00920023
00930000
116
NPNTS=NPNTS+1 00940000
RARR(NPNTS)=SQRT(XINF(I)**2+ZINF(I)**2) 00950000
ZETA(NPNTS)=ACOS(XINF(I)/RARR(NPNTS) ) 00960000
IF(ZINF(I).LT.O.O)ZETA(NPNTS)=-ZETA(NPNTS) 00970000
IF(IBUG .E Q .1)WRITE(LUBUG,*) NPNTS,RARR(NPNTS),ZETA(NPNTS) 00980023
110 CONTINUE 00990000
c*************************************************************** 01000000
01010045
01020034
£*************************************************************** 01030022
c CALCULATE RDOT,ZETAD ON THE BOUNDARY. 01040000
IF(IBUG .EQ.l) WRITE (LUBUG,*) *I,RDOT(I) ,ZETAD(I) 1 01050023
WRITE(6 ,*) *1,RDOT(I),ZETAD(I) * 01060001
DO 115,1=1,NPNTS 01070000
IT1=I-1 01080000
IT2=I+1 01090000
IT3=I+2 01100000
IF(IT1.E Q .0)IT1=NPNTS 01110000
IF(IT2.E Q .NPNTS+1)IT2=1 01120000
IF(IT3.E Q .NPNTS+1)IT3=1 01130000
IF(IT3.E Q .NPNTS+2)IT3=2 01140000
RO=RARR(I ) 01150000
PHIO=ZETA(I ) 01160000
R3=RARR(IT3) 01170000
PHI3=ZETA(IT3) 01180000
R2=RARR(IT2) 01190000
PHI2=ZETA(IT2) 01200000
R1=RARR(IT1) 01210000
PHI1=ZETA(IT1) 01220000
C TAKE CARE OF DISCONTINUITY IN PHI WHEN TAKING ITS DERIVATIVE! 01230000
IF(ABS(PHIO).GT.PI/2.0)THEN 01240000
IF(PHIO.LT.0.0)PHI0=PHI0+2.0*PI 01250000
IF(PHI1.LT.0.0)PHIl=PHIl+2.0*PI 01260000
IF(PHI2.LT.0.0)PHI2=PHI2+2.0*PI 01270000
IF(PHI3.LT.0.0)PHI3=PHI3+2.0*PI 01280000
END IF 01290000
RDOT(I)=(R2-R1)/DELTHE/2.0 01300000
ZETAD(I)=(PHI2-PHI1)/DELTHE/2.0 01310000
IF(IBUG .E Q .1)WRITE(LUBUG,*)I,RDOT(I),ZETAD(I) 01320023
WRITE(6,*)I ,RDOT(I) ,ZETAD(I) 01330001
CALL CUBIC(R1,R0,R2,R3, 01340000
. -DELTHE,0.0,DELTHE,2.0*DELTHE, 0.0,ANS,RDOT(I) ) 01350000
CALL CUBIC(PHI1 ,PHIO,PHI2,PHI3, 01360000
. -DELTHE,0.0,DELTHE,2.O+DELTHE, 0.0,ANS,ZETAD(I) ) 01370000
WRITE(6,*)I,RDOT(I).ZETAD(I) 01380001
115 CONTINUE 01390000
c***************************************************************** 01400000
01410034
c***************************************************************** 01420022
c CALCULATE R2D0T.ZETADD ON THE BOUNDARY. 01430000
IF(IBUG .EQ.l) WRITE (LUBUG,»(»» I R2D0T ZETADD " ) ’) 01440023
DO 116,1=1,NPNTS 01450000
IT1=I-1 01460000
IT2=I+1 01470000
IT3=I+2 01480000
IF(IT1.E Q .0)IT1=NPNTS 01490000
IF(IT2.E Q .NPNTS+1)IT2=1 01500000
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IF(IT3.Eq.NPNTS+1)IT3=1 
IF(IT3.EQ.NPNTS+2)IT3=2 
R2=RD0T(IT2)
PHI2=ZETAD(IT2)
R1=RDQT(IT1)
PHI1=ZETAD(IT1)
R2D0T(I)=(R2-R1)/DELTHE/2.0
ZETADD(I)=(PHI2-PHI1)/DELTHE/2.0
IF(IBUG .EQ.1)WRITE(LUBUG,*)I,R2D0T(I).ZETADD(I)
C WRITE(6,*)I,R2D0T(I).ZETADD(I)
CALL CUBIC(RDOT(ITl),RDOT(I),RDOT(IT2),RD0T(IT3),
. -DELTHE,0.0,DELTHE,2.0*DELTHE, 0.0,AHS,R2DQT(I) )
CALL CUBIC(ZETAD(IT1),ZETAD(I),ZETAD(IT2),ZETAD(IT3),
. -DELTHE,0.0,DELTHE,2.0*DELTHE, 0.0,AHS,ZETADD(I) )
C WRITE(6,*)I,R2D0T(I),ZETADD(I)
116 CONTINUE
C***************************************************************** 
C*****************************************************************
C SET UP BESSELS IH COMMON BLOCK USED BY HGREEN.
C MAXBES MUST BE EVEN AND <=100. USE MAXBES<100 IF BESSEL FUNCTION
C EVALUATIONS FAIL (OVERFLOW ETC).
CALL SETBES(RARR,ZETA,RDOT,ZETAD,NPNTS,AK,H ,MAXBES)
VRITE(6,*V TEMPORARY TEST. ENTER I,J FOR POINT *
CCC READ(5,*)I,J
1=3 
J=7
CALL HGREEN(ATOL,I ,J ,ZGSUM,ZNSUM,ZNSUM1,0,
ZGSING,ZNSIG,ZN1SIG)
WRITE(6,*)* FROM HGREEN, POINT >,1,3 
WRITE(6,*)* ZGSUM=',ZGSUM 
WRITE(6,*)* ZNSUM=',ZNSUM 
WRITE(6,*)* ZNSUM1='.ZNSUM1
CALL HGREEN(ATOL,J ,1 .ZGSUM,ZNSUM,ZNSUM1,0,
ZGSING,ZNSIG.ZN1SIG)
WRITE(6,*)» FROM HGREEN, POINT \J,I 
WRITE(6,*)* ZGSUM=\ ZGSUM 
WRITE(6,*)» ZNSUM=»,ZNSUM 
WRITE(6,*)* ZNSUM1=’.ZNSUM1 
CCC PAUSE
C****************************************************************
c****************************************************************
C SET UP THE ARRAYS OF HELICAL GREENS FUNCTIONS AND NORMAL DERIVS. 
WRITE(6,’(’* BEFORE DOUBLE LOOP,,)>)
DO 120 11=1,NPNTS-1 
CALL CLOCK(ISEC)
WRITEC6,*)» INDEX=* ,11, * CPU(SEC) = \ISEC 
DO 120 JJ=II+1,NPNTS
C$ SETUP OFF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS. THESIS EQUATION (2.58),(2.59)
CALL HGREEN(ATOL,JJ,II .ZGSUM,ZNSUM,ZNSUM1,0,
ZGSING,ZNSIG.ZN1SIG)
IF(JJ.EQ.II+1)THEN
C$ REGULAR PART OF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS. THESIS EQUATION (2.93)
C$ (2.117)
ZGMAT(II,II)=REAL(ZGSUM-ZGSING)/2.0 /(4.0*PI*PI)
ZNMAT(II,II)=(ZNSUM+ZNSUM1-ZNSIG-ZN1SIG)/4.0 /(4.0*PI*PI)
01510000
01520000
01530000
01540000
01550000
01560000
01570000
01580000
01590023
01600000
01610000
01620000
01630000
01640000
01650000
01660000
01670000
01680034
01690022
01700000
01710000
01720000
01730000
01740000
01750000
01760000
01770000
01780000
01790000
01800000
01810000
01820000
01830000
01840000
01850000
01860000
01870000
01880000
01890000
01900000
01910000
01920034
01930022
01940000
01950000
01960000
01970000
01980000
01990000
02000022
02010000
02020000
02030000
02040022
02050022
02060000
02070000
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ENDIF
IF((JJ.EQ.NPNTS).AND.(II.EQ.1))THEN 
C TREATING EHD POINTS OF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS.
ZGMAT(JJ,JJ)=REAL(ZGSUM-ZGSING)/2.0 /(4.0*PI*PI) 
ZNMAT(JJ,JJ)=(ZNSUM+ZNSUMl-ZNSIG-ZNlSIG)/4.0 /(4.0*PI*PI) 
ENDIF
ZGMAT(JJ,II)=ZGSUM/(4.0*PI*PI)
ZNMAT(JJ,II)=ZNSUM/(4.0*PI*PI)
ZGMATCII,JJ)=CONJG(ZGMAT(JJ,II))
ZNMAT(II,JJ)-ZNSUM1/(4.0*PI*PI)
120 CONTINUE
C STILL TREATING THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS.
ZTMP1=ZGMAT(NPNTS,NPNTS)
ZTMP2=ZNMATC NPNTS,NPNTS)
DO 121,I=NPNTS,2,-1
ZGMAT(1,1)=ZGMAT(1,1)+ZGMAT(I-1,I”1)
ZNMATCI,I)=ZNMAT(I,I)+ZNMAT(I-1,1-1)
121 CONTINUE
ZGMAT(1,1)=ZGMAT(1,1)+ZTMP1 
ZNMAT(1,1)=ZNMAT(1,1)+ZTMP2
CALL ZYMTST(ZGMAT,NPNTS,N2P0WM,N2P0WM,SIGMA2)
WRITE(6,*)»SYMMETRY TEST OF ZGMAT,AFTER HGREEN:SIGMA2=',SIGMA2 
CALL ZYMTST(ZNMAT,NPNTS,N2P0WM,N2P0WM,SIGMA2)
WRITE(6,*)'SYMMETRY TEST OF ZNMAT,AFTER HGREEN:SIGMA2= *,SIGMA2 
WRITE(6,*)* NOTE THAT ZNMAT NEED NOT BE SYMMETRIC.'
C*********************************************************** 
C***********************************************************
IF(1 .EQ.DTHEN
WRITE(LUBUG,*)' THIS IS ZGMAT'
DO 240 1=1,NPNTS
WRITE (LUBUG,*) '-------ROW *,I,'-------------'
240 WRITE(LUBUG,225)(ZGMAT(I,J),J=1,NPNTS)
ENDIF
225 F0RMAT(3(1X,'(',F11.6,',',F11.6,')'))
IF(1 .EQ.DTHEN
WRITE(LUBUG,*)' THIS IS ZNMAT’
DO 250 1=1,NPNTS
WRITE (LUBUG,*) ’-------ROW ’,1,' -------------'
WRITE(LUBUG,225)(ZNMAT(I,J),J=1,NPNTS)
250 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C****************************************************************
C SUBTRACT THE SINGULAR TYPE FUNCTIONS FROM THE MATRIXES 
DO 125,1=1,NPNTS
TDASH=1.0/SQRTd. 0+(H*RARR(I) ) **2)
DO 125,J=l,NPNTS 
IF(I.NE.J)THEN
TTMP=TDASH*AL0G(ABS(SIN(FL0AT(I-J)*DELTHE/2.0))) 
C$ THESIS EQUATION (2.116)
ZNMAT(J,I)=ZNMAT( J, I) -
TTMP*(TDASH*H*RARR(I))**2*ZETAD(I)/(4.0*PI*PI)
C$ THESIS EQUATION (2.91)
ZGMAT(J,I)=ZGMAT(J,I)+2.0*TTMP/(4.0*PI*PI)
ENDIF
02080000
02090000
02100022
02110000
02120000
02130000
02140039
02150039
02160039
02170039
02180000
02190022
02200000
02210000
02220000
02230000
02240000
02250000
02260000
02270000
02280000
02290000
02300000
02310000
02320000
02330000
02340034
02350022
02360000
02370000
02380000
02390000
02400000
02410000
02420000
02430000
02440000
02450000
02460000
02470000
02480000
02490000
02500000
02510034
02520022
02530000
02540000
02550000
02560000
02570000
02580000
02590022
02600000
02610000
02620022
02630000
02640000
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125 CONTINUE
C**************************************************************
C**************************************************************
C NOW DO DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF ZNMAT AND ZGMAT.
DO 135,11=1,NPNTS 
RO=RARR(II)
C$ A2 IS GIVEN BY THESIS EQUATION (2.86)
A2=(l.0+H*H*R0*R0)*RD0T(II)**2+(ZETAD(II)*R0)**2 
TDASH=1.O/SQRTC1.0+H*H*R0*R0)
TMPLOG=ALOG(4.0*A2/R0/R0)
C$ ZGSUM IS GIVEN BY THESIS EQUATION (2.92)
ZGSUM=-TDASH*TMPLOG
C$ ZNSUM IS GIVEN BY THESIS EQUATION (2.117)
ZNSUM=TDASH/2.0*(H*RO*TDASH)**2*ZETAD(II)*TMPLOG 
+ TDASH/A2*( -RD0T(II)**2*ZETAD(II) + R0*(1.0+H*H*R0*R0)* 
(-RD0T(II)*ZETADD(II)+R2D0T(II)*ZETAD(II) ) ) 
+TDASH*CMPLX(0.0,2.0)*AK*H*RO*RDOT(II)
C . +TDASH*CMPLX(0.0,2.0)*AK*H*RO*RDOT(II)
ZGMAT(II,II)=ZGMAT(II,II)+ZGSUM/(4.0*PI*PI)
ZNMAT(II,II)=ZNMAT(II,II)+ZNSUM/(4.0*PI*PI)
135 CONTINUE
C******************************************************************
C******** THIS PUT IN ON 9/8/89 TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS ********* 
CC CALL ZTRANS(ZGMAT,N2P0WM,NPNTS)
CC CALL ZTRANS(ZNMAT,N2P0WM,NPNTS)
O ***********************************************************
c****************************************************************** 
C NOW TO DO 2D FFT ON ZGMAT USING NAG LIBRARY 
ND(1)=NPNTS 
ND(2)=NPNTS 
C 11=0
WRITE(6,*)* NPNTS=>.NPNTS 
DO 150,1=1,NPNTS 
DO 150,J=l,NPNTS 
II=I+(J-1)*NPNTS 
C 11=11+1
X(II) = REAL(ZGMAT(I,J))
Y(II) = AIMAG(ZGMAT(I,J))
150 CONTINUE 
IFAIL=0 
LW0RK=3*NPNTS 
NDD=ND(1)*ND(2)
WRITE(6,*)* BEFORE NAG CALL TO C06FJF *
CALL STUB1 (2,ND,NDD,X ,Y ,WORK,LWORK,IFAIL)
CSTUB CALL C06FJF(2,ND,NDD,X,Y,WORK,LWORK,IFAIL)
WRITE(6,*) * AFTER NAG 2D FFT. IFAIL=\IFAIL 
LMINI=LMIN(1)
DO 160,1=1,NPNTS 
DO 160,J=l,NPNTS 
L=I-1+LMINI 
Ll=-(J-l+LMINI)
165 IF(L.LT.O)L=L+NPNTS
IF(L.GE.NPNTS)L=L-NPNTS
IF(L1.LT.0)L1=L1+NPNTS
02650000
02660000
02670034
02680022
02690000
02700000
02710000
02720022
02730000
02740000
02750000
02760022
02770000
02780022
02790000
02800000
02810000
02820000
02830000
02840000
02850000
02860000
02870000
02880034
02890034
02900035
02910035
02920034
02930034
02940022
02950000
02960000
02970000
02980016
02990000
03000000
03010000
03020016
03030016
03040013
03050037
03060000
03070000
03080000
03090000
03100000
03110032
03120032
03130000
03140000
03150000
03160000
03170000
03180000
03190000
03200000
03210000
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IFCL1.GE.HPNTS)L1=L1-NPNTS 
IF(CL.LT.O).OR.(L.GE.NPNTS).OR.
(Ll.LT.O).OR.(LI.GE.NPNTS))GOTO 165 
II=(L+1)+L1*NPNTS
160 ZGMAT(I,J)=4.0*PI*PI/FL0AT(HPNTS)*CMPLX(X(II), Y(II))
C*********************************************************
C HOW TO DO DIAGONAL FFT INTEGRALS FOR G.
DO 200,1=1,NPNTS 
C$ THESIS EQUATION (2.95)
X(I)=1.0/SQRT(1.0+ (H*RARR(I))**2)
Y(I)=0.0 
200 CONTINUE
IFAIL=0 
LW0RK=3*NPNTS 
NDD=ND(1)
CALL STUB1 (1,ND,HDD,X ,Y ,WORK,LWORK,IFAIL)
CSTUB CALL C06FJF(1,ND,NDD,X,Y,WORK,LWORK,IFAIL)
WRITEC6,*)' AFTER NAG ID FFT. IFAIL=\IFAIL 
C NOW TO ADD THIS TO ZGMAT.
DO 210,1=1,NPNTS 
L=I-1+LMINI
C$ THESIS EQUATION (2.97)
IF(L.EQ.0)DELT=AL0G(2.0)
IF(L.NE.0)DELT=0.5/ABS(FLOAT(L))
DO 210,J=1,NPNTS 
KK=I-J
212 IF(KK.LT.O)KK=KK+NPNTS
IF(KK.GE.NPNTS)KK=KK-NPNTS 
IF((KK.LT.O).OR.(KK.GE.NPNTS))GOTO 212 
ZGMAT(I,J)=ZGMAT(I,J)+DELT+CMPLX(X(KK+1),Y(KX+1))*2.0 
. /SQRT(FLOAT(NPNTS))
210 CONTINUE
CALL ZYMTST(ZGMAT,NPNTS,N2P0WM,N2P0WM,SIGMA2)
WRITE(6,*)'SYM TEST OF ZGMAT,BEFORE SYMMETRIS:SIGMA2= * ,SIGMA2 
DO 215,1=1,NPNTS 
DO 215,J=I,NPNTS
ZGMAT(I,J)=(ZGMAT(I ,J)+CONJG(ZGMAT(J,I)))/2.0 
ZGMAT(J,I)=CONJG(ZGMAT(I ,J))
215 CONTINUE
CALL ZYMTST(ZGMAT,NPNTS,N2P0WM,N2P0WM,SIGMA2)
WRITE(6,*)’SYM TEST OF ZGMAT, AFTER SYMMETRIS:SIGMA2= \SIGMA2
C****************************************************************
c**************************************************************** 
C NOW TO DO THE 2D AND ID FFT FOR THE ARRAY ZNMAT.
C 11=0
DO 170,1=1,NPNTS 
DO 170,J=l,NPNTS 
II=I+(J-1)*NPNTS 
C 11=11+1
X(II) = REAL(ZNMAT(I,J))
Y(II) = AIMAG(ZNMAT(I,J))
170 CONTINUE
IFAIL=0 
LW0RK=3*NPNTS 
NDD=ND(1)*ND(2)
CALL STUB1 (2,ND,NDD,X,Y,WORK,LWORK,IFAIL)
03220000
03230000
03240000
03250000
03260037
03270000
03280000
03290000
03300022
03310000
03320000
03330000
03340000
03350000
03360000
03370032
03380032
03390000
03400000
03410000
03420000
03430022
03440000
03450000
03460000
03470000
03480000
03490000
03500000
03510000
03520000
03530000
03540000
03550000
03560000
03570000
03580000
03590000
03600000
03610000
03620000
03630000
03640034
03650022
03660000
03670016
03680000
03690000
03700016
03710016
03720014
03730037
03740000
03750000
03760000
03770000
03780032
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CSTUB CALL C06FJFC2,ND,NDD,X,Y,WORK,LWORK,IFAIL)
WRITE(6,* )*  AFTER HAG 2D FFT. IF A IL = ', IFAIL 
DO 1 8 0 ,1 = 1 ,HPNTS 
DO 1 8 0 ,J=l,NPNTS 
L=I-1+LMINI 
L l= -(J-l+ L M IH I)
185 IF(L.LT.O)L=L+NPNTS
IF (L . GE. HPNTS)L=L-NPHTS 
IFCL1.LT.0)L1=L1+HPHTS 
IF (L 1 . GE.HPHTS)L1=L1-HPHTS 
IFCCL.LT.0 ) .OR.CL.GE.HPHTS).OR.
CL1.LT.O).OR.CL1.GE.HPNTS))GOTO 185 
II=CL+1)+L1*NPNTS
180 zhm atci, j ) = 4 .o*p i *p i / fl o a tCh ph ts)* cmplxCxCi i ) i  Y C I I ) )
c****************************************************************
c**************************************************************** 
C HOW TO DO DIAGONAL FFT INTEGRAL FOR ZNMAT, THE NORMAL DERIVATIVE.
DO 1 8 8 ,1 = 1 ,NPNTS 
C$ THESIS EQUATION C2.116)
XCl)=-Cl.O/SQRTCl.O+ CH*RARRCI))**2))**3 
. *ZETADCl)*C H*RARRCI) )**2  / 2 .0  
Y C I)=0.0 
188 CONTINUE
IFAIL=0 
LW0RK=3*NPNTS 
NDD=ND Cl)
CALL STUB1 C1 ,HD,NDD.X.Y,WORK,LWORK,IFAIL)
CSTUB CALL C06FJFC1,ND,NDD,X,Y,WORK,LWORK,IFAIL)
WRITEC6,*)' AFTER NAG ID FFT. IF A IL = \IF A IL  
C NOW TO ADD THIS TO ZNMAT.
DO 2 3 0 ,1 = 1 ,HPNTS 
L=I-1+LMINI
C$ THESIS EQUATION C2.97)
IFCL.EQ.0)DELT=AL0G(2.0)
IFCL.NE.0)DELT=0. 5/ABSCFLOATCL))
DO 2 3 0 ,J=1,NPNTS 
KK=I-J
236 IF  CKK. LT.0 ) KK=KK+NPNTS
IFCKK.GE.NPNTS)KK=KK-NPNTS
IFC(KK.LT.O).OR.CKK.GE.NPNTS)) GOTO 236
ZNMAT C I, J ) =ZNMATCI, J ) +DELT+CMPLX CX(KK+1 ) , Y(KK+1 ) ) * 2 .0 /
SQRTCFLOATCNPNTS))
230 CONTINUE
C***********************************************************
c++*********************************************************
IF  Cl .EQ.DTHEN
WRITECLUBUG,*)’ THIS IS  ZGMAT AFTER 2D FFT’
DO 540 1 = 1 ,NPNTS
WRITECLUBUG,*) ' ------------ROW * ,1 ,  * -----------------------*
540 WRITECLUBUG,5 2 5 )CZGMATCl,J),J=1,NPNTS)
ENDIF
525 F0RHATC3C1X,»C* » F 1 1 .6 , ' , 1 .F 1 1 .6 ,» ) ’ ) )
IFC l .EQ.DTHEN
WRITE CLUBUG, * ) * THIS IS  ZNMAT AFTER 2D FFT’
DO 550 1 = 1 ,NPNTS
03790032
03800000
03810000
03820000
03830000
03840000
03850000
03860000
03870000
03880000
03890000
03900000
03910000
03920037
03930000
03940034
03950022
03960000
03970000
03980022
03990000
04000000
04010000
04020000
04030000
04040000
04050000
04060032
04070032
04080000
04090000
04100000
04110000
04120022
04130000
04140000
04150000
04160000
04170000
04180000
04190000
04200000
04210000
04220000
04230019
04240034
04250022
04260019
04270019
04280019
04290019
04300019
04310019
04320019
04330019
04340019
04350019
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WRITE(LUBUG , *) J------ - ROW * ,1, » ------------ '
WRITE(LUBUG,525)(ZNMAT(I,J),J=1.NPNTS)
550 CONTINUE
ENDIF
O***************************************************************
C****************************************************************
C$THE FOLLOWING SECTION USES THESIS EQUATION (2.53) (2.54)
C$ (2.55) (2.142)
C NOW SOLVE USING NAG LIBRARY SUBROUTINE.
C UP UNTIL NOW, WE HAVE ASSUMED ZGMAT AND ZNMAT WERE COMPLEX.
C THIS NEXT SUBROUTINE WILL SOLVE THE MATRIX EQUATION ASSUMING THESE 
C TO BE REAL.THIS IS THE SAME AS ASSUMING THE PLASMA BOUNDARY TO HAVE 
C UP DOWN SYMMETRY.
C I ONCE USED NAG SUBROUTINE F04AEF TO SOLVE THE MATRIX EQUATION 
C ALL IN ONE GO,BUT IT USED TOO MANY ARRAYS. USING F04ATF MANY 
C TIMES IS MUCH MORE ECONOMICAL IN SPACE AND DOESNT USE MUCH MORE 
C CPU AT ALL.
DO 260,1=1,NPNTS 
DO 260,J=1.NPNTS 
DELT=0.0
IF(I.EQ.J)DELT=1.0
ZNMAT(I,J)=REAL(DELT-ZNMAT(I,J))
ZGMAT(I,J)=REAL(ZGMAT(I,J))
AAMAT(I,J)=REAL(ZNMAT(I,J))
BMAT(I,J)=REAL(ZGMAT(I ,J))
260 CONTINUE 
MD=NPNTS 
NDD=NPNTS 
NDIMM=N2P0WM 
IF(NPNTS.GT.NDIMM)THEN
WRITE(6,*)' TOO MANY POINTS.NPNTS= * ,NPNTS,* > *,NDIMM
PAUSE
ENDIF
WRITE (6, * ( ' ' BEFORE NAG CALL TO MATRIX SOLVER")’)
IFAIL=0
C CALL F04AEF(AAMAT,NDIMM,BMAT,NDIMM,NDD,MD,CMAT,NDIMM,WKSPCE,
C . AAWORK,NDIMM,BBWORK,NDIMM,IFAIL)
DO 265,1=1,NPNTS
CALL F04ATF(AAMAT,NDIMM,BMAT(1,1).NPNTS,
. W0RK3,AAWORK,NDIMM,
. W0RK1, W0RK2,IFAIL)
C CALL F04ATF(AAMAT,NDIMM,BMAT(1,1),LMAX(1)-LMIN(1)+1,
C . W0RK3,AAWORK,NDIMM,
C . W0RK1, W0RK2,IFAIL)
C W0RK3 IS USED TEMPORARILY TO STORE SOLUTION VECTOR FOR
C EACH COLUMN OF THE MATRIX EQUATION.
DO 265,J=l,NPNTS 
BMAT(J,I)=W0RK3(J)
265 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,*)* AFTER NAG MATRIX SOLVER. IFAIL=’.IFAIL 
AMAXI=0.0 
DO 280,1=1,NPNTS 
DO 280,J=l,NPNTS 
ZSUM=0.0
DO 290,KK=1,NPNTS
290 ZSUM=ZSUM+ZNMAT(I,KK)*BMAT(KK,J)
04360019
04370019
04380019
04390019
04400019
04410034
04420000
04430022
04440022
04450000
04460000
04470000
04480000
04490000
04500000
04510000
04520000
04530000
04540000
04550000
04560000
04570000
04580041
04590000
04600000
04610000
04620000
04630000
04640000
04650000
04660000
04670000
04680000
04690000
04700000
04710000
04720000
04730000
04740000
04750027
04760000
04770000
04780000
04790000
04800000
04810000
04820000
04830000
04840000
04850000
04860000
04870000
04880000
04890000
04900000
04910000
04920000
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TEMPO=CABS(ZSUM-ZGMAT(I,J))/CABS(ZSUM+ZGMAT(I,J))
IF(TEMPO.GE.AMAXI)AMAXI=TEMPO 
280 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,*)* MAXIMUM RELATIVE DIFF (=0) IS AMAXI= *,AMAXI 
CALL SYMTST(BMAT,NPNTS.N2P0WM,N2P0WM,SIGMA2)
WRITE(6,*)'TESTING SYMMETRY OF BMAT. SIGMA**2=’,SIGMA2
C--------------------------------------------------------
WRITE(LUBUG,*)»BMAT(2,2)=',BMAT(2,2)
C-----------------------------------------------------------
C************************************************************
C************************************************************
C$ PUT IN TO INCLUDE DELTA. SEE THESIS EQUATION (2.140)
C PRE AND POST MULTIPLY VACUUM MATRIX BMAT WITH THE REAL
C TRANSFORMATION MATRIX. THIS TRANSFORMATION MATRIX WILL
C BE SPLIT INTO TWO PARTS, ONE A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, THE NEXT,
C A MATRIX WITH OFF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS ZERO.
C DO THE ID FFT.
NADRES=LSM+13*LENGTH+ (NOSURF-1)*NTHS 
C$ SEE THESIS EQUATION (2.119) FOR DESCRIPTION OF DELTA 
CALL ZRD(IOMODE.DELTAA,MTH*2,NADRES*2.LGIVUP,&500)
WRITER,*)’ DELTAS 
DO 342,1=1,NPNTS
WRITE(6,*)I.DELTAA(1+NSKIP*(I-1))
342 CONTINUE
C DO THE ID FFT.
QQA =QA(NOSURF)
WRITE(6,*)’ Q ON PLASMA SURFACE = * ,QQA 
DO 340,1=1,NPNTS 
C$ THESIS EQUATION (2.140)
X(I)= REAL(CEXP(CMPLX(0.0, QQA*N*DELTAA(1+NSKIP*(I-1)) )))
Y(I)=AIMAG(CEXP(CMPLX(0.0, QQA*N*DELTAA(1+NSKIP*(I-l)) )))
340 CONTINUE
ND(1)=NPNTS 
LW0RK=3*NPNTS 
NDD=ND(1)
CALL STUB1 (1,ND,NDD,X ,Y ,WORK,LWORK,IFAIL)
CSTUB CALL C06FJF(1,ND,NDD,X,Y,WORK,LWORK,IFAIL)
WRITER,*)' AFTER FFT, IFAIL=»,IFAIL
WRITE(6,*)'REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF TRANSFORMED VARIABLE’ 
DO 350,1=1,32
WRITE(6,*)I,X(I),Y(I)
350 CONTINUE
DO 360,1=1,NPNTS 
DO 360,J=l,NPNTS 
KK=I-J
352 IF(KK.LT.0)KK=KK+NPNTS
IF(KK.GE.NPNTS)KK=KK-NPNTS 
IF((KK.LT.O).OR.(KK.GE.NPNTS))GOTO 352 
AAMAT(I,J)=X(KK+1) /SQRT( FLOAT(NPNTS))
360 CONTINUE
IF(1 .Eq.DTHEN
WRITE(LUBUG,*)* THIS IS TRANS MATRIX (UNITARY PART)’
DO 998 1=1,NPNTS
WRITE(LUBUG, *) >-------ROW ’,1,’ ------------- *
DO 998 J=l,NPNTS
WRITE(LUBUG, * )AAMAT(I,J)
04930000
04940000
04950000
04960000
04970000
04980000
04990000
05000000
05010000
05020022
05030034
05040022
05050022
05060000
05070000
05080000
05090000
05100000
05110000
05120022
05130022
05140002
05150002
05160002
05170002
05180000
05190000
05200000
05210000
05220022
05230061
05240061
05250000
05260000
05270000
05280000
05290032
05300032
05310000
05320000
05330000
05340000
05350000
05360000
05370000
05380000
05390000
05400000
05410000
05420004
05430000
05440017
05450017
05460017
05470017
05480017
05490018
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998 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C NOW PRE AND POST MULTIPLY BMAT BY THE REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX AAMAT.
C FIRST, PRE MULTIPLY, AND PUT THE RESULT IN AAWORK.
DO 370,1=1,NPNTS 
DO 370,J=l,NPNTS 
SUM=0.0
DO 380,K=l,NPNTS
SUM=SUM+BMAT(I,K)*AAMAT(K,J)
380 CONTINUE
AAWORK(I ,J)=SUM 
370 CONTINUE
C NOW .POST MULTIPLY AND PUT THE RESULT BACK IN BMAT.
DO 400,1=1,NPNTS 
DO 400,J=l,NPNTS 
SUM=0.0
DO 410,K=l,NPNTS
SUM=SUM+AAMAT(K,I)*AAWORK(K,J)
410 CONTINUE
BMAT(I,J)=SUM 
400 CONTINUE
CALL SYMTST(BMAT,NPNTS,N2P0WM,N2P0WM,SIGMA2)
WRITE(6,*)'TESTING SYMMETRY OF BMAT. SIGMA**2=’,SIGMA2 
WRITE(6,*)'BMAT(2,2)=’,BMAT(2,2)
£****************** **************** *************** ******* ******
£************************************************************** 
qqA=QA(NOSURF)
WRITE(6,*)J q ON PLASMA SURFACE = *,qqA 
C NOW TO TRANSFORM THE DISPLACEMENT TO THE NORMAL DERIVATVE OF PHI.
C PRE AND MULTIPLY BY THE REAL DIAGONAL TRANSFORMATION MATRIX.
C NOW TO PRE AND POST MULTIPLY BMAT .
WRITE(6,*),H,N,qqA,LMINI=',H ,N ,qqA,LMINI 
DO 330,1=1,NPNTS 
DO 330,J=l,NPNTS 
L1=LMINI+I-1 
L2=LMINI+J-1
C THIS NEXT LINE EFFECTIVELY PRE AND POST MULTIPLIES THE
C VACUUM MATRIX BY THE DIAGONAL MATRIX WHICH WAS SEPERATED FROM
C THE T MATRIX OF THE PREVIOUS SECTION.
BMAT(I,J)=-BMAT(I,J)*(FL0AT(Ll)-N*qqA)*(FL0AT(L2)-N*qqA)*H*H
*AL*AL
IF ((I.Eq.2).AND.(J.Eq.2))THEN 
WRITE(6,*),L1,L2=',L1,L2 
WRITECe.O'BMATte^)** ,BMAT(2,2)
ENDIF
330 CONTINUE
CALL SYMTST(BMAT,LMAX(1)-LMIN(1)+1,N2P0WM,N2P0WM,SIGMA2)
WRITE(6,*)*SYM TEST OF FINAL VACUUM MATRIX:SIGMA2=’.SIGMA2 
WRITE(6,*),BMAT(2,2)=>,BMAT(2,2)
C*********************************************************
c*********************************************************
C NOW TO ADD THE VACUUM MATRIX TO AMAT
IF(NPNTS.LT.(LMAX(1)-LMIN(1)+1))THEN
WRITE(6,*)* IN HELVAC..NOT ENOUGH BOUNDARY POINTS TAKEN ' 
WRITE(6,*)* NPNTS=\NPNTS
05500017
05510017
05520000
05530000
05540000
05550000
05560000
05570000
05580000
05590000
05600000
05610000
05620000
05630000
05640000
05650000
05660000
05670000
05680000
05690000
05700000
05710000
05720000
05730000
05740000
05750034
05760022
05770000
05780000
05790000
05800000
05810000
05820000
05830000
05840000
05850000
05860000
05870022
05880022
05890022
05900000
05910000
05920000
05930000
05940000
05950000
05960000
05970000
05980000
05990000
06000000
06010034
06020022
06030000
06040000
06050000
06060000
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WRITE(6,*)» LMAXCO-LMINCO+l3',LMAX(l)-LMIN(l)+l 
ELSE
C NOTE THAT ALL THE ELEMENTS OF LMAX ARE THE SAME. ALSO FOR LMIN.
NPNTS=LMAX(1)-LMIN(1)+1 
ENDIF
C BE CAREFULL, 3ECAUSE AMAT IS SINGLE DIMENSIONED IN L34C0M .
C ALSO, ASSUME LSING=LCUB=FALSE (SEE SUBROUTINE ADDVAC). 
JMAX=LMAX(MP)-LMIN(MP)+1 
JTOTl=IPOL*JSUB(M)+l 
JT0T2=JT0T1
WRITE(6, *) 1 IBAS=\IBAS
£***************************************************
C DEBUG BLOCK **************************************
DO 665,1=1,NPNTS
WRITE( 6, * ) ’AMAT BEFORE ADDITION. ROW »,1.» *********’ 
DO 665,J=I,NPNTS
JM1=JT0T1+IBAS*(I-1)
JM2=JT0T2+IBAS*(J-l)
WRITE(6,*)AMAT(JM1,JM2)
665 CONTINUE
C END DEBUG BLOCK *****************************************
C**********************************************************
VACFAC=-(4.0*PI**2/H)
VACFAC=VACFAC*2.O/AL 
WRITE(6, * ) * VACFAC=’.VACFAC 
DO 660,1=1,NPNTS 
DO 660,J=I,NPNTS
JM1=JT0T1+IBAS*(I-1)
JM2=JT0T2+IBAS*(J-l)
AMAT(JM1,JM2)=AMAT(JM1,JM2) +
. (BMATCI,J)+BMAT(J,I))*0.25*VACFAC 
IFCI.EQ.J)THEN
WRITE(6,*)1DELTAW FOR *.LMINI+I-l.LMINI+J-l, * = »,
(BMAT(I,J)+BMAT(J,I))*0.25*VACFAC
ENDIF
660 CONTINUE
C***************************************************
C DEBUG BLOCK **************************************
DO 662,I=1,NPNTS
WRITE(6,*)’AMAT AFTER ADDITION. ROW »,1.» *********’
DO 662,J=I,NPNTS
JM1=JT0T1+IBAS*(I-1)
JM2=JT0T2+IBAS*(J-l)
WRITE(6,*)AMAT(JM1,JM2)
662 CONTINUE
C END DEBUG BLOCK *****************************************
C**********************************************************
CALL CLOCK(ISEC)
WRITE(6,*)’ VACUUM MATRIX CALCULATED.*
WRITEC6,*)» RETURNING FROM SUBROUTINE HELVAC*
WRITE(6,*)' CPU TIME=',ISEC
WRITE(6 , *) J------------------------------------- ’
RETURN
06070000
06080000
06090000
06100000
06110000
06120000
06130000
06140000
06150000
06160000
06170000
06180022
06190034
06200022
06210000
06220000
06230000
06240000
06250000
06260000
06270000
06280000
06290034
06300022
06310000
06320059
06330000
06340000
06350000
06360000
06370000
06380000
06390000
06400044
06410044
06420034
06430034
06440000
06450034
06460034
06470022
06480000
06490000
06500000
06510000
06520000
06530000
06540000
06550034
06560034
06570034
06580000
06590000
06600000
06610000
06620000
06630000
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CC
50
100
500
110
120
130
200
210
220
230
WRITE(6,* )*  ERROR I I  ZIO SUBROUTINE’
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE STUB1 (NDIM, ND, NDD, X, Y, WORK, LWORK, IFAIL)
REAL X(NDD),Y(NDD).WORK(LWORK)
INTEGER NDIM,ND(NDIM),NDD,LWORK,IFAIL 
COMPLEX ZSUM,ZTAB(128*128*2 ) ,ZSTORE(128*128)
PARAMETER (P I= 3 .141592653)
ASSUME ND(1) = ND(2)
DO 5 0 , I= 0 ,2 * (N D (1 )-1 )* * 2
ZTAB(I) = CEXP( CMPLX(0.0, -2 .0*PI*FL 0A T (I)/FL 0A T (N D (1)) ) )  
CONTINUE
IF(NDIM.EQ.l)GOTO 100 
IF(NDIM.EQ.2 ) GOTO 200
WRITE(6, * ) *  ERROR IN STUB1, NDIM=’ , NDIM 
STOP
CONTINUE
IF (N D (1).E Q .0)W R IT E (6 ,* )’WARNING, ND(1)=0’
AN0RM=1. 0/SqRT(FLOAT(ND(1 ) ) )
DO 120 ,K =0,N D (1)-1 
ZSUM=0.0
DO 1 1 0 ,J= 0 ,N D (1 )-1
ZSUM=ZSUM + CMPLX(X(J+l), Y (J+l))*ZTA B( J*K )
CONTINUE
ZST0RE(K+1) = ZSUM*ANORM 
CONTINUE
DO 130 ,K = 0 ,N D (l)- l
X(K+1) = REAL( ZSTORE(K+1 ))
Y(K+1) =AIMAG(ZSTORE(K+l))
CONTINUE
RETURN
CONTINUE
ANORM=1 . O/FLOAT( ND( 1 ) )
DO 2 2 0 ,K 1=0,N D (1)-1 
DO 220,K 2=0,N D (2)-1 
ZSUM = 0 . 0  
DO 2 1 0 ,J1 = 0 ,N D (1 )-1  
DO 2 1 0 ,J2= 0,N D (2)-1
ZSUM=ZSUM + CMPLX( X(J1+1+ND(1)*J2) , Y(J1+1+N D (1)*J2) ) 
* ZTAB( J1*K1 + J2+K2 )
CONTINUE
ZST0RE(K1+1+ND(1)*K2) = ZSUM *ANORM 
CONTINUE
DO 2 3 0 ,K 1=0,ND (1)-1 
DO 2 3 0 ,K2=0, ND(1 ) -1
X(K1+1+ ND(1)*K2 ) = REAL(ZST0RE(K1+1+ND(1)*K2))
Y(K1+1+ ND(1 )*K2 ) =AIMAG(ZST0RE(K1+1+ND(1)*K2))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SYMTST( AMAT, NPNTS, N l, N2, SIGMA2) 
DIMENSION AMAT(N1,N2)
ST0P=0.0  
SB0T=0.0
06640022
06650000
06660000
06670000
06680027
06690027
06700027
06710028
06720027
06730027
06740027
06750029
06760027
06770027
06780027
06790027
06800027
06810027
06820033
06830033
06840027
06850027
06860027
06870027
06880027
06890031
06900027
06910028
06920028
06930028
06940028
06950028
06960027
06970033
06980027
06990027
07000027
07010027
07020027
07030027
07040027
07050027
07060031
07070027
07080028
07090028
07100028
07110028
07120028
07130025
07140025
07150025
07380045
07390045
07400000
07410000
07420000
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DO 10,1=1,NPNTS 
DO 10,J=I,NPNTS
STOP=STOP+(AMAT(I,J)-AMAT(J,I))**2 
SBOT=SBOT+AMAT(I,J)**2 
10 CONTINUE
SIGHA2=ST0P/SBOT
RETURN
EHD
SUBROUTINE ZYMTST(ZMAT,NPNTS,Nl,N2,SIGMA2) 
COMPLEX ZMAT(N1,N2)
ST0P=0.0 
SB0T=0.0 
DO 10,1=1,NPNTS 
DO 10,J=I,NPNTS
STOP=STOP+(ZMAT(I,J)-CONJG(ZMAT(J,I)))* 
(CONJG(ZMAT(I,J))-ZMAT(J,1)) 
SBOT=SBOT+ZMAT(I,J)*CONJG(ZMAT(I,J))
10 CONTINUE
SIGMA2=ST0P/SB0T
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ZTRANS(ZMAT,NDIM,NPNTS)
COMPLEX ZMAT(NDIM,NDIM),ZTMP 
DO 10,1=1,NPNTS-1 
DO 10,J=I+1,NPNTS 
ZTMP=ZMAT(I,J)
ZMAT(I,J) = ZMAT(J,I)
ZMAT(J.I) = ZTMP 
10 CONTINUE
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE HGREEN(ATOL,NR,NR1,ZG,ZN,ZN1,NSING,ZGSING 
. ,ZNSIG,ZN1SIG)
C EVALUATION OF GREENS FUNCTION AND DERIV USING ACCELERATION 
C CONVERGENCE SCHEME IN PHYS. FLUIDS 27 (OCT 1984) PAGE 2522 
C BARNES AND CARY.
C ALSO SEE PHD THESIS FOR MORE DETAIL.
C NSING=1 TO LEAVE OUT SINGULAR TERM.
C NSING=2 TO LEAVE OUT CONTINUOUS TERM.
PARAMETER (IBUG=0)
IMPLICIT COMPLEX+8 (Z)
C FIRST INDEX IS NUMBER OF THE POINT,SECOND IS ORDER OF BESSEL. 
C THIRD IS FOR I.IDASH K KDASH.
DIMENSION ZPSUMl(lOO),ZPSUM2(100),ZPSUM3(100),ZPSUM4(100) 
COMMON /HGRENC/STORI(133,-100:100),STORK(133,-100:100), 
ST0RID(133,-100:100),ST0RKD(133,-100:100),ST0RET(133), 
STARGS(4,133),AKK,H ,NZERO,MAXBES 
LOGICAL RGTR1.RLTR1 
ZI=CMPLX(0.0,1.0)
R=STARGS(1,NR)
R1=STARGS(1,NR1)
PHI=STARGS(2,NR)
PHI1=STARGS(2,NR1)
07430000
07440000
07450000
07460000
07470000
07480000
07490000
07500000
07510C00
07520000
07530000
07540000
07550000
07560000
07570000
07580000
07590000
07600000
07610000
07620000
07630000
07640000
07650000
07660034
07670034
07680034
07690034
07700034
07710034
07720034
07730034
07740034
07750034
07760034
07770000
07780000
07790000
07800000
07810000
07820000
07830022
07840000
07850000
07860000
07870000
07880000
07890000
07900000
07910000
07920000
07930000
07940000
07950000
07960000
07970000
07980000
07990000
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RD0T=STARGS(3,NR1) 08000000
RD0T1=STARGS(3,NR) 08010000
ZETAD=STARGS(4,NR1) 08020000
ZETAD1=STARGS(4,NR) 08030000
RGTR1=.FALSE. 08040000
IF(R.GT.R1)RGTR1=.TRUE. 08050000
RLTR1=.NOT.RGTR1 08060000
C SET UP POINTERS FOR PRE CALCULATED BESSELS. 08070000
IF(RGTR1)THEN 08080000
NLARGE=NR 08090000
NSMALL=NR1 08100000
ELSE 08110000
NLARGE=NR1 08120000
NSMALL=NR 08130000
ENDIF 08140000
C AKK IS WAVE NUMBER IN Z DIRECTION 08150000
C H IS HELICITY TERM 08160000
PHID=PHI-PHI1 08170000
C SET TERMS GIVEN IN EQUATION D5 OF THE ARTICLE. 08180000
RSMALL=AMIN1(R,R1) 08190000
RLARGE=AMAX1(R,R1) 08200000
C$ TSMALL,TLARGE GIVEN BY THESIS EQUATION 2.61 08210022
TSMALL=STORET(NSMALL) 08220000
TLARGE=STORET(NLARGE) 08230000
C$ SQRTT GIVEN BY THESIS EQUATION (2.84) 08240022
SQRTT=SQRT(TSMALL+TLARGE) 08250000
TT=1.O/TSMALL-1.O/TLARGE 08260000
C$ U GIVEN BY THESIS EQUATION (2.62) 08270022
U=RSMALL/RLARGE*(1.ODO+1.O/TLARGE)/ 08280000
. (1.ODO+1.O/TSMALL ) *EXP(TT) 08290000
C$ ALAMB GIVEN BY THESIS EQUATION (2.63) 08300022
ALAMB=EXP(AKK/H*ABS(TT)) 08310000
C FIND TERMS GIVEN AS EQUATION Dll (DERIVATIVE TERMS) 08320000
ATMP=H*AKK/2.0*((RLARGE+TLARGE)* *2+(RSMALL+TSMALL)**2) 08330000
ATMP2=(3.0*ABS(TSMALL-TLARGE)-5.0*ABS(TSMALL**3-TLARGE**3)) 08340000
. /24.0 - (AKK/H)**2/2.0*ABS(TLARGE-TSMALL) 08350000
C$ APLUS, AMINUS GIVEN BY THESIS EQUATION (2.64) 08360022
APLUS =ATMP2+ATMP 08370000
AMINUS=ATMP2-ATMP 08380000
DT=-H*H*R1/(1.0D0+(H*R1)**2)/2.0 C8390000
DTl=-H*H*R/(1.0D0+(H*R)**2)/2.0 08400000
C DT IS R1 DERIVATIVE OF SQRTT. DIVIDED BY SQRTT 08410000
C$ SEE THESIS EQUATION (2.74) FOR DESCRIPTION OF SIGN 08420022
SIGN=1.0 08430000
IF(RGTR1)SIGN=-1.0 08440000
C$ DLAMB IS GIVEN BY THESIS EQUATION (2.72) 08450022
DLAMB=SIGN*AKK*H*R1*ST0RET(NR1) 08460000
DLAMB1=-SIGN*AKK*H*R*ST0RET(NR) 08470000
C DLAMB IS DERIVATIVE OF ALAMB W R T R. DIVIDED BY ALAMB. 08480000
C$ DU IS GIVEN BY THESIS EQUATION (2.71) 08490022
DU=-SIGN/ST0RET(NR1)/R1 08500000
DU1=SIGN/ST0RET(NR)/R 08510000
C DU IS DERIV OF U W R T R. DIVIDED BY U. 08520000
C APLUS AND AMINUS ARE THE 1/M/M TERMS FOR +/-M. 08530000
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 08540000
C FIND ASYMPTOTIC TERM FOR GREENS FUNCTION (EQUATION D6) 08550000
ZZZ= CEXP(ZI*PHID) 08560000
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z=u*zzz 08570000
ZL0GZ1=CLQG(1.O-Z) 08580000
ALOGU=ALOG(U) 08590000c$ ZG IS GIVEN BY THESIS EQUATION (2.69) 08600022
ZG=-SQRTT*(ALAMB*ZL0GZ1+C0NJG(ZL0GZ1)/ALAMB-ALQGU) 08610000
C FIND ASYMTOTIC TERMS FOR DERIVATIVES. (EQUATIONS D12) 08620000
C FIRST FOR R DIRECTION. 08630000
ZTMP=Z/(1.ODO-Z) 08640000
C$ ZGR IS GIVEN BY THESIS EQUATION (2.79) 08650022
ZGR=SQRTT*( DU*(1.0+ALAMB*ZTMP+CONJG(ZTMP)/ALAMB)- 08660000
. (DT+DLAMB+APLUS*DU)*ALAMB*ZL0GZ1 - 08670000
. (DT-DLAMB+AMINUS*DU)/ALAMB*C0NJG(ZL0GZ1) +DT*ALOGU ) 08680000
ZGR1=SQRTT*( DU1*(1.0+ALAMB*ZTMP+C0NJG(ZTMP)/ALAMB)- 08690000
. (DT1+DLAMB1+APLUS*DU1)*ALAMB*ZL0GZ1 - 08700000
. (DT1-DLAMB1+AMINUS*DU1)/ALAMB*C0NJG(ZL0GZ1) +DT1+AL0GU) 08710000
C NOW FOR PHI DIRECTION. 08720000
C$ ZGPHI IS GIVEN BY THESIS EQUATION (2.80) 08730022
ZGPHI=-ZI *SQRTT* 08740000
. ( ALAMB*ZTMP-CONJG(ZTMP)/ALAMB- 08750000
. ALAMB*APLUS*ZL0GZ1+AMINUS*C0NJG(ZL0GZ1)/ALAMB ) 08760000
C STORE THESE ANALYTIC SINGULAR PARTS. 08770000
ZGSING=ZG 08780000
ZGRS=ZGR 08790000
ZGR1S=ZGR1 08800000
ZGPHIS=ZGPHI 08810000
IF(NSING.EQ.1)THEN 08820000
ZG=0.0 08830000
ZGR=0.0 08840000
ZGPHI=0.0 08850000
ZGR1=0.0 08860000
ENDIF 08870000
IF(NSING.EQ.2) GOTO 200 08880000
C FIND FIRST TERM OF GREENS FUNCTION. EQUATION D4B 08890000
C$ SEE THESIS EQUATION (2.68) 08900022
AI=STORI(NSMALL,0) 08910000
AIDASH=STORID(NSMALL,0) 08920000
AK=STORK(NLARGE,0) 08930000
AKDASH=STORKD(NLARGE,0) 08940000
ZG=ZG+2.0*AI*AK-SQRTT*AL0GU 08950000
C FIND FIRST TERM OF R1 DERIVATIVE. EQUATIONS DIO. 08960000
C$ SEE THESIS EQUATION (2.74) 08970022
IF(RGTR1)WP=ABS(AKK)*AIDASH*AK 08980000
IF(RLTR1)WP=ABS(AKK)*AI*AKDASH 08990000
IF(RGTR1)WP1=ABS(AKK)*AI*AKDASH 09000000
IF(RLTR1)WP1=ABS(AKK)*AIDASH*AK 09010000
C$ SEE THESIS EQUATION 2.76 09020022
ZGR=ZGR+2.0*WP -SQRTT*(DU+DT*ALOGU) 09030000
ZGRl=ZGRl+2.0*WP1 -SQRTT*(DU1+DT1*AL0GU) 09040000
M=0 09050000
UP0WM=1.ODO 09060000
ZPHIDM-1.ODO 09070000
RATI0M=1.0 09080000
C THIS IS NECESSARY BECAUSE OF THE STUPID VECTORIZER! 09090000
IF(NZERO.NE.O)RATIOM=(RSMALL/RLARGE)**NZERO 09100000
C************************************************************** 09110000
C************************* m a i n  l o o p  b e g i n s  ******************* 09120000
DO 1000,M=1,MAXBES 09130000
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AM=FLOAT(M) 09140000
ZPHIDM=ZPHIDM*ZZZ 09150000
UPOWM=UPOWM*U 09160000
c M POSITIVE TERMS FOR GREENS FI AID DERIVATIVES.. 09170000
c FIRST FIHD M'TH TERM OF GREEHS FUNCTION (EQUATIOI D4C) 09180000
AI=STORI(NSMALL,M) 09190000
AIDASH=STORID(NSMALL,M) 09200000
AK=STORK(NLARGE,M) 09210000
AKDASH=STORKD(NLARGE,M) 09220000
TMP=AI*AK 09230000
IF(NZERO.EQ.M)TMP=1.0/FL0AT(2*M)*RATI0M 09240000
TMP=2.O+TMP - SQRTT+UPOWM /AM*ALAMB 09250000
ccc . *(1.O+APLUS/AM) 09260000
ccc THIS LAST LINE IS ASYMPTOTIC TERM FOR 1/M/M 09270000
IF(IBUG.E Q .2)THEN 09280000
WRITE(6,*)'M = *,M ,AI*AK,-TMP+AI*AK 09290000
ENDIF 09300000
ZG=ZG+TMP*ZPHIDM 09310000
c HOW THE DERIVATIVE IN THE R1 DIRECTION 09320000
IF(RGTR1)THEN 09330000
WP=ABS(AKK-H*AM)*AIDASH*AK 09340000
WP1=ABS(AKK-H+AM)+AI+AKDASH 09350000
ELSE 09360000
WP=ABS(AKK-H*AM)*AI*AKDASH 09370000
WP1=ABS(AKK-H*AM)*AIDASH*AK 09380000
ENDIF 09390000
IF(NZERO.E Q .M )THEN 09400000
IF(RGTR1)THEN 09410000
WP1=-RATI0M*0.5/RLARGE 09420000
WP = RATI0M*0.5/RSMALL 09430000
ELSE 09440000
WP =-RATI0M*0.5/RLARGE 09450000
WP1= RATI0M*0.5/RSMALL 09460000
ENDIF 09470000
ENDIF 09480000
TMP=2.0*WP -SQRTT*ALAMB*UPOWM*(DU+(DT+DLAMB+APLUS+DU)/AM) 09490000
TMP1=2.0*WP1 -SQRTT*ALAMB*UPOWM*(DU1+(DT1+DLAMB1+APLUS+DU1)/AM) 09500000
IF(IBUG.EQ.2)THEN 09510000
WRITE(6,*)'M = ’,M ,W P ,-TMP+WP 09520000
WRITE(6,*)'M= \  M ,WP1,-TMP1+WP1 09530000
ENDIF 09540000
ZGR=ZGR+TMP*ZPHIDM 09550000
ZGR1=ZGR1+TMP1+ZPHIDM 09560000
c NOV IN THE PHI DIRECTION. 09570000
TMP=AM*AI*AK 09580000
IF(NZERO.E Q .M)TMP=AM /FLOAT(2*M)*RATIOM 09590000
TMP=2.O+TMP- SQRTT*ALAMB+UPOWM*( l.O+APLUS /AM ) 09600000
IF(IBUG.EQ.2)THEN 09610000
WRITE(6,* ) 'M= *,M,AM+AI+AK ,-TMP+AM*AI*AK 09620000
ENDIF 09630000
ZGPHI=ZGPHI-TMP*ZPHIDM*ZI 09640000
c THE! FIND -M'TH TERM OF GREENS FUNCTION (EQUATION D4C) 09650000
AI=STORI(NSMALL,-M) 09660000
AIDASH=STORID(NSMALL,-M) 09670000
AK=STORK(NLARGE,-M) 09680000
AKDASH=STORKD(NLARGE,-M) 09690000
TMP=AI*AK 09700000
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IF(NZERO.E Q .-M)TMP=1.0/FL0AT(-2*M)/RATION 09710000
TMP=2.0*TMP - SQRTT+UPOWM /AM/ALAMB 09720000
ccc . *(1.O+AMINUS/AM) 09730000
ccc THIS LAST TERM IS FOR 1/M/M ASYMPTOTIC PART 09740000
IF(IBUG.EQ.2)THEN 09750000
WRITE(6,*)'M= * ,-M,AI*AK ,-TMP+AI*AK 09760000
ENDIF 09770000
ZG=ZG+TMP/ZPHIDM 09780000
ZPSUM1(M)=ZG 09790000
c FIRST IN THE R1 DIRECTION. 09800000
IF(RGTR1)THEN 09810000
WP1=ABS(AKK+H*AM)*AI*AKDASH 09820000
WP=ABS(AKK+H*AM)*AIDASH*AK 09830000
ELSE 09840000
WP=ABS(AKK+H*AM)*AI*AKDASH 09850000
WP1=ABS(AKK+H*AM)*AIDASH*AK 09860000
ENDIF 09870000
IF(NZERO.E Q .-M)THEN 09880000
IF(RGTR1)THEN 09890000
WPl=-0.5/RLARGE/RATION 09900000
WP = 0.5/RSMALL/RATIOM 09910000
ELSE 09920000
WP =-0.5/RLARGE/RATIOM 09930000
WP1= 0.5/RSMALL/RATIOM 09940000
ENDIF 09950000
ENDIF 09960000
TMP=2.0*WP -SQRTT/ALAMB+UPOWM*(DU+(DT-DLAMB+AMINUS+DU)/AM) 09970000
TMP1=2.0*WP1 -SQRTT/ALAMB*UP0WM*(DU1+(DT1-DLAMB1+AMINUS*DU1)/AM) 09980000
IF(IBUG.E Q .2)THEN 09990000
WRITE(6,*)’M = 1,- M ,W P ,-TMP+WP 10000000
WRITE(6,*)’M = ’,-M,WP1,-TMPl+WPl 10010000
ENDIF 10020000
ZGR=ZGR+TMP/ZPHIDM 10030000
ZPSUM2(M)=ZGR 10040000
ZGR1=ZGR1+TMP1/ZPHIDM 10050000
ZPSUM4(M)=ZGR1 10060000
c NOV IN THE PHI DIRECTION. 10070000
TMP=-AM*AI*AK 10080000
IF(NZERO.EQ.-M)TMP=-AM/FL0AT(-2*M)/RATI0M 10090000
TMP=2.0*TMP- SQRTT/ALAMB*UP0WM*(-1.O-AMINUS/AM ) 10100000
IF(IBUG.EQ.2)THEN 10110000
WRITE(6,*),M = ’,-M,AM*AI*AK ,TMP+AM*AI*AK 10120000
ENDIF 10130000
ZGPHI=ZGPHI-TMP/ZPHIDM*ZI 10140000
ZPSUM3(M)=ZGPHI 10150000
c NOW TO DO CONVERGENCE TEST. 10160000
IC0NG=0 10170000
IC0NR=0 10180000
IC0NR1=0 10190000
IC0NGP=0 10200000
IF(CABS(ZG-ZGL).G T .CABS(ZG+ZGL)*ATOL)IC0NG=1 10210000
IFCCABS(ZGR-ZGRL).G T .CABS(ZGR+ZGRL)*ATOL)IC0NR=1 10220000
IF(CABS(ZGR1-ZGR1L).GT.CABS(ZGR1+ZGR1L)*AT0L)IC0NR1=1 10230000
IF(CABS(ZGPHI-ZGPHIL).G T .CABS(ZGPHI+ZGPHIL)*ATOL)IC0NGP=1 10240000
IC0NV0=IC0NG+IC0NR+IC0NR1+IC0NGP 10250000
ZGL=ZG 10260000
ZGRL=ZGR 10270000
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ZGR1L=ZGR1
ZGPHIL=ZGPHI
IF(IBUG. EQ . 1)THEN
VRITE(6,*)’ M= *,M,’---------------------------------
WRITE(6,*)ZG,ZGR,ZGR1,ZGPHI 
ENDIF
IF(ICONVO.EQ.O) GOTO 1001
1000 CONTINUE
1001 CONTINUE 
IF(ICONG.EQ.1)THEN
C WRITE(6,*)’ 100 TERMS NOT ADEQUATE FOR ZG’
CALL QSUM(ZPSUM1,ZG .MAXBES.ERROR)
IF(ERROR.GT.ATOL)THEN
WRITE(6,’ (’ ’ IN HGREEN. TOLERANCE, ATOL= * ’ ,E14.7,
’’ HAS NOT BEEN ACHIEVED IN QSUM ’O') ATOL 
WRITE(6,*)’ REL TOL ACHIEVED=’.ERROR 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
IF(ICONR.EQ.1)THEN
C WRITE(6,*)’ 100 TERMS NOT ADEQUATE FOR ZGR*
CALL qSUM(ZPSUM2,ZGR .MAXBES.ERROR)
IF(ERROR.GT.ATOL)THEN
WRITE(6,*('* IN HGREEN. TOLERANCE, ATOL=’’,E14.7, 
”  HAS NOT BEEN ACHIEVED IN QSUM’ *) ’ )ATOL 
WRITE(6,*)’ REL TOL ACHIEVED=’,ERROR 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
IF(IC0NR1.EQ.1)THEN
C WRITE(6,*)’ 100 TERMS NOT ADEQUATE FOR ZGR1 ’
CALL QSUM(ZPSUM4,ZGR1 .MAXBES.ERROR)
IF(ERROR.GT.ATOL)THEN
WRITE(6, ’ ( ’ ’ IN HGREEN. TOLERANCE, ATOL= * ’,E14.7, 
”  HAS NOT BEEN ACHIEVED IN QSUM’ ’) ’ )ATOL 
WRITE(6,*)’ REL TOL ACHIEVED=’,ERROR 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
IF(ICONGP.EQ.1)THEN
C WRITE(6,*)’ 100 TERMS NOT ADEQUATE FOR ZGPHI’
CALL qSUM(ZPSUM3,ZGPHI .MAXBES.ERROR)
IF(ERROR.GT.ATOL)THEN
WRITE(6,’(”  IN HGREEN. TOLERANCE, ATOL=”  .E14.7, 
”  HAS NOT BEEN ACHIEVED IN QSUM” )’)ATOL 
WRITE(6,*)’ REL TOL ACHIEVED=’,ERROR 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
C NOW TO MULTIPLY BY 1.0
200 CONTINUE
ZGR1=C0NJG(ZGR1)
ZGPHI1=-C0NJG(ZGPHI)
C NOW TO FIND THE NORMAL DERIVATIVE TO THE CURVE.
C ZN = R1*ZETAD*ZGR-RD0T/R1*(1.0+H*H*Rl*Rl)+ZGPHI-
C . ZI*AKK*H*R1*RD0T*ZG
C ZN1 = R*ZETAD1*ZGR1-RD0T1/R*(1.0+H*H*R*R)*ZGPHI1-
C . ZI*AKK*H*R*RD0T1*CCNJG(ZG)
ZN = R1*ZETAD*ZGR-RD0T/R1*(1.0+H*H*R1*R1)*ZGPHI- 
. ZI*AKK*H*R1*RD0T*ZG
ZN1 = R*ZETAD1*ZGR1-RD0T1/R*(1.0+H*H*R*R)*ZGPHI1-
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. ZI*AKK*H*R*RD0T1*C0NJG(ZG) 10850000
c NOW DO THE ANALYTIC SINGULAR TERMS. 10860000
ZGR1S=C0NJG(ZGR1S) 10870000
ZPHI1S=-C0NJG(ZGPHIS) 10880000
c NOW TO FIND THE NORMAL DERIVATIVE TO THE CURVE (ANALYTIC SING TERMS). 10890000
c ZNSIG = R1*ZETAD*ZGRS-RD0T/R1*(1.0+H*H*Rl*Rl)*ZGPHIS- 10900000
c . ZI*AKK*H*R1*RD0T*ZGSING 10910000
c ZN1SIG = R*ZETAD1*ZGR1S-RD0T1/R*(1.0+H*H*R*R)*ZPHI1S- 10920000
c . ZI*AKK*H*R*RD0T1*C0NJG(ZGSING) 10930000
ZNSIG = R1*ZETAD*ZGRS-RD0T/R1*(1.0+H*H*R1*R1)*ZGPHIS- 10940000
. ZI*AKK*H*R1*RD0T*ZGSING 10950000
ZN1SIG = R*ZETAD1*ZGR1S-RD0T1/R*(1.0+H*H*R*R)*ZPHI1S- 10960000
. ZI*AKK*H*R*RD0T1*C0NJG(ZGSING) 10970000
RETURN 10980000
END 10990000
SUBROUTINE SETBES(RARR,Z E T A ,R D O T ,Z E T A D ,N P N T S ,A K K P A S ,H P A S ,M B E S ) 11000000
DIMENSION RARR(l),ZETA(1),RDOT(l),ZETAD(1) 11010000
DIMENSION XX1(133),XX2(133),XX3(133),XX4(133),XX(133) 11020000
COMMON /HGRENC/ST0RI(133,-100:10 0 ) .STORK(133,-100:100), 11030000
STORID(133,-100:100),S TORKD(133,-100:100),STORET(133), 11040000
ST A R G S (4,133),A K K ,H ,N Z E R O ,MAXBES 11050000
W R I T E (6,*)»CALCULATING BESSELS FOR HGREEN » 11060000
MAXBES=MBES 11070000
NZER0=0 11080000
AKK=AKKPAS 11090000
H=HPAS 11100000
W R I T E ( 6 ,*)' AKK, H = » ,AKK.H 11110000
DO 200,IP=1,NPNTS 11120000
ST0RET(IP)=1.0/SQRT(1.0+H*H*RARR(IP)**2) 11130000
STARGS(1,IP)=RARR(IP) 11140000
S T A R G S (2,IP)=ZETA(IP) 11150000
S T A R G S (3,IP)=RDOT(IP) 11160000
S T A R G S (4,IP)=ZETAD(IP) 11170000
200 CONTINUE 11180000
DO 300,NORDER=-MAXBES,MAXBES,1 11190000
I F ( A K K .E Q .H*FLOAT(NORDER))THEN 11200000
NZERO=NORDER 11210000
W R I T E ( 6 ,*)1ARGS=0 FOR BESSELS IN SETBES. FLAG N Z E R O = \ N Z E R O 11220000
GOTO 300 11230000
ENDIF 11240000
NNOR=NORDER 11250000
IF(NNOR.LT.0)NN0R=-NN0R 11260000
DO 310,IP=1,NPNTS 11270000
XX(IP)=RARR(IP)*ABS(AKK-FLOAT(NORDER)*H) 11280000
310 CONTINUE 11290000
CALL BESKNNOR,XX,XXI,XX2,NPNTS) 11300000
CALL BESK(NNOR,XX,XX3.XX4,NPNTS) 11310000
DO 320,IP=1,NPNTS 11320000
EXPT=EXP(-XX(IP)) 11330000
S T O R I (I P ,NORDER)= X X 1 (IP)/EXPT 11340000
S T O R I D (I P ,NORDER)= X X 2 (IP)/EXPT 11350000
S T O R K (I P ,NORDER)= X X 3 (I P )*EXPT 11360000
S T O R K D (I P ,NORDER)= X X 4 (IP)+EXPT 11370000
320 CONTINUE 11380000
300 CONTINUE 11390000
W R I T E ( 6 ,*)* BESSELS HAVE BEEN CALCULATED FOR HGREEN » 11400000
RETURN 11410000
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END
SUBROUTINE QSUM(ZPSUM,ZSUM,ITO,ERROR)
C NOTE THAT THE ARRAY ZPSUM MUST HAVE VALUES UP TO ITO ...
C ITO-IFROM MUST BE POSITIVE EVEN AND IT0<=100 .......
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (Z)
PARAMETER (IFR0M=10)
DIMENSION ZEPS(3,100),ZPSUM(100)
C SUBROUTINE QSUM USES THE EPSILON ALGORITHM AS DESCRIBED BY 
C J. ROSS MACDONALD IN JOUR. OF APPLIED PHYSICS, VOL 35 
C NUMBER 10 (OCTOBER 1964 ).
C
C ZPSUM IS THE ARRAY OF PARTIAL SUMS OF THE SERIES.
C THIS ARRAY MUST HAVE AT LEAST ITO ELEMENTS.
C ZSUM RETURNS THE VALUE OF THE SUMMATION.
C ERROR RETURNS AN ESTIMATE OF THE RELATIVE ERROR.
C
C ZPSUM(I) = SUM FROM 1 TO I ( ZA(I)*Z**I )
C ZSUM = LIM, I->INFINITY ( ZPSUM(I) )
C
C THE EPSILON TABLE IS SET UP FROM THE PARTIAL SUMS FROM ELEMENT 
C ZPSUM(IFROM) TO ZPSUM(ITO). IN SOME CASES, THE FINAL ELEMENT IN 
C THE TABLE CONVERGES AND A SMALL RELATIVE ERROR ESTIMATE RESULTS.
C IT HAS BEEN FOUND THAT SOMETIMES THE LATER ELEMENTS IN THE TABLE 
C DIVERGE (EG, A GEOMETRIC PROGRESSION WITH Z=0.98) .IN THIS CASE,
C THE ELEMENT WITH THE SMALLEST ERROR IS STORED AND RETURNED.
C THE RELATIVE ERROR OF EACH ELEMENT OF THE TABLE IS ESTIMATED BY 
C COMPARING IT WITH ADJACENT ELEMENTS.
IND=0
DO 100,I=IFROM,ITO 
IND=IND+1 
ZEPS(1,IND)=0.ODO 
100 ZEPS(2,IND)=ZPSUM(I)
C FIRST TWO ROWS OF EPSILON TABLE HAVE BEEN SET UP..
INDEX2=2
C NOW TO START EPSILON ALGORITHM..
ZEPSAV=ZPSUM(ITO)
ERROR=CABS( (ZPSUM(ITO)-ZPSUM(ITO-1))/
(ZPSUM(ITO)+ZPSUM(ITO-l)) )
IEVEN=1
DO 200,INDEX=IND-1,1,-1 
IEVEN=-IEVEN 
INDEX2=INDEX2+1 
IF(INDEX2.EQ.4)INDEX2=1 
DO 300,1=1,INDEX
ZDENOM= ZEPS(INDEX2-1,1+1) - ZEPS(INDEX2-1,1)
C TERMINATE TABLE HERE IF THERE IS DANGER OF DIVIDE BY ZERO.
IF(ZDENOM.EQ.0.0)GOTO 500
ZEPS(INDEX2,I)=ZEPS(INDEX2-2,I+1) + l.O/ZDENOM 
CC WRITE(6,*)INDEX2,ZEPS(INDEX2,1)
C NOW SEE IF ERROR FOR THIS ELEMENT IS SMALLER THAN THE OTHERS
IF((IEVEN.EQ.l).AND.(I.GE.2))THEN
ERRTMP=CABS((ZEPS(INDEX2,1)-ZEPS(INDEX2,1-1)) / 
(ZEPS(INDEX2,I)+ZEPS(INDEX2,I-1)) )
IF(ERRTMP.LE.ERROR)THEN 
ZEPSAV=ZEPS(INDEX2,I)
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ERROR=ERRTMP
ENDIF
ENDIF
300 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
CC WRITE(6,*)' FINAL APPROX IS ’,ZEPS(INDEX2,1)
500 ZSUM=ZEPS(INDEX2,1)
II=INDEX2+1 
IFCII.EQ.4)11=1
S1=CABS( (ZEPSCII, 1)-ZSUM)/(ZEPS(II, D+ZSUM) ) 
S2=CABS((ZEPS(II,2)-ZSUM)/(ZEPS(II,2)+ZSUM) ) 
S3=CABS((ZEPS(IIt3)-ZSUM)/(ZEPSCII,3)+ZSUM) ) 
ERR2=AMAX1(SI,S2,S3)
C IS THE FINAL ENTRY IN THE TABLE THE MOST ACCURATE? 
IF(ERROR.LT.ERR2)THEN 
ZSUM=ZEPSAV 
ELSE
ERR0R=ERR2
ENDIF
RETURN
END
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